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This thesis presents a methodology to evaluate the hydromechanical behavior of concrete 
gravity dams founded on jointed rock. The purpose of the study was to examine the 
assumptions in current design guidelines (FERC, USBR) and to propose a methodology to 
extrapolate dam behavior to unusual loading (PMF) conditions. The research methodology 
consisted in creating a database of observed dam behavior throughout typical cycles of 
reservoir filling and simulating this behavior with a coupled hydromechanical numerical model. 
Once the model was calibrated under various conditions and modeling scenarios, dam behavior 
was extrapolated to reservoir levels higher than the normal operation level.
The structural behavior of three dams (Albigna, Hungry Horse and Upper Stillwater dams) 
representative of different geologies, dam shapes and sizes was investigated based on selected 
monitored data of key parameters, including foundation pore pressures, gallery leakage rates, 
structure displacements and changes in foundation joint apertures during reservoir operation.
A hydromechanical model using UDEC 3.0, a computer code based on the Distinct Element 
Method (DEM), was implemented to fit site specific conditions for Albigna and Hungry Horse 
dams. However, in Upper Stillwater dam, high effective normal stresses at the foundation 
precluded any significant hydromechanical interaction. Therefore, the Upper Stillwater case 
history was not further evaluated with the DEM hydromechanical model; instead, its monitored 
performance was interpreted on a qualitative basis.
The main concluding points of the study can be summarized as follows:
1. Present design uses a constant cohesion intercept along potential sliding surfaces, 
regardless of the magnitude of the effective normal stresses, to explain satisfactory 
structural behavior observed in concrete dams. This assumption does not correspond 
well with the nonlinear strength envelopes measured along natural rock joints in the 
laboratory and in-situ tests. These measurements indicate drastic reductions of the 
cohesion component at low stress levels. The results obtained in this study indicate that
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adequate dam behavior might actually be the result of factors other than cohesion, 
such as the presence of 3-D rock wedges at the dam foundations, the arching of 
reservoir water loads into the abutments, the hydromechanical interaction along 
foundation joints and enhanced natural drainage. Large cohesion intercepts are also 
used in design, to satisfy artificially high factors of safety required by regulations. FERC 
guidelines require a factor of safety of 3.0 for normal operating conditions and a factor of 
safety of 2.0 for unusual loading (PMF). A more realistic specification could be to drop 
both the cohesion intercept as well as the required factor of safety, which for normal 
loading conditions can be set at 1.5 and for unusual loading can be 1.2.
2. For the dams analyzed in this study, estimated changes in rock joint permeability within 
dam foundations during reservoir filling are in the range of one to two orders of 
magnitude along the dam rock interface instead of the extreme permeability contrast 
assumed in current design guidelines (FERC, USBR), which assume open crack at full 
reservoir and closed at the tip of the crack. However, to estimate this behavior, it is 
necessary to include the presence of the foundation joints, which also control water flow 
in concrete gravity dam foundations.
3. The hydromechanical analyses carried out in this research indicate a gradual reduction 
in factors of safety during reservoir filling assuming that drains work beyond maximum 
operating elevations, instead of the rapid reduction obtained with design guidelines. 
Factors of safety obtained with design guidelines for Albigna dam are marginal, even at 
normal operation levels. Therefore, if drains are performing well during reservoir 
operation and factors of safety are acceptable, it is most likely that they will also perform 
in the case of dam overtopping, at a lower value of factor of safety.
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CHAPTER 1
1
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES
“No structure grips the ground so closely as a dam. In other words, a dam is made of two parts: 
the artificial dam, man-made, and the natural dam, which surrounds it and on which it is 
founded. The more important of the two is the latter, which is unnoticed."
- Andre Coyne (1939) Cours de barrages 'a I'Ecole Nationale Superieure des Ponts et 
Chausses, after Joaquim de O. Pedro (1993)
1.1 Background and Statement of the Problem
Concrete Gravity Dams have been built since the beginning of the 20m century. As they grow 
older, risk levels change due to the proximity to new urban developments and property, as well 
as potential deterioration of construction materials. In addition, many structures have to comply 
with upgraded design requirements that were non-existent at the time of construction. 
Therefore, existing dams have to be frequently inspected and have their safety periodically 
evaluated. With increasing demand for electricity, water supply and other uses in developing 
countries, new dams need to be constructed, and thus there is also a need to design and 
construct safe new structures around the world.
1.2 Predicting uplift values under PMF requirements
Of special interest is the re-evaluation of existing dams subjected to design requirements more 
demanding than those contemplated in the original design. Existing dams are required to be 
analyzed for Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) conditions, a concept that was not developed at 
the time many of these dams were designed. Presently, regulatory guidelines (FERC, 1991; 
USBR, unpubl.) provide for the uplift pressure distribuiton to be used in sliding stability of 
concrete gravity dams. These guidelines address the possibility of crack formation and 
propagation along the dam-rock interface. Cracking is assumed to occur when analyses indicate 
that total vertical stresses are less than the uplift pressure in the upstream portion of the 
interface. Once cracking is initiated, a cracked-base analysis is used to estimate the potential 
penetration of a horizontal crack from the upstream face to compute the uplift force and the 
factor of safety against sliding.
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2Uplift pressures equal to full reservoir pressure throughout the entire length of the crack are 
considered in a cracked-base analysis. If the crack length extends beyond the location of the 
drainage gallery, drains are assumed to be inoperative or inneffective after cracking occurs. 
Uplift is then assumed to vary linearly from the crack tip to the tailwater pressure at the toe of 
the dam. The efficiency of the curtain drains allowed under these flood conditions is very limited, 
resulting in conservative estimates of uplift pressure distributions along the dam-rock interface. 
The use of prescnbed uplift pressure distributions, however, results in the design and 
installation of remedial measures, which might not be necessary.
1.3 Purpose of the study
Foundations of large dams are subjected to loading and unloading due to changes in reservoir 
levels and ambient temperature during annual operation cycles. Large changes in foundation 
stress levels can occur during unusual events such as the development of the Probable 
Maximum Flood (PMF).
Fluctuations in stress levels can trigger changes in foundation permeability due to joint opening 
and closure. Rock mass permeability affects the magnitude and distribution of the uplift 
pressure at the foundations, as well as the efficiency of grout and drainage curtains. The uplift 
pressure distribution in turn, determines the stability of the dam against sliding. Thus, the 
development of a realistic uplift pressure distribution is a significant consideration in the design 
of new dams and/or in the evaluation of existing dams to satisfy higher seismic or hydraulic 
design requirements.
The research methodology adopted here consists in the evaluation of precedent behavior of 
existing dams. A total of three dams representative of different geologies, dam geometries and 
construction methods were investigated based on selected monitored data of key parameters 
during reservoir filling.
1.4 Research Tasks
The research tasks to attain the objectives of this proposal are two-fold and can be summarized 
as follows:
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3a) First, main parameters that control flow and deformation in rock joints are clearly 
identified. Results from laboratory tests on single rock joints are reviewed. These tests 
include measurements of flow rates, effective stresses, normal and shear joint 
deformations for single joints in different types of rock.
b) Second, measured values of uplift pressures, leakage rates, foundation and structure 
displacements are evaluated from selected dams where performance records are 
available and compared with results of numerical analyses using the Distinct Element 
Method (UDEC-3.0, 1996), that incorporates a coupled hydromechanical model. The 
analysis considers dam shape and geometry, spacing and attitude of major rock mass 
discontinuities and their hydromechanical parameters. The analysis also incorporates 
representative drainage discharge capacity to model the presence of drains for each 
specific site condition.
The numerical model is implemented to site-specific conditions and its validity and accuracy are 
determined by comparing the numerical results to measured values. The validated 
hydromechanical model was then used to predict more realistic uplift pressures and sliding 
stability factors of safety at the dam foundations under the PMF conditions, at reservoir levels 
overtopping the dam. The validated model was also used to provide a more complete picture of 
rock foundation behavior, including assessment of potential sliding surfaces in addition to the 
dam-rock interface, assessment of the nature of the flow and the significance of three 
dimensional geometry of foundation rock wedges on the factor of safety of the dam.
1.5 Impact of Proposed Research
A summary of potential contributions of this research on the evaluation of existing dams and/or 
design of future structures can be summarized as follows:
• provide an integrated evaluation of case studies where complete information to assess dam 
behavior was measured and thus develop a database for dam stability analyses.
• provide elements to extrapolate more realistic uplift pressure distributions under flood 
conditions (PMF).
• provide a framework complementary to existing procedures to assess dam structural 
behavior. This framework includes geological mapping, installation of monitoring 
instrumentation and implementation of a validated numerical model that can extrapolate 
dam behavior under extreme loading conditions.
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4• provide insight to plan monitoring of dam foundations. Expected behavior can be predicted, 
magnitude of parameters to be monitored can be approximated, threshold values of these 
parameters can be proposed.
• shed light on influence of several key factors such as dam geometry and shape, joint sets 
attitude and spacing, rock foundation properties, dam-rock interface joint hydromechanical 
characteristics, and drainage discharge capacity, on the structural behavior of the dam. 
Pertinent design modifications in new projects of remedial measures in existing dams might 
be possible after this study.
• improve understanding on field behavior of flow through jointed rock, which can be used in 
analysis of geoenvironmental projects, such as remediation of contaminated sites, 
underground storage and disposal of hazardous wastes in fractured media.
1.6 Thesis Structure
The thesis is organized in the following sequence:
• Chapters 1 and 2 define the purpose of the study and present pertinent literature on 
concrete gravity dam design and stability analysis from a historical perspective.
• Chapter 3 describes the process of selection of specific dams for this study and data 
collection and organization to interpret dam behavior.
• Chapter 4 provides background on mechanical and hydraulic laboratory behavior of single 
natural joints. It also provides a summary assessment of the state of knowledge in this area.
• Chapter 5 describes the method of analysis of dam behavior used in this study. The chapter
is divided into a description proposed methodology for analysis, a summary background
review of the Distinct Element Method and an evaluation and numerical modeling of results 
from pertinent laboratory tests available in the literature.
• Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9 present the data collected at Albigna Dam, provide the input
parameters and boundary conditions used in the numerical model and describe the various
scenarios used in the evaluation of dam behavior. These chapters also present the results 
obtained from numerical modeling and compare these results with corresponding data 
collected in the monitoring program. A comparison is included between factors of safety 
against sliding of rock wedges under the dam foundation obtained with the 2-D (two 
dimensional) numerical model versus the corresponding values obtained from vectorial and 
stereonet calculations using 3-D rock wedge geometries.
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5• Chapters 10 and 11 present the data collected at Hungry Horse Dam, provide the input 
parameters and boundary conditions used in the numerical model and describe various 
scenarios used in the evaluation of dam behavior. These chapters also present the results 
obtained from numerical modeling and compare these results with corresponding data 
collected in the monitoring program. Finally, results are presented of extrapolated dam 
behavior under extreme loading using the calibrated numerical model.
• Chapter 12 provides a summary of conclusions obtained in this study, including the 
limitations of the study and a series of recommendations to use in engineering practice.
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CHAPTER 2
6
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Regulatory guidelines
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Guidelines (FERC, 1991) require that if no 
monitoring records on uplift pressure are available, two design conditions should be satisfied. 
One condition requires that in monolithic dams, with no drainage gallery, the uplift pressure be 
linearly distributed along the base of the dam. In this case, the uplift pressures decrease linearly 
from headwater to tailwater level. However, if there is an accessible and well-maintained 
drainage curtain, then the uplift pressure is reduced. Upstream of the drainage gallery, the uplift 
pressure along the dam-rock interface reduces from headwater to one third of the difference 
between headwater and tailwater levels. Downstream of the drainage gallery, the uplift pressure 
reduces gradually to tailwater level along the dam-rock interface.
The second condition requires that if calculations show that a zone with tensile stresses 
develops upstream, at the dam-rock interface, a cracked base condition must be satisfied. 
Water is assumed to enter the crack and develop an uplift pressure equal to 100% of the crack 
entrance head along its entire extension. If the crack extends beyond the drainage gallery in the 
dam, the guidelines do not allow for any pore pressure relief associated with the drains. The 
rationale behind this assumption is that the flow rate through an open crack is too large 
compared to the drain hole capacity and thus no uplift pressure relief is warranted.
The second condition is based on a conservative assumption, and results in unrealistic crack 
propagation and conservative uplift distributions, which require remedial measures to reach 
stable conditions in most dams. The analysis proposed in this research is intended to evaluate 
actual flow rates along the joints, taking into account changes in joint aperture and ensuing 
permeability variations generated by the flow accommodated by the drainage system. A more 
realistic estimate of the extent of the dam-rock interface crack and the uplift pressure is likely to 
be obtained using this approach. Field measurements of changes in uplift pressures, flow rates 
and foundation joints apertures triggered by changes in reservoir levels is used to validate the 
proposed approach.
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72.2 Historic review on uplift pressure guidelines (1895-1965)
Serafim (1954) presented a description of the historic evolution of the working hypotheses to 
determine the uplift pressure distribution in gravity dams. The first reference to the existence of 
uplift pressures and its significance in dam design appeared by the end of last century (Levy, 
1895), after the failure of Bouzey Dam. Failure of this 21-m-high masonry dam, killed 14 people. 
Levy attributed the cause of the accident to the development of hydrostatic pressures, linearly 
distributed along the entire foundation, following a triangular diagram. The recommended 
remedial measure at the time was the installation of drains close to the upstream face.
Three years later, Lieckfeldt (1898) stated that the cause of uplift pressures in the dam structure 
and/or its foundations was the opening of existing fractures, caused by the overturning moments 
due to the reservoir water elevation. He proposed a rectangular (constant-pressure) diagram 
along the length of the tension zone, followed by a linearly decreasing diagram along the 
compression zone. This uplift distribution corresponds to the “cracked base" condition in current 
regulatory guidelines. The hypotheses of Levy and Lieckfeldt, are thus present in current design 
guidelines. In this chapter the evolution of theoretical concepts of seepage and flow and 
experience based on precedence applied to dam engineering is reviewed and summarized.
At first, areas of disagreement among dam engineers included the magnitude and distribution of 
the uplift pressure and the fraction of the contact area over which the pressure is applied, and 
the relief in uplift pressures due to a line of drains.
Considerable progress was made in the evaluation of flow problems in porous media, with 
development of analytical solutions for line drains (Brahtz, 1936; Hoffman, 1928; Muskat, 1937), 
and the use of flow nets and electric analogs. However, it was not before the American Society 
of Civil Engineers (ASCE) formed a subcommittee to study the problem of uplift pressures in the 
early 50’s (Riegel, 1952), that the area factor was established as 100 % of the entire contact 
area between foundation rock and the concrete dam.
In the ASCE study, maximum observed uplift pressures observed along the dam-rock interface 
in gravity dams revealed that the average uplift pressure at the base of several dams indicated 
a high degree of effectiveness in the drainage system, with uplift pressures lower than the uplift 
pressures formed by a straight line between headwater and tailwater. Review of pressure data
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8showed only one case history where uplift pressures were higher than predicted by a triangular 
diagram. This was the case of Oester dam, in Germany, founded on slate and greywacke, with 
no grouting or drainage treatments. The ASCE (1952) subcommittee concluded that geologic 
conditions at each site should be evaluated to decide on a proper uplift diagram.
Casagrande (1961), presented analytical solutions to determine the uplift pressures at the base 
of a dam with a line of wells, based on Muskat’s solution (1937). Uplift pressures estimated 
using Casagrande’s approach are assumed to enter the foundation rock beneath the dam 
through an upstream vertical crack. Actually, the vertical crack hypothesis was first cited by 
Henny (1929). Thus, seepage takes place horizontally, within a confined aquifer of depth D, , 
intercepted by fully penetrating wells provided by the drains. This was a major technical 
breakthrough because: 1) it provided an analytical solution for the problem and 2) it was 
corroborated by uplift measurements in existing dams with drainage system.
Another important technical breakthrough was the paper by Serafim and del Campo (1965) who 
also presented an analytical solution for the uplift distribution at the base of a dam with no 
drainage. The main contribution was to recognize changes in rock joint apertures due to 
reservoir filling. The aperture of horizontal rock joints was assumed to decrease in the 
downstream direction, to account for the increase in normal effective stress across the joint. 
Following this analytical solution, assuming a closure of 50% of the initial aperture, an uplift 
pressure 25 % above the pressure corresponding to the linear decrease uplift pressure 
distribution was predicted.
2.3 Recent work applied to concrete gravity dams (1966-1999)
There has been much progress in the last three decades in evaluating rock foundation problems 
related to dam behavior, which practically followed the evolution of rock mechanics and 
engineering geology right from the start. The 1st International Congress in Rock Mechanics, 
organized in 1966 in Lisbon contained a few papers related to flow in fractured media (Wittke 
and Louis, 1966) and the problem of change of joint permeability with stress levels (Londe and 
Sabarly, 1966) applied to the failure of Malpasset Dam.
Although considerable work was done to understand the mechanical and hydraulic behavior of 
rock joints in dam engineering during the 1960’s through 1980’s, only in the early 1980’s and
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91990’s was it possible to see more technological advances in the area, with measurements in 
the field and laboratory work on rock joint behavior. Pertinent studies applied to concrete gravity 
dams are reviewed and summarized below in a historical perspective.
Celestino (1983) summarizes the design analyses that were carried out for the Hydroelectric 
Projects in the Parana River Basin, in Brazil. For Itaipu and Porto Primavera Dams, founded on 
subhorizontal basaltic lava flows, a coupled analysis was carried out by implementing iterative 
seepage and deformation analyses using the Finite Element Method. For each iteration, 
permeabilities of the layers were corrected for the stress level, following the work by 
Witherspoon et al (1979). At each cycle, seepage forces calculated in the seepage analysis 
were input in the stress-deformation model nodes to adjust the permeability values for the 
following cycle. Celestino reported that permeability values converged after three cycles and 
results were very sensitive to the initial K„ conditions.
Goodman et al (1983) investigated the magnitude and distribution of uplift caused by a crack 
along the dam-rock interface and proposed analytical expressions for flow through a horizontal 
crack of finite length. The conditions discussed relate exclusively to flow along the dam-rock 
interface joint and not to flow in foundation joints beneath the dam. The solution developed is 
different from the one used by Casagrande. The latter assumed an equipotential boundary at 
the heel of the dam at a vertical crack of depth Df and infinite extent of the aquifer downstream 
of the drains. The Goodman et al solution represents a different condition, where the no-flow 
boundary condition is enforced at a distance downstream of the drains corresponding to the end 
of the crack and all flow is accommodated by the line of drains. While the details of uplift 
pressure distribution along the dam-rock interface are affected by the relative apertures 
between the upstream and downstream portion of the crack, Goodman et al (1983) conclude 
that there is no basis for assuming that head is constant and equal to reservoir head across the 
whole length of the crack with the presence of drains. Full reservoir head applies at most to a 
narrow strip along the heel of the dam and the uplift pressure is at most slightly higher than 
tailwater or drain gallery even if the crack length extends beyond the drainage line.
Kafritsas and Einstein (1987) studied the problem of coupled stress and flow through a dam 
foundation using a distinct element model developed for that purpose. A parametric study was 
conducted assuming a rock foundation with two sets of parallel, equally spaced joints oriented 
vertically and horizontally. A grout and drainage curtain were also modeled. Laminar flow was
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assumed through the joints, with initial hydraulic aperture, o/to= 200 pm, and residual hydraulic 
aperture, ahr-  50 pm. A constant normal stiffness, was assumed for the studies. The assumption 
of an effective grout curtain minimizes the potential for crack propagation along the dam-rock 
interface or along horizontal interconnected joints within the rock foundations. No experimental 
or field data was provided to support the constitutive relationships to correlate hydraulic 
apertures and joint closures. The main conclusion was that a stress dependent jointed system 
has a larger uplift pressure distribution than a constant permeability network.
Lemos (1987) investigated the stability of a hypothetical 100-m-high gravity dam, with a 0.7H : 
1V downstream face, under earthquake and static loading using the Distinct Element Method. A 
parametric study was carried out to investigate the influence of variations in reservoir levels and 
joint mechanical properties on stability. A simulation was made of a discontinuous foundation 
rock with two orthogonal joint sets of equally spaced joints, striking parallel to the dam axis and 
dipping at 20° upstream and 70° downstream. The total head at the tip of the drains was 
assumed to be one third of the difference between headwater and tailwater levels, which is a 
common assumption in regulatory guidelines. The assumption was made that the flow capacity 
of the drainage system is adequate and the dam-rock interface is more competent than 
foundation joints. The influence of several factors, for example, the effect of joint dilatancy and a 
strain-softening model for joint shear strength were considered in the study. Results indicated 
that as reservoir levels reach approximately 70-80 % of dam height during impoundment, joint 
deformation and total flow rates in the foundation increase significantly. Another interesting 
finding was that if the dam does not have any drains, at maximum operation level, the uplift 
pressure distribution exceeds the linear triangular diagram, because of joint opening in the 
upstream portion of the dam-rock interface. However, these were parametric studies and 
comparing model results with measured values in case histories was not used to validate the 
numerical model.
Guimaraes (1987) made comparative seepage analyses using the Casagrande solution, the 
Finite Element Method and a pipe network approach (Andrade, 1982) for the Itaipu Dam 
spillway, in Brazil. The rock mass was assumed as a continuous, heterogeneous horizontally 
stratified media. The spillway has a drainage system consisting of upstream and downstream 
drains and the rock mass consists of a series of subhorizontal lava flows. For each geological 
unit, in situ permeability test results were available from subsurface investigations. Piezometers 
were installed at different depths in the foundation and the measurements were used to
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compare with results of analyses. However, leakage rates at the gallery and 
foundation/structure displacements were not available. Casagrande's solution overestimated the 
hydraulic heads observed in the piezometers while numerical methods underestimated them. 
Total flow rates estimated by Casagrande's closed-form solution were 10 to 20 times higher 
than the ones estimated with the Finite Element Method. All models predicted approximately the 
same uplift pressure distribution along the dam-rock interface with hydraulic heads equal to or 
slightly above tailwater beyond the location of drains.
Research studies were carried out by the association of EPRI (Electric Power Research 
Institute) and the University of Colorado, with Bernard Amadei and co-workers and Victor 
Saouma and co-workers. Representative work from these research efforts are presented in 
several papers and theses, e.g. Cervenka (1994); Grenoble (1989); Kim et al. (1999); Saouma 
and Morris (1997).
In Grenoble (1989), the main goal was to determine the effect of geologic details on uplift 
distribution at the base of a concrete gravity dam. A random, non-persistent network of fractures 
was statistically generated using known mean and variance estimations for the hydraulic 
apertures and relative roughness. An uncoupled discrete FEM model was validated using a 
plexiglass physical model. The influence of a hypothetical crack at the dam-rock interface, with 
given aperture and extension was also studied. The main conclusion was that if the interface 
crack is intersected by foundation drains, there is no justification for assuming that full reservoir 
pressure acts over the entire surface of the open crack. In addition, joints which intersect the 
base of the dam at various locations have a larger influence than the interface crack length in 
controlling the distribution of uplift pressure at the base of the dam.
Cervenka (1994) presented fracture mechanics analyses of a buttressed dam, approximately 50 
m high. No information on the foundation rock and geologic profile was available in the report. In 
the analyses, the rock mass was assumed homogeneous and isotropic and cracking was 
considered both along the dam-rock interface and in the foundation. For the PMF condition, 
crack lengths predicted by fracture mechanics were approximately three times longer than crack 
lengths predicted by hand calculations. The PMF uplift pressure distribution used as the input 
for the calculations was extrapolated from normal reservoir level measurements.
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A later study on dam stability carried out by EPRI (1992) extended the work presented in 
Grenoble (1989) about the influence of geology on uplift distributions and included the review of 
uplift pressure measurements in the foundation of 17 concrete gravity dams of different heights 
in different geological environments. One of the main conclusions of the study was that uplift 
pressures measured along the dam foundation have different behaviors during reservoir filling. 
In some cases a sharp and significant change in uplift pressure is detected after a threshold 
reservoir level is reached, while in other cases, no significant change in pressure is detected. 
This research effort was a major contribution to stress the importance of geology in uplift 
pressures and to stress the importance to interpret monitored data in operating dams. However, 
the study did not include measurements of leakage rates and displacements in foundation rock 
and the concrete structure, which are important to relate safety levels to deformations and 
reservoir water elevations.
Other research groups have also published studies related to uplift pressures in concrete dam 
foundations based on field measurements (Arn, 1989; Durcheva and Puchkova, 1988). Kovari 
et al (1989) have measured foundation pore pressures and changes in rock joint apertures and 
analyzed the behavior of Albigna Dam using flow models for continuous and discontinuous 
media to evaluate uplift pressures. In their analyses of flow behavior, changes in rock mass 
permeability during reservoir filling were adjusted to fit the observed field behavior.
Considerable progress has been achieved in the last few years in hydromechanical analyses of 
rock masses with increased computer capabilities and more recent developments on rock joint 
behavior (Alvarez, 1997). Consequently, numerical analyses of dam behavior have become 
more frequent (Fontana et al, 1997; Kieffer and Goodman, 1999; Otto and Moor, 1997; Palumbo 
et al, 1999; Roberge, 1998). The question on what numerical model to use in dam behavior is a 
current one in dam engineering practice (ICOLD, 1999). However, besides what numerical 
model to use to analyze dam behavior, there are also other fundamental questions that need to 
be simultaneously addressed; first, to use representative parameters of rock joint behavior that 
control strength, compressibility and permeability of rock masses and second, to obtain reliable 
field measurements from dam owners to validate numerical models (Giuseppetti, 1999).
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2.4 Summary and conclusions
Existing dams offer a vast measurement database and geologic information that can provide the 
means to validate a hydromechanical model. However, there is no systematic study in dams in 
different geologies involving coupled analyses of uplift pressures, leakage rates, foundation and 
structure displacements. These measurements are available in very few hydroelectric projects 
around the world. The first contribution of this study is to form a representative database to 
evaluate hydromechanical flow and deformation behavior in rock foundations of concrete gravity 
dams in different geologies. To attain this objective, the next chapter presents data on Albigna, 
Hungry Horse and Upper Stillwater dams, and the following chapters present a detailed 
description of analyses carried out for these dams.
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HYDROMECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF MONITORED DAMS
3.1 General remarks
Over the course of developing a database on behavior of concrete gravity dam foundations, 
inquiries were made to government agencies, universities and consultants and a thorough 
search on published data in the literature was carried out. Part of the database and procedures 
followed to interpret dam behavior was described in Gimenes et al (1999). In this chapter those 
concepts are reviewed and expanded with the addition of information on Upper Stillwater Dam.
Thus the database collected in this thesis comprises three concrete gravity dams representing 
different geometries, construction methods and geological conditions, as shown in the table 
below:
Dam 
Albigna 
Hungry Horse 
Upper Stillwater
Location
Switzerland
Montana
Utah
Foundation
Granite/Diorite
Limestone
Sandstone/Shale
Height (m) Batter 
115 0.72H:1V
161 0.62H:1V
82 0.60H:1V
The three concrete gravity dams have shown different engineering behavior. Albigna and 
Upper Stillwater dams have both had incidents in the past, associated with settlement and 
sliding movements in the foundation. Hungry Horse Dam has not experienced incidents related 
to foundation displacements but has been included in this study because of its adequate 
behavior and its well-planned and detailed instrumentation system.
3.2 Database collection
This chapter presents conceptual considerations to interpret dam behavior based on evaluation 
of field measurements. One of the main contributions in this thesis research is to put together 
concurrent measurements of various parameters representative of dam behavior in an 
integrated framework of analysis. The following information was taken into consideration in the 
interpretation of dam behavior
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• uplift pressures and flow rates
• changes in foundation joint apertures
• structure displacements
• reservoir levels during several operation cycles 
as well as:
• detailed geologic description of structural geology and joint characteristics
• description of dam incidents and risk mitigation
• installed monitoring instrumentation
Selected projects for the database were filtered according to the following criteria:
• necessary data was available
• there was considerable change of reservoir levels during the year
• there was some indication of changes in joint aperture due to reservoir filling
Although there are several papers dealing with uplift pressures and flow behavior of rock 
foundations in dams, only very few cases with all the above information can be found in the 
literature. Usually, this information is either scattered or it is proprietary and confidential 
information not openly accessible to the general public. Therefore an effort was made to contact 
dam owners to gather the necessary data to complement information available in the literature.
The instrumentation data for Albigna Dam is available in Am (1989), Fontana et al (1997) and 
Kovari et al. (1989). The instrumentation data on Hungry Horse Dam is available in the 
Technical Report TR-100345 published by EPRI(1992) and complemented with information 
kindly made available by the United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR, unpubl.). The 
instrumentation data on Upper Stillwater Dam is unpublished and was all made available by the 
USBR.
Processing data consisted in carefully studying details of geologic conditions and field 
measurements for each project. These studies consisted in collecting all literature about the 
history of the project, description of dam incidents, geologic conditions, types and details of 
instrumentation. After analyzing several cycles of operation and instrumented cross sections, 
typical cycles to represent reservoir operation were chosen and a representative cross section 
was selected for each dam based on the instrumentation installed.
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3.3 Albigna Dam
3.3.1 Project history
Albigna Dam is located in the Albigna Glacier Valley, around elevation 2100 m above sea level, 
close to the Swiss-ltalian border, near St. Moritz. The structure is a concrete gravity dam, built 
between 1956 to 1959, to provide power for the city of Zurich. The dam is 115 m high, has a 
downstream average batter of 0 72H:1V and includes a series of large 5 m wide chamber voids 
between concrete blocks, which extend almost to the top of the dam. These chamber voids 
were included to enhance concrete cooling and minimize shrinkage cracks during construction 
and to provide relief of uplift pressures during operations (Figure 3.1).
Problems arose in the west (left) abutment during initial filling of the reservoir, in the summer of 
1960. The concrete structure cracked in Block 11, along a rock fracture parallel to the valley. 
Large flows were detected in the chamber void adjacent to Block 11. After remedial grouting 
and fissure patching, the dam continued to operate under careful monitoring until 1977, when 
springs appeared in the downstream zone, between Blocks 11 and 17; probably after the 
reservoir had been at the maximum level for an extended period of time (ICOLD, 1979). 
Leakage rates increased fivefold at high reservoir levels but greatly decreased with lowering of 
the reservoir level. After an extensive exploration program including borehole drilling, dye tests 
and strain measurements in the rock mass, large fractures parallel to the dam axis were 
encountered in the rock foundations, immediately upstream of the concrete wall. Remediation 
works consisted of removing talus and installing an impermeable coating and a 2 mm thick 
neoprene flexible membrane to cover the open fractures in the area immediately upstream of 
the dam (Fracture L, Figure 3.1b). The membrane appears to be approximately 10 m wide and 
extend between a distance of 240 m, between blocks 7 and 17. Additional drain holes were also 
installed in the dam foundations along the drainage gallery. Since 1980, the dam continues to 
be carefully monitored and has behaved adequately.
3.3.2 Geologic conditions
The crest length is approximately 750 m, stretching along elevation 2165 m, on a steep rock 
ridge that runs obliquely to the glacier valley. The ridge had been scoured clean over most of its 
surface by ice sheets from earlier advances and retreats of the Albigna Glacier. The rock mass
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foundations belong to the northern part of the Bergeller Granite, a Tertiary granitic intrusion of 
30-35 million years of age. The foundation excavations were mainly limited to the removal of 
small accumulations of talus. The granite at the dam site is massive, with widely spaced frac­
tures that were extensively grouted during dam construction. The main grout curtain extends 
vertically to a depth of 120 m below the heel of the dam. A secondary grout curtain extends 
vertically to a depth of 60 m, and is located 10 m downstream of the dam face. Additional, 
patterned short grout holes were drilled over the entire surface of the dam foundation to 
minimize near surface flow.
The strike and dip of the most prevailing joint sets in the rock mass at the dam site are: joint set 
1, N10°W/67°NE, joint set 2, N25°W/67°SW, and joint set 3, N85°E/67°NW respectively. The 
joint set geometry is shown in Figure 3.1. Fracture S in joint set 3 shows a steep inclination 
downstream and runs parallel to the dam axis. The other two joint sets strike semi-parallel to the 
glacier valley and dip toward the center of the valley. Site reconnaissance confirmed the 
presence of these joint sets in both abutments. Joints are rough, with little signs of weathering 
and infilling. The combination of these joints isolates large rock wedges at the dam foundation, 
which can be susceptible to displacement downstream under hydraulic loads induced by 
reservoir filling. The line of intersection between joint sets 1 and 2 is parallel to the valley and 
dips approximately 13° upstream, while joint set 3 forms the back of the displacing wedge.
3.3.3 Total head measurements at foundation discontinuities
Special instrumentation developed by the Federal Technical University in Zurich (ETHZ) (Kovari 
et al., 1989) was used in Albigna Dam to monitor total heads and strains in the dam foundation. 
Multilevel piezometers that allow measurement of water pressures in isolated fractures were 
installed in different boreholes (Piezodex-PD). A sliding probe (Sliding Micrometer-GM) that 
measures displacements across joints in one meter cased intervals was also used. Concrete 
structure horizontal displacements measured with pendulums during an annual cycle of 
reservoir operation was also included in this thesis.
Total heads measured at foundation discontinuities are plotted against reservoir elevations for 
Block 14 (Figure 3.2a). The plot is provided with a 45° inclined line through the origin to indicate 
points where flow takes place with almost no head loss and thus total heads in the foundation 
discontinuities are equal to the reservoir levels. The location below the 45° line and the slope of
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the total head curves provide valuable information regarding the effective normal stresses as 
well as the change in permeability due to reservoir filling at any point within the rock mass.
Points PD 1.7 and PD 2.8 in Figure 3.2 are located at various depths (17 and 50 m) along the 
steeply inclined Fracture S, upstream of Albigna Dam, while points PD 3.6 and PD 5.4 are 
located at the base of a potential foundation wedge at a depth of 50 to 60 m below the central 
and downstream portion of the dam. At the entry point of Fracture S (PD 1.7) the total head 
curve is parallel to and very close to the 45° line, which indicates that full head rapidly develops 
at this location, keeping the effective normal stresses low. This behavior indicates that the 
remedial membrane installed in 1977 does not effectively protect Fracture S. Further deep into 
the fracture (PD 2.8) the larger confining stress maintains the joint relatively tight until reservoir 
elevation reaches about 2140 m. At this stage, the slope of the total head curve increased 
significantly, in excess of 45° (Figure 3.2a), indicating an enhanced hydraulic connection with 
the reservoir and a concurrent reduction in the hydraulic gradient down the fracture (Figure 
3.2b).
The steep change in slope of the total head curves indicates a rapid increase in joint opening, 
concurrent with significant reductions of effective normal stresses. Considerable hysteresis in 
total head curves takes place due to possible mismatch along the joint surface during reverse 
shearing.
The point at which the total head curve exhibits a pronounced change in slope provides an 
estimate of the critical reservoir elevation at which significant hydromechanical interaction 
begins to take place. A more gradual change in slope was detected in the total head curves 
corresponding to points PD 3.6 and PD 5.4, at a higher reservoir elevation of 2150 m. The 
hydraulic heads at PD 3.6 and PD 5.4 show only a slight increase as the reservoir level is raised 
to the maximum level. This behavior indicates that 1) the effective stress at these two points 
remains large and almost constant throughout the entire reservoir filling, 2) the permeability 
increase along the base of the wedge is mainly due to shear-induced dilatancy rather than 
effective normal stress reduction and 3) most of the foundation flow is taking place at a 
shallower depth closer to the rock-concrete interface or along joint set 3 fractures which act as 
drains towards the bottom of valley.
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The total head distributions within the foundations of Albigna Dam, shown in Figure 3.2b, 
confirm the behavior previously described. At maximum reservoir levels, the slope of total head 
distribution curve plotted in Figure 3.2b indicates hydraulic gradients of about one third along 
vertical Fracture S, whereas a hydraulic gradient of about three can be estimated around the 
intersection of Fracture S with the base of the rock wedge. Thus, points along the subhorizontal 
base of the wedge benefit from lower pore pressures and higher effective normal stresses due 
to flow diversion along more permeable fractures.
As indicated in Figure 3.2a, yearly fluctuation of pool levels at Albigna Dam is equal to about 93 
m which corresponds to approximately 96% of the maximum height of the cross section at Block 
14. The direct correspondence between changes in reservoir levels and the magnitude of the 
total head at piezometers PD 1.7 to 5.4 are plotted against time in Figure 3.2c. The relationships 
show that changes in total heads within the dam foundations are mainly generated by changes 
in reservoir levels, which indicates that temperature changes and variations in rainfall and snow 
meltdown do not have a significant effect in uplift pressures.
3.3.4 Structure and foundation displacements
Dam and joint displacements at Fracture S in Albigna Dam are plotted versus reservoir 
elevations in Figure 3.2d. Sliding micrometer GM 1.46 gives the approximate change in normal 
displacement for Fracture S at a depth of about 10 m below the ground surface and slightly 
above piezometer PD 1.7. Fracture S opens up approximately 3 mm due to reservoir 
impoundment, but fully recovers its closure as the reservoir level is lowered. Fracture S does 
not undergo much shearing due to reservoir loading because it is practically vertical, and thus 
fracture opening occurs mainly due to reduction of effective normal stresses.
Pendulum P13K7 measures the relative displacement between top and bottom of the void 
chamber in Block 13. Relative displacements of about 10 mm were measured during reservoir 
filling. The concrete structure moves downstream and, similar to total head curves, considerable 
change in the slope of the displacement curve also takes place at a reservoir elevation of 2140 
m. Curve hysteresis is observed in terms of both structure displacements and changes in joint 
apertures.
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3.4 Hungry Horse Dam
3.4.1 Project history
Hungry Horse Dam is located on the South Fork of the Flathead River, around elevation 1000 m 
above sea level, in northwestern Montana, near Glacier National Park. It is a concrete arch 
structure, built between 1948 to 1953. The structure is 160 m high, and has a downstream 
average batter of Q.62H:1V. At the time of its completion it was the second highest concrete 
dam in the world (USBR, 1958). The crest extends over a distance of 645 m between the two 
abutments, along elevation 1087 m (Figure 3.3).
During foundation excavation, several fracture zones associated with joint sets were found 
mainly in the south (left) abutment. Some of these zones were large enough to require 
excavation of trenches for removal of heavily fractured material and execution of upstream and 
downstream cutoff shafts. A clay seam along a bedding plane was also found in the south 
abutment. The seam was developed by shearing of competent limestone beds during mountain 
building and folding. The shear plane was filled with clay up to 10 cm thick. It was decided to 
treat the seam by washing it with high-pressure water and air to dislodge the clay and 
subsequently grout the voids.
3.4.2 Geologic conditions
The high mountains and ridges of the Hungry Horse area are sedimentary rocks that were 
covered by two and possibly three sheets of glacial till of Quaternary Age. The dam is founded 
on the Siyeh Limestone, a dolomitic impure limestone with varying amounts of siliceous, 
argillaceous and dolomitic materials. The dam site is cut by three well-developed joint sets. The 
joints in the first two sets strike N45°W semi-parallel to the valley and dip 53°SW, while the 
joints in the second set strike and N63°E semi-perpendicular to the valley and dip 80°SE. The 
joints in both sets are relatively continuous and often open and filled with clay. Joints in the third 
set strike N38°E and dip 80°NW, are less continuous and open than those in the other two sets. 
The average strike of the bedding planes is N38°W, semi-parallel to the valley, dipping 30°NE 
upstream (Figure 3.3).
The thickness of the limestone beds ranges from a couple of centimeters to a few meters.
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Weathering has taken place along many of the joints and generally decreases with depth. Very 
minor amounts of clay and weathering, as evidenced by iron staining along the joints, were 
recognized in drill cores taken at depths 30 to 50 m below ground surface. The combination of 
the two main joint sets 1 and 2, together with the bedding plane isolate rock wedges below the 
dam foundation, which could displace under reservoir loading.
At Hungry Horse Dam, a series of standpipe piezometers spaced between 3 to 10 m were 
installed along the dam-rock interface to measure uplift pressures for the selected cross section 
at Block 19. Measurements at a pendulum and a weir located close by, were also collected to 
investigate leakage rates and concrete structure displacements. Discussion of the measured 
data and dam behavior is presented in the following sections.
3.4.3 Total head measurements at the dam-rock interface
Total heads measured along the dam-rock interface with standpipe piezometers are plotted 
against reservoir elevations (Figure 3.4a). Four measurements (A, B, C and D) were taken at 
locations upstream of the main grout curtain and drainage gallery and five measurements (E, F, 
G, H and I) were taken downstream of the drainage gallery. None of the total head curves of 
upstream points (A, B, C, D) reaches the 45° line in Figure 3.4a, indicating that a positive 
effective normal stress is always present in the upstream portion of the dam-rock interface, even 
at maximum reservoir elevation . At any given reservoir level, the points closer to the upstream 
face show the largest total head values, which gradually reduce downstream along the 
interface. The change in the slope of curves A, B, C and D in Figure 3.4a exhibits the various 
reservoir levels at which significant increases in joint opening begin to take place at various
locations along the dam-rock interface. The remaining measuring points (E, F I) downstream
of the drainage gallery show no change in total head as the reservoir level increases. This 
behavior indicates that the combined action of the grout curtain and drainage gallery is very 
efficient in controlling uplift pressures.
The total head distributions plotted in Figure 3.4b fully confirm the conclusion presented above. 
At maximum reservoir level a hydraulic gradient of about 8.0 was estimated along the upstream 
portion of the dam-rock interface. The large value of this hydraulic gradient corresponds well 
with the relatively large effective stresses inferred from the total head curves at locations 
upstream of the drainage gallery (Figure 3.4a).
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As indicated in Figure 3.4a, yearly fluctuations of pool levels at Hungry Horse are equal to 
approximately 29m, which correspond to about 20% of the height of the dam. A direct 
correspondence between changes in reservoir levels and the magnitude of the total head 
measured upstream of the drainage gallery is observed in Figure 3.4c. The relationships show 
that changes of total heads within the dam foundations are mainly generated by changes in 
reservoir levels, which indicates that temperature changes and variations in rainfall patterns 
dunng the year do not have a significant effect in uplift pressures.
3.4.4 Structure horizontal displacements and leakage rates
Crest dam displacements and leakage rates for Hungry Horse Dam are shown in Figure 3.4d. 
The crest of the structure displaces upstream with reservoir filling, due to dilation of the 
downstream concrete slope during the hot summer months. This thermal effect is commonly 
observed in dams with low fluctuations in reservoir level. However, thermal effects do not seem 
to affect the behavior of the dam-rock interface, where total head curves exhibit a nonlinear 
shape controlled by reservoir elevation. Leakage rates in the gallery for Hungry Horse Dam are 
also shown in Figure 3.4d. Readings were only taken four times a year, making it difficult to 
determine the shape of the flow rate curve for this dam. Increasing the frequency of these 
measurements can be beneficial for future investigations.
3.5 Upper Stillwater Dam
3.5.1 Project history
Upper Stillwater dam is located on south flank of the Uinta Mountains in northern Utah. The 
dam is located, on Rock Creek, about 50 km northwest of Duchesne and 200 km east of Salt 
Lake City. The primary function of Upper Stillwater Dam is to store and divert water from Rock 
Creek into the Stillwater Tunnel. It was completed in 1988 by the Bureau of Reclamation, 
constructed with roller compacted concrete (RCC), and at the time of its construction was the 
biggest RCC dam in the world. Upper Stillwater Dam is a straight concrete gravity dam (Figure 
3.5), with crest at elevation 2494.5 m and maximum height of 82 m. The dam has a vertical
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upstream face and the downstream face slopes 0.32 H : 1V from crest elevation to elevation
2470.5 m, and 0.60 H : 1V from that point to the downstream toe of the dam.
During foundation excavation, several minor vertical faults were found at the dam site. 
Extensive foundation treatment was required prior to placement of the concrete. The majority of 
the intensely fractured rock and rock with joint infillings was excavated and fault zones crossing 
the foundation were excavated, filled with dental concrete, and grouted below dental concrete. 
Pnor to placing leveling concrete, the entire foundation was consolidated by blanket grouting in 
10 m deep holes generally spaced 7 m apart. Finally, leveling concrete was placed over the 
entire foundation, prior to RCC placement, to form a good bond with the foundation.
During first filling in 1988, the structure showed considerable downstream movement. Most of 
the movement took place along an argillite layer within the foundations and was thus 
irreversible. Large amounts of sand were transported to the drainage gallery after first filling1 
which was probably infilling material being washed out of fractures and bedding planes during 
sliding movement.
Extensive remedial work including a thorough reinforcement of the grout curtain and 
consolidation grouting of rock materials at the downstream toe were carried out after the large 
displacements experienced in the first filling. The adequate behavior exhibited by the dam 
during subsequent years indicated that the remedial measurements were effective. The data 
presented in this report corresponds to the 1990 reservoir filling.
3.5.2 Geologic conditions
The dam is founded on interbedded sandstone and argillite of the Precambrian Uinta Mountain 
Group, consisting of sandstones, argillites and siltstones (Scott, 1984). The bedding structure is 
nearly horizontal at the dam site. The bedrock has been subdivided into five rock units for 
mapping purposes as follows: (1) an upper sandstone unit near the top of both abutments, (2) a 
middle sandstone unit with numerous interbeds of argillite and siltstone, and (3) a thick argillite 
designated unit M extending to near the base of both abutments, (4) a lower sandstone unit
1 Dr. G. Fernandez (1997) personal communication
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which forms most of the foundation, and (5) a thin but continuous 0.60 m argillite zone, which 
lies around elevation 2400 m (unit L) within the lower sandstone unit.
A construction contract was performed to strip surface materials, exposing seven minor faults 
(Figure 3.5b). They are nearly vertical, cross the foundation from upstream to downstream, and 
generally consist of a gouge zone several millimeters wide within a fractured zone or rock about 
1 m wide. Jointing, other than bedding joints is limited to near vertical sets predominantly 
oriented paraiiei to the fauits, as shown in Figure 3.5b.
The strike and dip of the most prevailing joint sets in the rock mass at the dam site are: joint set 
1, N25°E / 90°, joint set 2, N89°E / 90° and a third set of horizontal joints parallel to the bedding. 
Joints were spaced between 0.3 to 3.0 m, some of them were filled with silty sand, including 
those along the bedding planes, which exhibited an average thickness of approximately 10 mm. 
There is no distinct weathering profile, but most joints are filled with sand and organic materials 
to depths averaging 6 m. A 50 m wide zone of sheared material was identified close to Line B in 
the Stillwater Channel at N60°E / 90° (Figure 3.5b). The closest main fault to the dam is the 
South Flank Fault, located about 500 m to the south (downstream) of the dam site.
3.5.3 Total head measurements at rock mass foundations
Piezometers were installed at points A, B and C, located just above the horizontal argillite zone 
(unit L) as shown in Figure 3.6a. Point A is located between the grout curtain and the drains, 
whereas points B and C are located downstream of the drainage gallery. Steep changes in the 
total head versus reservoir elevation curves were not identified at any piezometer during 
reservoir filling. The curves corresponding to piezometer A exhibited a linear increase in head 
with reservoir elevation. The remaining points downstream of the drainage have shown no 
change in total heads as the reservoir level increased (Figure 3.6a).
Total heads at point A do not reach the 45° line, indicating that a positive effective normal stress 
is still present at maximum operational reservoir level at the upstream toe of the dam. The 
remaining points B and C are located downstream of the drainage gallery and show almost no 
increase of total head as the reservoir level increases. This behavior also indicates an adequate 
efficiency of the drainage gallery at the observed reservoir levels.
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The fluctuations of the reservoir level are approximately 40 m, which corresponds to 
approximately 50% of the height of the dam. The direct correspondence of fluctuations of total 
head measurements and reservoir level changes shown in Figure 3.6a and 3.6c are in good 
agreement. Thus, one can conclude that 1) measured changes of total head within the dam 
foundations are mainly due to fluctuations of reservoir levels; temperature and rainfall patterns 
have secondary effects and 2) the reliability of total head measurements within the dam 
foundations is adequate.
3.5.4 Structure and foundation displacements
Structure displacements measured by collimation at the crest of the dam are plotted versus 
reservoir elevations in Figure 3.6d. The horizontal displacement due to reservoir impoundment 
is about 30 mm at the crest level. Considerable oscillation of crest displacements takes place 
during the months of July to August due to thermal effects.
Horizontal foundation displacements at the heel of the dam are much smaller than crest 
displacements. Displacements measured by in place inclinometers installed above the argillite 
zone indicated a maximum reservoir induced displacement of only 1.4 mm, with considerable 
hysteresis. The large majority of the heel displacements take place above reservoir elevation of 
2480 m.
3.5.5 Leakage rates
Leakage rates measured at weirs SM-2 and SM-3 located at distances from line B of 
approximately 100 to 200 m are shown in Figure 3.6e. Leakage rate versus reservoir elevation 
curves increase more rapidly above reservoir elevation 2480 m, reaching flow rates in the range 
1000 to 4000 l/min for maximum operating levels.
3.6 Summary of hydromechanical behavior in monitored dams
Based on actual data, conceptual considerations were developed regarding hydromechanical 
interaction along main discontinuities within the foundations of three concrete gravity dams. The 
database was collected at dams with different geometries and geological conditions. The
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information taken into consideration for the interpretation of dam behavior comprised foundation 
pore pressures, leakage rates at the drainage gallery, changes in foundation joint apertures and 
displacements of the concrete structure.
For each dam, typical cycles of reservoir operation were chosen and field data was plotted with 
reservoir levels as a convenient way to analyze dam behavior. A critical reservoir level was 
observed in the total head vs. reservoir level plots for Albigna and Hungry Horse dams, above 
which the rate of change of pore pressures increased at an accelerated pace, characterizing a 
considerable change in the hydromechanical interaction within the rock mass foundation. 
However, in Upper Stillwater dam, high effective normal stresses at the foundation precluded 
any significant hydromechanical interaction. Therefore, the Upper Stillwater case history was 
not further evaluated with the DEM hydromechanical model; instead, its monitored performance 
was interpreted on a qualitative basis. The case histories of Albigna and Hungry Horse dams 
are further explored in Chapters 6 through 11, with analyses of dam behavior and comparison 
with field data.
Based on the evaluation of the field data presented in this chapter, the following general 
conclusions were drawn concerning hydromechanical behavior of concrete gravity dams:
1. It is possible to assess the structural behavior of a dam from a judicious evaluation of 
data collected from well-planned monitoring programs. Interpretation of dam behavior 
should be based on an integrated evaluation of the data collected concurrently from all 
monitoring systems available, preferably at the same dam cross section. Behavioral 
patterns shown by any of the monitoring systems should be consistent with 
measurement trends detected in the remaining systems.
2. Monitoring of rock mass dam foundations during reservoir filling can be construed as a 
full scale coupled hydromechanical shear test of pertinent discontinuities. Data on 
foundation rock joint pore pressures, changes in rock joint apertures, leakage rates and 
structural displacements should be evaluated as a whole, in the same way as laboratory 
test data is analyzed.
3. Monitoring data is usually plotted versus time during the lifetime of a project. Presenting 
the same data as a function of reservoir water elevation during a typical reservoir cycle
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is a more convenient way to detect behavioral patterns that cannot be fully perceived in 
regular time plots. It might be prudent to establish the frequency of instrumentation 
readings based on changes in reservoir levels rather than on regular time intervals. 
Increased reading frequency (e.g. once a week) may be required during time periods 
when reservoir levels are changing rapidly.
4. Because, most frequently, sliding stability is controlled by weak foundation 
discontinuities, monitoring of the rock foundations is perhaps more critical than 
monitoring of the structure and / or the dam-rock interface. Thus, it may be necessary to 
expand typical instrumentation programs, which usually concentrate on the concrete 
structure and dam-rock interface to incorporate the dam foundation discontinuities.
5. Relying solely on seepage measurements and/or concrete structure displacements to 
assess critical reservoir levels triggering sliding is misleading because of the lack of data 
to locate the sliding surface. Measurements of crest displacements at the concrete 
structure may not reflect changes in hydraulic apertures of foundation rock 
discontinuities that trigger considerable increases in pore pressures along potential 
sliding surfaces.
6. Measuring uplift pressures along the dam-rock interface alone can also be misleading if 
less competent foundation rock discontinuities are present within the foundations. 
Multilevel piezometers and continuous joint aperture meters of high precision may have 
to be installed in several foundation boreholes to detect changes in joint apertures due to 
reservoir filling and to identify most active joints and potential sliding surfaces. Although 
this is not a new conceptual principle (Kovari and Amstad, 1983; Patton, 1983) it was 
reinforced in this thesis, by comparing different types of instrumentation in the monitored 
dams. Measurements taken at closely spaced locations provided a better means of 
identifying the most active discontinuities in the field than conventional subsurface 
instrumentation installed at specific locations in the rock mass foundations. The 
identification and the evaluation of the more active joints during operation of the dam is 
important to understand failure mechanisms at specific dam sites and implement more 
realistic modeling scenarios in geotechnical analyses.
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7. Within all three dams, piezometric pressure measurements taken at various locations 
beneath the dam, within the jointed rock mass foundation, exhibit a similar shape during 
reservoir filling, which indicates a similar mechanism of triggering changes in joint 
aperture. Sharp changes in the slope of the relationships between piezometric heads 
and reservoir level define critical uplift pressures at which considerable joint opening 
takes place and significant hydromechanical interaction starts. These critical reservoir 
levels are also reflected in the corresponding plots of changes in joint apertures, leakage 
rates and concrete structure displacements versus the water elevations in the reservoir. 
Joint apertures increase slowly at low reservoir levels, until the reservoir level reaches a 
critical level. For reservoir levels beyond the critical elevation, joint apertures increase at 
an accelerated rate and effective normal stresses approximate zero. Beyond this 
reservoir elevation, joint aperture is controlled by the relative displacement between 
adjacent blocks, which corresponds to the hydraulic jacking or hydraulic fracturing 
phenomena observed in pressure tunnels (Alvarez, 1997) and water pressure tests 
(Ewert, 1985; Hendron Jr. et al., 1987).
8. Total heads measured at various locations along rock joints were plotted versus 
corresponding reservoir elevations. As indicated above, the rate of increase of total head 
as the reservoir level rises accelerate rapidly at critical elevation at which joint opening 
begins to take place. The critical reservoir elevation at which pore pressure built up 
accelerates changes for successive locations from upstream to downstream along a 
given joint. This progression of “decompressed" zones during reservoir filling is an 
indication of crack propagation and can be assessed from the nonlinear shape of total 
head curves at various locations from heel to toe of the dam. For modeling purposes, 
typical shapes of total head curves and changes of joint aperture versus reservoir 
elevations measured in the field should be used to calibrate compressibility parameters 
of pertinent discontinuities.
9. Joint attitude and orientation are important factors in hydromechanical behavior of 
foundations of concrete gravity dams. For subvertical joints, joint aperture is mainly 
controlled by reduction in effective normal stresses while for subhorizontal joints, 
opening is also affected by shear dilation. Other important factors that control joint 
behavior are drainage and foundation treatment. For example, in the case of Upper 
Stillwater Dam, total head curves for piezometers located at the subhorizontal 0.60 m
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thick argillite zone show almost no change in slopes and follow flat lines below the 45° 
inclination. This behavior indicates that a positive effective normal stress is always 
present along the argillite zone even for maximum operational reservoir levels. This 
behavior is due to the fact that the argillite is located approximately 20 to 30 m below the 
bottom of the reservoir, where the overburden stresses are high. Thus, because the 
effective normal stresses on the argillite zone are relatively high the hydromechanical 
interaction is negligible.
Finally, one can conclude that data collected in Albigna, Hungry Horse and Upper Stillwater 
dams can be valuable to improve understanding of actual joint behavior in the field and can also 
serve as a database to validate predictive numerical models. A detailed description of 
necessary stages to implement a hydromechanical model is presented in the next chapters of 
this thesis research. The constitutive laws governing the behavior of natural rock joints and the 
process of selection and verification of the computer code UDEC 3.0 are described in Chapters 
4 and 5.
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Figure 3.1. ALBIGNA DAM. a) View from the left abutment (Photo E. Gimenes) 
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CHAPTER 4
HYDROMECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF NATURAL JOINTS
4.1 Introduction
Understanding of the laws governing water flow in rock joints and the relationships between 
stress changes and changes in rock joint permeability is essential to evaluate coupled 
hydromechanical processes in foundations of concrete gravity dams. Changes in rock joint 
geometry following changes in the state of normal and shear stresses affect the roughness, 
hydraulic aperture and tortuosity of flow channels within rock foundations during reservoir 
operation. The topographic characteristics of the rock joint surfaces and the mechanical 
properties of intact materials control rock joint behavior.
The objective of this chapter is to provide an overview of hydromechanical behavior of individual 
rock joints. The following sections present a brief summary of the State-of-the-Art of mechanical 
and hydraulic behavior of individual rock joints. A more detailed description on constitutive laws 
for rock joint behavior can be found in recent research (Alvarez, 1997; Fontana et ai., 1997; 
Iwano, 1995; Lamas, 1993, among others) and investigations in laboratory and numerical model 
simulations (Esaki et al., 1995; Gale, 1982; Gentier, 1987; Hakami and Barton, 1990; Makurat 
and Gutierrez. 1995; Raven and Gale, 1985, among others).
4.2 Hydromechanical behavior of rock joints
Laboratory experiments have shown that the roughness and aperture of a rock joint are the most 
important factors governing fluid flow through the joint. Roughness is an important factor in both the 
mechanical and hydraulic behavior. However, due to the impossibility of readily measuring this 
parameter directly in a flow process, its influence is usually accounted for through the use of semi- 
empirical coefficients derived from laboratory tests.
Because of their planar nature, flow along rock discontinuities has been studied using the analogy 
of a channel produced by a pair of smooth, open parallel plates. The Poiseuille law represents the 
relationship between flow rate and aperture, derived from the Navier-Stokes equation for laminar 
flow along smooth parallel plates, which are not in contact. In order to compute the effect on flow
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through rock fractures, semi-empirical coefficients have been derived from laboratory tests 
(Quadros, 1982). The permeability of rock joints can be expressed by:
(4.1)
where k = joint permeability (LT1) 
g = gravity (LT2) 
am = joint aperture (L)
v = coefficient of kinematic viscosity of the fluid (L2T ') 
C = coefficient of hydraulic roughness
The coefficient of hydraulic roughness, C depends on the roughness of joint walls and the joint 
aperture, expressed by the relative hydraulic roughness of the joint, ra / 2am, where ra is the 
average height of joint wall asperities and 2am is the hydraulic diameter (Louis, 1969). The 
expressions for the coefficient of roughness, C, derived in laboratory tests on glass, rock and 
concrete walls based on different relative hydraulic roughness are:
The influence of roughness decreases as the fracture opens and the relative roughness of the joint 
decreases. The value of C approaches unity at ra / 2am -  0.033 (limit for parallel flow), or ra ~ 
0.066am , i.e. for joint apertures approximately 15 times the height of the wall asperities, ra. For 
smaller joint apertures, the values of C increase and the flow rates do not follow the cubic law. For 
example, at relative roughness of 0.5, i.e. for joint apertures of the same order of magnitude as the 
height of wall asperities, joint permeabilities are between 1/4 to 1/8 of permeabilities estimated 
using the cubic law.
One of the main difficulties in applying this theoretical framework in practice is the difficulty to 
measure fracture openings within rock masses; only changes in rock joint can be measured and 
thus it is not possible to estimate its absolute value. The other important aspect is that even if joint
C = l + 8.8(r, ! 2 a m) xi 
C = l + l7(rJ/ 2 a j ' 5 
C = l + 20.5(r,/2aJ,s
(Louis, 1969)
(Lomize, 1951)
(Quadros, 1982)
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apertures are estimated at outcrops or tunnels and construction adits, a fundamental question is 
how these apertures change in depth with the overburden and how changes in stress levels affect 
joint apertures. Consequently, beginning in the 1980’s, extensive experimental tests were earned 
out by different investigators to obtain relevant input data and constitutive laws to describe rock 
joint behavior under applied stresses with measurement of joint flow.
Alvarez et al (1995) have reinterpreted published experiments on laboratory samples of joints 
earned out by the investigators mentioned above. The typical hydromechanical laboratory test 
reviewed, includes a natural or induced fracture within a rock specimen, which is secured in a 
loading frame while water flow is forced through the joint under specified effective normal stress. 
The flow test is performed at several effective normal stress levels, a n with measurement of normal 
displacement (joint closure), AV„ as well as flow rates, at each loading stage. Typical laboratory 
test results on these experiments are rock joint compressibility (a'n vs AVn) and permeability (a„ vs 
AVn ) relationships obtained from the flow measurements, where the hydraulic aperture, ah is 
estimated.
The mechanical behavior of the joint is governed by the nonlinear relationship between the applied 
effective normal stress, c n, and joint closure, AVn:
<r. = - ~ . 7 -  (4.2)
u - t " >
rtlL
where:
K„, = initial tangent stiffness
AV„ = joint closure
Vmc = maximum joint closure
During loading, significant joint closure takes place at low values of effective normal stresses. 
However, the magnitude of the closure per unit of stress decreases rapidly as the stress level 
increases, following a hyperbolic relationship defined by the initial tangent stiffness, Km and the 
asymptote maximum joint closure, Vnc. The above relationship is also nonlinear for the unloading 
condition until effective normal stresses become zero.
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The values of Km and Vmc are estimated by analysis of experimental data. According to Alvarez et 
al (1995), for natural and induced fractures in granite, these parameters are interrelated and range 
between the following limits:
The relationship between these two parameters is shown in Figure 4.1. Rough joints exhibit the 
largest joint maximum closure and the lowest initial joint stiffness, whereas smooth joints have the 
lowest Vmc and the largest Km .
The hydraulic behavior of the rock joint is characterized by the linear relationship between the 
hydraulic aperture, ah, which controls the magnitude of flow and mechanical joint closure, 
which depends on stress levels. These hydraulic apertures measured in the laboratory are then 
plotted versus their corresponding joint closure (Figure 4.2) and a linear regression is performed to 
obtain the line intercept, ahn and the slope coefficient, /  that characterizes the coupled 
hydromechanical behavior of the joint.
In some instances, the data deviates sharply from the straight line, at high normal stresses, and 
approaches an irreducible hydraulic aperture, ahr which is also called residual hydraulic aperture
of the joint. Therefore, the relationship between joint hydraulic apertures and joint closure can be 
expressed by:
For a given rock joint, there is also a relationship between roughness and the slope coefficient / ,  
as shown in Figure 4.3. The data is observed to follow a trend of increasing /  with decreasing 
joint maximum closure. VmL, which can be approximated by a logarithmic relation (Alvarez et al.,
1995):
20 Km[MPa ! um\:V^ [urn] (4.3)
<*>, = a h„ - f A y n : ah > ahr (4.4)
f  = B - C  InFmc; B = 1.75-2.08:C = 0.304-0.239 (4.5)
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The trend can be explained by considering the relation between the roughness of the joint and the 
magnitude of V~- Rough joints have the largest Vmc, while smooth joints have the smallest. In 
rough joints, a few, relatively large, tortuous channels, with cross sections that may have small 
span to height ratios, may dominate the flow. The cross section of these channels will not be 
affected by the overall compression of the fracture as much as channels with large span to height 
ratios of the same cross sectional area, and hence low /  are expected. Smooth joints or joints with 
matching surfaces, on the other hand, will likely have a more evenly distributed flow along less 
tortuous channels and hence larger /  values, which approach the ideal parallel plate conditions, 
are expected.
Modified cubic law
Laboratory tests on fracture flow have shown that measured flow rates are usually lower than flow 
rates estimated using the classical cubic law. Detoumay (1980) was one of the first to propose a 
reduction factor for the joint mechanical aperture, an :
aH = JK  
am= a m„-&Vn
“ h f& K
which is the same as expression 4.4 derived from laboratory tests.
Hence, the classic cubic law can be rewritten including the factor/  to account for joint roughness, 
aperture and tortuosity of flow channels within the rock mass:
O = - ^ G i f a j A h  = { ^ G a 'b h  (4.6)
12// 12//
where 0  is the flow rate, y v is the unit weight of the fluid, A/z is the head drop along the rock 
joint, // is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, ah is the equivalent joint hydraulic aperture and G 
is the shape factor which depends on the geometry of flow. For straight flow G = Wj L (width / 
length). For divergent radial flow, e.g. in water pressure tests, G = 2/r/ln(r. rt ), where rt and 
r. are respectively the borehole and the external cylindrical surface radiuses.
Limitations
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In the previous interpretation on hydromechanical behavior of rock joints, it was shown that the 
hydraulic aperture, i.e. joint permeability, is a function of changes in mechanical aperture of the 
joint. However, the majority of the laboratory tests analyzed considered only changes of joint 
mechanical aperture with no displacements due to shear. It is known that shear displacements 
cause dilatancy if normal stresses are relatively low. Thus, an additional component of joint normal 
displacement due to shear dilatancy, AT should be expected to increase hydraulic apertures.
In addition to changing joint permeability, laboratory tests (Esaki et al., 1995) have shown that at 
certain levels of shear displacement under high normal stresses, gouge formation may occur and 
counteract the effect of dilation, reducing joint permeability. However, in dam engineering, this level 
of displacement cannot be tolerated for safety reasons (shearing of grout curtains) and thus this 
phenomenon is not considered relevant in this study.
Current state-of-the-art does not provide for a complete framework relating shear strength, 
compressibility and permeability of rock joints for different lithologies under changing stresses. This 
can be a topic for future research.
4.3 Summary on hydromechanical behavior of joints
A brief summary on significant hydraulic and mechanical parameters and their range of variation 
was presented in this chapter. Changes in the geometry of rock joints following changes in the 
state of normal and shear stresses affect rock-to-rock contacts, roughness, hydraulic aperture and 
tortuosity of flow channels. Therefore, in engineering problems where stress levels can change 
joint permeability, it is necessary to characterize rock joints and determine their hydromechanical 
parameters with models similar to the ones presented in this chapter.
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METHOD OF ANALYSIS
5.1 General remarks
Numerical methods to analyze the monitored behavior of concrete gravity dams should have the 
capability to include factors that significantly affect the behavior of jointed rock. These factors 
include:
1. in-situ stress condition of the rock mass
2. intact properties of the rock
3. the geometry and mechanical properties, spacing, orientation, joint aperture and 
continuity of rock mass discontinuities (i.e. joints, shear zones, foliation surfaces and 
bedding planes)
4. shape and size of the dam and
5. construction methods and foundation treatment such as drainage, grouting, upstream 
biankets.
A model that includes all the relevant factors listed above is the Distinct Element Method (DEM). 
Peter Cundall (1971) was among the first to implement this numerical technique to represent a 
rock mass as an assembly of discrete blocks. Joints are thus viewed as interfaces between 
distinct bodies. The method uses an explicit time stepping algorithm, which performs the 
integration of the equations of motion of the system. This scheme allows an efficient treatment 
of the nonlinear phenomena occurring in rock joints, such as sliding and separation. It also 
allows the modeling of systems undergoing large geometrical changes.
The commercial code UDEC 3.0 (Universal Distinct Element Code, 1996), a two-dimensional 
(2D) hydromechanical program, was used in this thesis research. UDEC is a general code, 
capable of handling many types of jointed systems and dam shapes. It can reproduce existing 
topography quite realistically and is capable of considering large blocks (dam body) as fully- 
deformable elastic continua. The pre and post-processing capabilities of this code and its wide 
use by the industry were also decisive factors for its selection in this project.
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The code UDEC 3.0 was initially tested in simplified analyses of dam behavior and compared 
with results obtained with HYDROBLOCKS, a computer code developed at the University of 
Illinois, based on the distinct finite element method (Alvarez, 1997; Barbosa, 1990). These 
results were quite satisfactory and helped to build up confidence in modeling. Further tests were 
carried out to explore UDEC’s constitutive relationships by comparing Patton’s (1966) laboratory 
shear test results with the performance predicted with the numerical model.
The following sections summarize the mechanical and hydraulic numerical procedures 
implemented in UDEC 3.0 and present the numerical tests carried out with Patton’s laboratory 
tests to evaluate rock joint behavior.
5.2 Proposed methodology for dam behavior analysis
The type and purpose of the analyses determine the amount of detail that should be included in 
each study. In discrete models, since all fractures cannot be represented, judgement has to be 
made concerning which fractures are of significance in each particular case. The scale of the 
jointing pattern is an important factor in this decision. If joint spacing is very small compared with 
the size of the structure under study, a continuum model with appropriate constitutive relations 
may be more suitable. Major faults normally require explicit representation. Multiple joint sets 
may partition the rock mass into a blocky structure displaying modes of behavior observed in 
the field, which cannot be modeled by a continuum. In many cases, it is not possible to 
reproduce the total number of blocks, but simplified models with a smaller number of blocks 
(i.e., with increased joint spacing) may still reflect the fundamental deformation and failure 
modes of the system. Therefore, geological mapping of discontinuities and understanding of 
their origin and geological environment is essential for a meaningful study and modeling of 
actual dams.
The fundamental approach for modeling dam behavior proposed in this dissertation is based on 
the assumption that monitoring of rock mass dam foundations during reservoir filling can be 
construed as full scale coupled hydromechanical shear test of pertinent discontinuities. The 
behavior along subvertical joints parallel to the dam axis upstream of the heel can be 
represented by a hydromechanical laboratory test where effective normal stresses are applied 
and flow rates and aperture changes are monitored. The behavior along subhorizontal rock 
joints near the downstream toe may be better represented by a similar laboratory test but with a
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large shear component. The coupled hydromechanical behavior of rock joints subjected to 
changes in effective normal and shear stresses are given by the constitutive relationships 
presented in Chapter 4.
The constitutive stress-displacement relationships for the joints governing the mechanical 
behavior of rock blocks and rock joints are incorporated into a hydromechanical model of the 
dam foundations. The current version of UDEC 3.0 available at the University of Illinois in 
Urbana-Champaign used in this dissertation takes into account:
(1) a hyperbolic relationship of effective normal stress versus joint closure, including joint 
hysteresis (linear decompression) during reservoir filling.
(2) a variation of joint permeability with joint closure given by the initial hydraulic aperture, the 
slope f  (currently f=  1.0) and the residual hydraulic aperture that determine the relationship 
between mechanical and hydraulic apertures.
(3) an elasto-plastic model with the limiting shear stress determined by the Coulomb friction 
law. No dilation effects were considered in keeping with the philosophy of starting with an 
initial simple model, which can be improved based on its representativeness.
For existing dams where hydromechanical interaction is expected and extrapolation of operating 
conditions must be warranted for the probable maximum flood level, the following steps are 
proposed. First, the existing monitoring data collected for a typical operation cycle during 
reservoir filling is compared with the results obtained from the model. If the comparison is 
satisfactory, the same model can be used to extrapolate the behavior at higher reservoir levels 
that have not been experienced. If field data is not available and the project is important, 
installation of special instrumentation may be needed to confirm assumptions on joint apertures 
and pore pressures in the rock foundations.
The following methodology was used in this dissertation to analyze dam behavior:
a) map discontinuities in the field using observations in outcrops, tunnels and air photos.
b) study regional groundwater flow and geomorphology to determine hydraulic boundary 
conditions (presence of springs, lakes and streams, old landslides) and to infer about most 
active discontinuities (fractures, faults).
c) measure changes of joint aperture during reservoir filling to classify most active joints at the 
scale of the project and infer joint properties. Changes in joint apertures should preferrably 
be monitored using linewise or multilevel extensometers along boreholes normal to the most
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persistent joint sets. Pore pressures should also be monitored using multilevel double 
packers to isolate active joint fractures.
d) assume that measured joint opening / closure due to reservoir filling is proportional to the 
maximum joint closure (Vmc). As an initial estimate joint closure was made equal to the 
maximum closures measured in the field.
e) use the relationship Km =10/ V ^  (Alvarez et al., 1995) between initial joint stiffness and
maximum joint closure. Assume the initial hydraulic aperture, a,m= vmL. and the slope of the 
relationship between hydraulic and mechanical apertures,/ = 1.0. These four parameters 
define the hydromechanical behavior of a rock joint.
f) assume in situ stresses due to gravity and K„ value based on the geological environment.
g) assume a two dimensional condition.
5.3 Method of Analysis - Distinct Element Method (DEM)
The formulation of the Distinct Element Method (DEM) presented by Brady and Brown (1993) 
and Lemos (1987) are summarized in the next sections, highlighting the approach used in this 
thesis concerning mechanical and hydraulic numerical procedures.
5.3.1 Mechanical procedures
In the distinct element method, the algorithm is based on a force-displacement law specifying 
the interaction along the joints between the deformable rock units, and a law of motion, which 
determines displacements induced in the blocks by out-of-balance forces.
Contact stresses
The external tractions acting on rock blocks are the combination of contact stresses and water 
pressures due to loading and regional flow conditions. Blocks are discretized into an internal 
finite-difference mesh and gridpoints are placed along block edges. These gridpoints are treated 
as joint contacts that can deform and develop contact stresses following rock joint constitutive 
laws. Both shear and effective normal stress distributions are applied over the contact length 
and their magnitudes depend on joint closure and relative shear displacement between the 
faces (Figures 5.1a and 5.1b). Normal effective stresses along the joints, at different reservoir
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levels, follow a hysteretic model and shear stresses follow an elasto-plastic model with the 
limiting shear stress determined by the Coulomb friction law. As normal effective stresses 
decrease due to the relative movement of adjacent blocks, shear stresses decrease and 
eventually vanish when blocks loose contact. Dilation due to shear and corresponding decrease 
in strength was not modeled in this simulation.
Law of motion
A set of forces acting on a block can be determined from the position of each block relative to its 
neighbors. For each block, these forces can be combined to determine the resultant force and 
moment. Using Newton's Second Law of motion, it is possible to determine the translation of the 
block centroid and the rotation about the centroid; i.e. for the x direction:
The translation of the block centroid can be determined by numerical integration. Block velocity 
and translation are approximated for a given time increment At using the expression for 
acceleration and the information in previous times:
« t ( 0  = “ A +Wr('o)
Similar expressions can be established for block translation in the y direction.
The DEM is therefore conceptually and algorithmically simple but requires some effort to 
achieve satisfactory performance. First, the time step At in the integration of the law of motion 
cannot be chosen arbitrarily. Second, for an assemblage of blocks, which are mechanically 
stable, the dynamic relaxation method described above provides no mechanism for dissipation 
of energy in the system. Computationally, this is expressed as continued oscillation of the 
blocks as the integration proceeds in the time domain. It is therefore necessary to introduce a 
damping mechanism to remove elastic strain energy as the blocks displace to an equilibrium 
position.
The computational scheme proceeds by following the motion of blocks through a series of 
increments of displacements by a time-stepping iteration. Stresses are computed incrementally 
and these incremental values are added to the previous stress levels already existing between
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two blocks. Iteration through several thousands time steps may be necessary to achieve 
equilibrium in the block assemblage. Appropriate time steps and damping coefficients are 
internally defined in the program and convergence is automatically reached within prescribed 
tolerance values. Computation time depends on the number of gridpoints that are created when 
defining the geometry of the problem, the number of discrete blocks and the speed of the 
available computer processor.
5.3.2 Hydraulic procedures
The rock mass is represented as an assemblage of relatively impervious blocks interacting 
through deformable frictional joints. For a unit length of rock mass, the rate of flow through 
interconnected joints assuming laminar flow regime and hydraulic aperture equal to mechanical 
aperture (Figure 5.1c), is given by:
12 pi L
where where 0  is the flow rate, y w is the unit weight of the fluid, Ah is the head drop along the 
rock joint, /u is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, ah is the equivalent joint hydraulic aperture.
As discussed previously in Chapter 4, the relationship between theoretical smooth wall 
apertures and joint deformation forms the basis of the hydromechanical coupling along the joints 
and fits well existing experimental data in natural rock joints. The initial hydraulic aperture and 
the slope factor f, which accounts for the stress-induced rate of joint closure, determine 
hydraulic apertures at any stress level. The magnitude of f  depends on fracture roughness, 
aperture and tortuosity. This factor is usually less than one for laboratory scale samples. 
However, the value of /  equal to unity is proposed in this thesis to represent the behavior of 
large scale deformations. For changes in joint aperture monitored during reservoir filling, it is 
proposed to use the relationship:
ak = aho- fA V n = a hu-A V n
a „= V mc-A V n
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where ah is joint hydraulic aperture, Vmc is the joint maximum closure determined by joint 
characteristics, and is the stress-induced joint closure.
In summary, a typical hydromechanical computation using this technique consists of computing 
displacements and stresses from individual rock joint contacts, which in turn are used to assess 
the distribution of water pressures and flow rates along the network formed by the 
interconnecting joints. Flow is assumed to take place through these joints only; rock blocks are 
assumed relatively impermeable.
5.4 Validation of laboratory tests
As a first step for the validation of the dam model, results from laboratory direct shear tests were 
analyzed using UDEC 3.0. The geometry, material properties, and boundary conditions of the 
laboratory test model correspond to those used by Patton (1966) on his experiments on artificial 
joints molded out of plaster of Paris.
Patton tested both planar and irregular joints in the laboratory (Figure 5.2a). The samples 
consisted of two halves 25 mm high by 75 mm long. Irregular joint samples were molded with 
two 5 mm high teeth, inclined 35° with the horizontal direction. During the test, shearing loads, 
as well as horizontal and vertical displacements were monitored. Properties for the block 
material and joint are summarized in Table 5.1.
Measured and computed values of shear strength of planar joints are in good agreement for all 
normal loads. For irregular joints there is also good correspondence between estimated and 
measured shear loads for normal loads up to approximately 720 N (Figure 5.2b). For larger 
normal loads above 720 N , laboratory test sample results indicate that shearing of the intact 
material takes place along the base of the teeth. The numerical model does not follow the same 
behavior beyond that normal load because the strength of the blocks is large and thus it is not 
possible to shear off the irregularities. Displacement takes place along the teeth geometry, 
generating some dilation.
Measured and computed shear load versus lateral as well as vertical joint displacements are 
shown in Figure 5.2c for a normal load of 471.5 N. Measured values for peak and residual shear 
strength agree with the shear strength computed for irregular and planar joints, respectively.
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The computed shear strength increases rapidly with horizontal displacement until it reaches a 
peak where it remains constant with further horizontal displacement, because the top block is 
sliding along the teeth.
Computed vertical displacements increase concurrently as sliding takes place. At low values of 
lateral displacement, measured shear loads are similar to those estimated by the model. 
However, the measured shear loads rapidly decrease with horizontal displacement due to 
shearing of irregularities above the base of the teeth. Also, because the irregular joint is 
sheared, measured vertical displacements become constant at a value once the shearing 
process starts. Therefore the overall behavior of the numerical model resembles closely the 
actual shear behavior of fractures during shearing at low normal loads below the intact strength 
of the rock.
5.5 Summary and conclusions
This chapter has presented the method of analysis to be used in this thesis to evaluate 
hydromechanical behavior of concrete gravity dams. First, a proposed methodology is 
presented, based on geological mapping of discontinuities and constitutive laws governing joint 
behavior. Next, the basic formulations of the Distinct Element Method contained in the computer 
code UDEC 3.0 have been summarized. Third, numerical tests were carried out to verify and 
calibrate the computer algorithm using results from laboratory shear tests carried out on rock 
joints. In summary, a distinct element model with representative constitutive laws has been 
proposed to simulate the hydromechanical behavior of jointed rock foundations in concrete 
gravity dams.
Two simplifications are made in the proposed constitutive laws of joint behavior to reduce the 
complexity of the model without compromising the representativeness of the joint behavior 
simulation:
1. the effect of joint dilatancy with a post-peak reduction of shear strength is not taken into 
account. Instead, a simpler relationship considering no drop in strength is used to 
simulate sliding along a rock joint.
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2. the effect of roughness and tortuosity are not considered in estimating flow rates along a 
rock joint. Joint walls are considered smooth and flow rates are computed as flow 
between parallel plates ( f -  1.0).
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Table 5.1. Mechanical properties for laboratory tests (Patton, 1966)
INTACT RIGID 
BLOCKS
PLASTER OF 
PARIS UNITS
Unit Weight 10.7 KN/m3
Shear Modulus N/A MPa
Bulk Modulus N/A MPa
Young’s Modulus N/A MPa
Poisson's Ratio N/A
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES JOINT UNITS
Tensile Strength 0 MPa
Cohesion Intercept 0 MPa
Friction Angle 31 Q
Dilation Angle 0 0
Initial Normal Stiffness 9000 MPa/m
Maximum Joint Closure 200 pm
Shear Stiffness 2000 MPa/m
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Figure 5.1. Definition of contact stresses and flow rates along rock joints in the Distinct Element 
Method, a) normal stresses b) shear stresses c) flow rates, hydraulic apertures and pore water 
pressures.
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ALBIGNA DAM HYDROMECHANICAL MODEL
6.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the different stages in the implementation of a hydromechanical model 
for the rock foundations of Albigna Dam, which is owned and operated by the city of Zurich 
(EWZ, Elektizitatswerk der Stadt Zurich). The dam geometry, geologic conditions and 
instrumentation setup are briefly summarized in the first part of the chapter. Although this field 
information has already been presented in Chapter 3, it is summarized here to justify the 
proposed modeling scenarios, including fracture geometry, hydraulic and mechanical boundary 
conditions, applied loads and material properties. Finally, results of analyses are presented and 
compared with field data in the next chapter.
6.2 Description of dam
Albigna Dam is located on the Albigna Glacier, around elevation 2100 m, close to St. Moritz, in 
the southeastern part of Switzerland. It is an 115 m high concrete gravity dam, founded on 
Bergeller Granite, built during the period 1956-1959, (Figure 6.1). The structure has an average 
downstream batter of 0.72H: 1V and includes a series of large 5 m wide chamber voids between 
concrete blocks.
After larger than desirable leakage was observed, a flexible membrane was installed on the rock 
surface upstream of the dam during the period 1977-1980. A picture of a test area at the heel of 
the dam (Figure 6.2) show two trial patches of the flexible membrane attached to the vertical 
concrete wall and foundation rock, with adhesive coatings, on previously cleaned and prepared 
surfaces. A series of detailed measurements of pore pressures, foundation joint displacements 
and structure displacements were collected after the installation of the membrane and are 
presented in the next chapter to compare with results of analyses.
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6.3 Geologic conditions
The crest length is approximately 750 m, stretching along elevation 2165 m, on a steep rock 
ridge that runs obliquely to the glacier valley. The ridge had been scoured clean over most of its 
surface by ice sheets from earlier advances and retreats of the Albigna Glacier. The rock mass 
foundations belong to the northern part of the Bergeller Granite, a Tertiary granitic intrusion of 
30-35 million years of age. The foundation excavations were mainly limited to the removal of 
small accumulations of talus at the footprints of the dam. The granite at the dam site is massive, 
with widely spaced fractures that were extensively grouted during dam construction.
The strike and dip of the most prevailing joint sets in the rock mass at the dam site are: joint set 
1, N10°W/67°NE, joint set 2, N25°W/67°SW, and joint set 3, N85°E/67°NW respectively (Figure 
6.1). Joint set 3 runs parallel to the dam axis and has a steep inclination downstream. Two 
persistent prominent fractures, S and I, belonging to joint set 3 were identified (Kovari and 
Peter, 1983) immediately upstream of the dam. Fracture L daylighted along the heel of the dam 
and fracture S several meters upstream. The other two joint sets strike semi-parallel to the 
glacier valley and dip in opposite directions; joint set 1 towards the center of the valley and joint 
set 2 towards the abutment. The combination of these joints can isolate large rock wedges at 
the dam foundation, which can be susceptible to displacement downstream under hydraulic 
loads induced by reservoir filling. The line of intersection between joint sets 1 and 2 is parallel to 
the valley and dips approximately 13° upstream, while joint set 3 forms the back of the 
displacing wedge. A geometrical representation of these rock joints is given in Figure 6.1.
6.4 Modeling of dam behavior
A numerical model was implemented to investigate seepage-induced changes in joint hydraulic 
apertures, changes in effective normal stresses and factors of safety along potential sliding 
surfaces during reservoir filling. The objective of the analyses was to simulate the behavior of 
the rock mass discontinuities, including the dam-rock interface during reservoir filling by 
incrementally rising the water thrust on the dam and rock surface upstream, while concurrently 
increasing pore pressures in the rock fractures upstream of the heel of the dam. This 
incremental approach allows an evaluation of the factor of safety against sliding at the end of 
each step and provides an estimate of the flood level at which failure is imminent (Fernandez et
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al., 1999). The condition of imminent failure is defined by determining the reservoir elevation at 
which the factor of safety against sliding approaches unity.
Another characteristic of the modeling approach adopted here is that seepage forces along 
fractures are not given as an input as predetermined external forces acting on the face of the 
fracture. Instead, the distribution of pore pressures is estimated from the analyses and is 
controlled by the hydraulic and mechanical properties of the fractures, as well as drain efficiency 
and the relative stiffness of the dam with respect to its foundations.
The stress redistribution and corresponding changes in flow along rock joints within the 
foundations was simulated for Albigna dam using the Distinct Element Method (UDEC-3.0,
1996). In choosing UDEC 3.0 code, three main capabilities were considered: a) the capability to 
incorporate fractures identified in the field, b) the capability to handle changes in fracture 
permeability due to changes in effective normal stresses as the reservoir elevation is 
incrementally raised and c) the capability to simulate the drainage system and the presence of 
interconnected rock foundation discontinuities.
The cross section in this study corresponds to Block 14, one of the instrumented cross sections 
of the dam. The results obtained in the analyses were compared with corresponding 
measurements taken where instrumentation was installed. Internal block discretization of dam 
and rock foundation was done in more detail around the locations where instruments were 
located, to increase the number of contacts along nearby joints. The correspondence between 
measured values of key parameters and their estimated values was used to calibrate the validity 
of the simulation in the next chapter.
6.5 Modeling scenarios
Four basic model scenarios were considered in the analyses of reservoir filling (Figure 6.3). The 
first scenario consisted of a homogeneous and relatively impermeable rock foundation with a 
single discontinuity along the dam-rock interface, a condition frequently utilized in dam 
engineering. The second modeling scenario included the most persistent joints in the foundation 
and hydraulic boundary conditions identified at the dam site. In this scenario, rock joint 
permeability, kj was determined by the joint compressibility curve which results in a reduced k} in 
depth as the in-situ stress increases. These two scenarios encompass upper and lower limits of
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estimated dam-rock behavior, which can be compared with the monitored behavior at the 
Albigna dam site.
Based on the results obtained from the two limiting scenarios above, two additional intermediate 
scenarios were analyzed. The purpose of the intermediate scenarios was to optimize the 
modeling process to simulate actual dam behavior with a model as simple as possible. The third 
and fourth scenarios, in which intermediate modeling conditions were considered, assume that 
the behavior of the dam was controiied by changes of stress and hydraulic apertures up to a 
depth of 60 m, which limits a potential sliding rock wedge, as discussed in Chapter 3.
In the third scenario the rock mass was considered to be relatively impermeable below a depth 
of 60 m. All rock joints within the first 60 m from the rock surface were included in the analysis. 
In the fourth scenario, only Fractures S and L and the line of intersection of the planes that 
isolate the potentially unstable wedge below the dam were considered. Therefore, the third and 
fourth scenarios differ by the presence of internal rock joints that dissipate flow within the rock 
wedge, in comparison to a situation where flow takes place along single fracture planes that 
isolate the displacing rock wedge. Beneath the rock wedge, the foundation was assumed to be 
impermeable. The presence of drain holes and the void chamber within the dam were always 
incorporated in the model for all four scenarios.
Two classes of rock discontinuities were included in all modeling scenarios, namely steeply 
inclined open fractures parallel to the dam axis (type a) with 2000 pm maximum joint closure, 
Vm, and tighter joints (type b) with 200 pm maximum joint closure. Kovari and Amstad (1983) 
measured the magnitude of these joint closures during reservoir operation.
The open fractures (type a), which form the back of the rock wedge below the dam are 
persistent and have a spacing in the range of 70 to 150 m, based on site reconnaissance and 
analysis of air photos by the author in the summer of 1998. Fractures S and L which belong to 
this set and are located immediately upstream of the dam are spaced only 10 m apart. The 
spacing of the tighter joints (type b) is in the order of 20 to 30 m, which can also be identified in 
the continuous measurements made by Kovari and Amstad (1983).
Other joints parallel to joints type a) and b) but with smaller joint closures, of the order of 50 pm, 
are present within the potential sliding wedge. However, these very tight rock joints were not
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included in the hydromechanical model, because they did not exhibit any considerable increase 
in pore pressures as presented in the field data report by Kovari et al. (1989).
As previously indicated, a 2-mm-thick, approximately 10-m-wide neoprene membrane was 
installed on the rock surface immediately upstream of the dam in a direction parallel to the dam 
axis. The purpose of the membrane was to minimize leakage in a zone with closely spaced 
joints upstream of the heel of the dam.
The presence of the fractured zone between Fractures S and L and the remedial membrane 
upstream of the heel of the dam were incorporated in the analyses of all four scenarios (Figure 
6.3). Hydraulic heads of approximately 70% of reservoir levels were measured during reservoir 
filling at piezometers installed at Fracture L, close to the heel of the dam. Therefore, a 
membrane efficiency of 30% was modeled by considering a reduced hydraulic head at the entry 
point of all joints intersecting at the heel of the dam. However, piezometers installed in the upper 
portion of Fracture S, several meters upstream of Fracture L, indicated no membrane efficiency 
and, thus, full reservoir head was considered in all fractures in contact with the reservoir, 
daylighting at a distance of more than 10 meters from the heel of the dam.
6.6 Loading stages and boundary conditions
A two-dimensional distinct element model was developed to simulate the dam and rock 
foundations using elastic deformable blocks separated by joints. The uppermost joint 
considered in the analyses is the contact interface between the concrete dam and the rock 
foundation. The assumption of a 2-D geometry is representative of the condition of sliding along 
the dam-rock interface. However, for deeper foundation rock wedges susceptible to 
displacement, using a 2-D model is an approximation of the 3-D geometry formed by the rock 
wedges. The sub-horizontal rock joints inclined 13° with respect to the horizontal shown in 
Figure 6.3, actually represent the lines of intersection between joint sets 1 and 2, which run 
parallel to the direction of the valley. Further analyses of two and three-dimensional aspects on 
safety against sliding in Albigna dam are presented in Chapter 9.
Model geometry and boundary conditions are indicated in Figure 6.4. The bottom boundary of 
the model is fixed (no movement) and only vertical movement is allowed along lateral 
boundaries. Hydraulic boundary conditions include an upstream impermeable lateral boundary
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and permeable bottom and downstream lateral boundaries to account for the regional 
groundwater flow towards downstream valley with the reservoir at minimum levels. Hydrostatic 
hydraulic heads corresponding to minimum reservoir levels are applied along the permeable 
boundaries at the bottom and downstream side of the model. At each incremental loading stage, 
water loads are applied to the dam and rock surface upstream. Corresponding reservoir 
pressures are applied to joint sets daylighting within the reservoir area.
Drain holes were modeled as high strength and stiffness, open fractures to minimize the 
changes in drain diameter during reservoir loading. These fractures extended from the reported 
drain hole depths in the foundation to the position of the drainage gallery in the concrete 
structure. Atmospheric pressure was assumed at the outlet of the drain holes, in the drainage 
gallery as well as at rock joints daylighting in the void chambers.
The analyses were carried out in three stages (Figure 6.4). Stage one corresponds to 
application of gravity loads to the rock foundations; stage two includes dam construction, while 
stage three corresponds to the incremental raising of reservoir levels. After the second stage, 
stresses within the dam and foundations are generated by the weight of the concrete and rock. 
Resulting joint closures are controlled by the compressibility of the joints. During the third stage, 
additional stresses are generated by the incremental application of water loads on the dam and 
rock foundations. Coupled hydromechanical computations are carried out concurrently with the 
increase in reservoir levels to estimate the corresponding uplift pressures and flow rates along 
foundation joints.
6.7 Mechanical and hydraulic properties of joints and intact materials
Hydromechanical analysis of jointed rock is based on the assumption that flow takes place 
along existing rock joints and that rock blocks isolated by these joints are relatively 
impermeable. Mechanical and hydraulic properties of the concrete, rock mass and rock 
discontinuities are given in Table 6.1. The concrete dam and rock foundation blocks are 
assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic materials because internal stress levels are a 
fraction of their unconfined strength.
The typical unconfined compressive strength for granite is in the range of 125 to 150 MPa, with 
an intact rock Young’s modulus of approximately 50,000 MPa. A value of 30,000 MPa is used
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for the rock blocks, based on reported values used in analyses of foundation deformations at 
Albigna dam (ICOLD, 1982). A reduced value of Young's modulus of 25,000 MPa is assigned to 
the sheared zone upstream of the heel of the dam. Typical values of unit weight and Poisson’s 
ratio are used for the rock and concrete.
Joint shear strength parameters are based on joint characteristics observed in the field. Joints 
are rough, with little signs of weathering and filling. The base friction angle for the widely spaced 
joints is 30° (type a). An additional component of 10° was included to account for joint 
irregularities in the tighter closed spaced joints (type b). A higher shear strength, with <j> = 45°, 
was assumed for the contact between the concrete dam and foundation rock, because the 
footprint of the dam was well cleaned before dam construction.
No cohesion intercept values were assumed in the analyses because it is known from 
laboratory and in-situ tests in rock joints that cohesion intercepts are small at low effective 
normal stresses. Thus, the use of a cohesion intercept would be unconservative for the low 
stress levels generated close to the heel of the dam at higher reservoir levels. Actually, future 
studies should include a nonlinear strength envelope, in order to account more properly for 
changes in shear strength of foundation joints with normal effective stresses, as well as post­
peak reduction of shear strength due to dilation during shearing along the joints.
Joint compressibility is governed by the hyperbolic relationship between mechanical aperture 
and effective normal stress, as shown in Figure 6.5a. During loading, significant joint closure 
takes place at low values of effective normal stresses. However, the magnitude of the closure 
per unit of stress decreases rapidly as the stress level increases, reaching a maximum joint 
closure, Vmc. Measured values of maximum joint closure and joint opening during reservoir 
operation in Albigna dam indicated values of approximately 2000 pm and 200 pm for rock joints 
type a) and b), respectively. Based on these Vmc values, the initial joint stiffness, Kni was 
determined following the relationship proposed by Alvarez et al, 1995. The above relationship 
was assumed to be linear for the unloading condition until effective normal stresses become 
zero. Beyond this point, joint opening is controlled by the relative displacement between 
adjacent blocks.
A one to one correspondence between hydraulic apertures, ah, and joint closure AV„ , was 
assumed prior to reaching the residual hydraulic opening, ahns_ at which no significant change in
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permeability takes place under further mechanical closure. Beyond this critical point, the 
hydraulic aperture remains constant at the residual value. The slope coefficient/ equal to unity 
and a residual hydraulic aperture corresponding to full joint closure were assumed to determine 
the rock joint ah- AVn relationship, as shown in Figure 6.5b.
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Table 6.1. Mechanical and hydraulic properties used in the model
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INTACT ELASTIC 
BLOCKS
ROCK CONCRETE SHEARED
ZONE
UNITS
Unit Weight 27 24 27 KN/m3
Shear Modulus 12000 8300 10000 MPa
Bulk Modulus 20000 11100 16700 MPa
Young's Modulus 30000 20000 25000 MPa
Poisson's Ratio 0.25 0.20 0.25
JOINT MECHANICAL 
PROPERTIES
JOINTS a JOINTS b DAM-ROCK
INTERFACE
UNITS
Tensile Strength 0 0 0 MPa
Cohesion Intercept 0 0 0 MPa
Friction Angle 30 40 45 0
Dilation Angle 0 0 0 0
Initial Normal Stiffness 400 9000 9000 MPa/m
Max. Joint Closure 2000 200 200 pm
Shear Stiffness 400 2000 2000 MPa/m
JOINT HYDRAULIC 
PROPERTIES
JOINTS a JOINTS b DAM-ROCK
INTERFACE
UNITS
Initial Hydr. Aperture 2000 200 200 |j.m
Res. Hydr. Aperture 20 4 4 urn
Coefficient f 1.0 | 1.0 1.0
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Figure 6.1. Albigna dam plan view, location of instrumentation and joint set geometry. 
1) Piezodex 2) Inverted pendulum 3) Sliding micrometer 4) Void chambers 
5) FractureS 6) Zone of springs (1977) 7) Neoprene membrane.
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Figure 6.2. ALBIGNA DAM. Flexible membrane patches in a test area upstream at the heel of 
the dam. Note test patches at the concrete wall as well as in the foundation rock. (Photo by E. 
Gimenes, July 1998).
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Figure 6.3. ALBIGNA DAM. Modeling scenarios and modeling assumptions.
a) Relatively impermeable rock mass (Scenario I)
b) Jointed rock mass (Scenario II)
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Void Chambers 
15% Total Volume 
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Line of intersection 
bet. Joint sets 1 & 2
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foundation beneath the wedge
- Preferential flow along Fractures S and L 
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Figure 6.3 (continued). ALBIGNA DAM. Modeling scenarios and modeling assumptions
c) most permeable joints within the rock wedge (Scenario III) d) preferential flow along 
the base of the wedge (Scenario IV)
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Figure 6.4. ALBIGNA DAM. Model boundary conditions and loading stages.
1) foundation weight 2) dam construction 3) mechanical and hydraulic boundary conditions 
during reservoir filling.
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Figure 6.5. ALBIGNA DAM. Mechanical and hydraulic joint 
properties used in the model.
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ALBIGNA DAM MODELS RESULTS
7.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the results obtained for the hydromechanical analysis of Albigna Dam 
rock foundations. The main objective of this chapter is to compare the estimated behavior of 
Albigna Dam with the dam behavior inferred from field measurements obtained at Block 14. 
Model results are presented and compared with measured field data to validate model 
simulations. The effects of reservoir filling and the subsequent changes of hydraulic apertures, 
pore pressures, leakage rates at the drainage gallery and structure displacements are 
discussed in this chapter. The evaluation of these key parameters was used for an assessment 
of the safety of this dam.
Basically, four different modeling scenarios are analyzed in this chapter using the Distinct 
Element Method. The first modeling scenario includes a dam resting on a homogeneous and 
relatively impermeable rock foundation and a single discontinuity along the dam-rock interface. 
This scenario was chosen because it is commonly used in concrete dam analysis. Thus the 
objective of modeling this idealized scenario was to develop a benchmark for comparison with 
measured data as well as more realistic scenarios, which include the actual geology of the rock 
foundations.
The second modeling scenario described in the previous chapter, includes the rock joints 
observed within the dam foundations as well as the topographic and hydraulic conditions 
characteristic of the dam site.
Finally, results for the third and fourth modeling scenarios (Scenarios III and IV), assuming that 
dam behavior is governed by the presence of a potential rock wedge located at a depth of 60 m, 
is fully discussed and compared with the other modeling scenarios.
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Dam behavior along the potential sliding surface (dam-rock interface) was investigated in 
Scenario I. Pore pressures, effective normal stresses, changes in apertures and leakage rates 
along the dam-rock interface, as well as crest displacements for various reservoir levels are 
shown in Figures 7.1a through 7.1 d.
Changes in key parameters during reservoir filling
Total estimated heads at two locations along the interface are plotted against reservoir 
elevations in Figure 7.1a. A 45° inclined line through the origin is shown in the plot as an upper 
boundary where the total head in the discontinuity is equal to the full reservoir level. At point B, 
located upstream of the drainage gallery (Figure 7.1a), the hydraulic head increases as the 
reservoir level rises to an elevation of about 2150 m, where a gentle climb in the hydraulic head 
takes place. With further increases in reservoir level the hydraulic head rises at an accelerated 
pace due to an enhanced hydraulic connection with the reservoir and the effective normal stress 
at point B becomes nil at a reservoir elevation of 2166 m (Figure 7.1b). It is important to note 
that the effective stress at point B becomes nil before the hydraulic head at that point reaches 
the full reservoir elevation because of the “decompression” induced by the overturning moment 
due to horizontal water thrust against the dam.
The joint aperture at point B does not change significantly during initial filling, below reservoir 
elevations of about 2150 m (Figure 7.1c). However, above this level, the joint aperture at B 
begins to increase and rises very sharply at a reservoir level of 2162 m. Estimated leakage 
rates along the interface at various reservoir elevations are shown in Figure 7.1c and are 
proportional to the increase in joint hydraulic aperture to the cube. A similar behavior is also 
exhibited by crest displacements at various reservoir levels (Figure 7.1d). Thus, if rock 
foundations are massive, acceleration of crest displacements can be construed as an early 
warning of impending increases in uplift pressures along the interface.
The estimated values of the key parameters at another location, point I, further downstream 
along the interface are also plotted in Figures 7.1a through 7.1d. The behavior of the key 
parameters at point I is significantly different from the behavior estimated at point B. The 
drainage provided by the presence of the chamber voids and drain holes alleviates most pore
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pressures along the downstream portion of the interface, resulting in insignificant hydraulic 
heads at this location as the reservoir level increases. The effective normal stress at the 
downstream end of the interface (point I) increases about 1 MPa as the reservoir level rises due 
to the horizontal water thrust applied against the dam. The additional stress downstream results 
in a slight closure of the interface joint, Figure 7.1c, which in turn triggers a modest reduction of 
the permeability of the joint. However, the remaining aperture is still large enough to allow 
significant flow rates along the dam-rock interface.
Stresses and hydraulic apertures along the dam-rock interface
An evaluation of the overall stability of the dam at maximum operating reservoir elevation 
2161.7 m was carried out based on the results obtained from the model. Estimated values of the 
shear and effective normal stress induced along the dam-rock interface by the combination of 
hydraulic loads and the weight of the dam are shown in Figure 7.2a. At maximum operating 
level, both the shear stress, t  ,and the effective normal stress, a’n increase almost linearly from 
the heel to the toe of the dam with localized disturbances due to irregularities in the geometry of 
the interface. The corresponding distribution of uplift pressures along the interface is also shown 
in Figure 7.2b and indicates that most of the hydraulic uplift pressure develops upstream of the 
chamber voids, where the hydraulic head rapidly drops from 70% of full reservoir level to a 
nominal value.
The aperture distribution along the interface at maximum operating level (El. 2161.7 m) is 
shown by the solid line in Figure 7.2c, which indicates an opening of about 180 pm at the heel 
of the dam, which gradually decreases to a smaller value of about 140 pm at the toe of the dam. 
The dashed line in Figure 7.2c represents the original aperture distribution along the interface 
prior to the application of the weight of the dam and prior to the filling of the reservoir. The joint 
apertures shown by the solid line are all smaller than 200 pm which indicates that openings 
triggered by the water loading at elevation 2161.7 m are still lower than the joint closure 
generated by the weight of the dam and thus no cracking takes place along the dam-rock 
interface at this reservoir level. The positive effective stress estimated at the heel of the dam 
(Figure 7.2a) at reservoir elevation (2161.7 m) confirms this behavior.
The factor of safety against sliding along the interface for various reservoir elevations is plotted 
in Figure 7.2d. These factors of safety are defined as the integral of effective normal stress
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along the interface times the tangent of the friction angle divided by the integral of shear 
stresses along the interface. No cohesion and a 45° friction angle were assumed for the 
interface between the concrete dam and the rock. Factors of safety at reservoir levels above the 
maximum operating level were also estimated and plotted in the same figure to assess the 
effect of extreme reservoir levels on the stability of the dam. For an extreme flood level 
overtopping the dam by 1 m, the estimated factor of safety is 1.31. The solid point in Figure 7.2d 
indicates an estimated factor of safety of 1.45 against sliding at maximum operating reservoir 
level. A 2-D (two dimensional) sliding surface along the interface is a valid representation for 
sliding along the dam-rock interface in this case, because there is no load transfer to the 
abutments, in contrast to the case of concrete arch dams.
7.3 Scenario II - Discontinuities within the rock foundations
The second scenario considered in the analyses includes the presence of the persistent joints 
mapped on the rock foundations at the dam site. Actual measurements of hydraulic heads 
(multilevel piezometers) and joint openings (sliding micrometer) taken along the base of the 
displacing wedge during reservoir filling were compared with corresponding values estimated 
from model simulation at similar locations. The results of these comparisons are shown in 
Figures 7.3 and 7.4.
Changes in key parameters during reservoir filling
Figure 7.3a shows the relationship between measured and computed total head values at 
various locations within the rock foundations as the reservoir level was increased. Two of the 
measurement points, Ci and E,, were located along the steeply inclined, open rock fracture S 
near the heel of the dam. A close correspondence can be observed in the shallower point C, 
between measured (solid points) and computed values (open points) at all reservoir levels. Both 
values result in hydraulic head curves parallel to and close to the 45° line, which indicates that 
the hydraulic head at point Ci is almost equal to reservoir level at all elevations. Thus, at 
location C1t there appears to be a direct hydraulic connection with the reservoir. Further down 
the fracture, at point Et, the larger initial confining stress maintains joint aperture relatively small, 
until a reservoir elevation of 2140 m is reached. At this point, the slope of the total head curve 
increases sharply, indicating an enhanced hydraulic connection with the reservoir and thus an 
opening of the fracture at point E,.
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Piezometric measurements were also taken at two additional locations, points B2 and F2, 
downstream of fractures S and L and slightly deeper within the foundations. Because 
piezometers were installed within jointed rock intervals, it can be assumed that points B2 and F2 
are located along the intersection of tighter, less prominent joints parallel to the valley walls. 
Piezometric measurements at points B2 and F2 show a relatively modest and almost constant 
hydraulic head at all reservoir levels. The rate of increase in hydraulic head estimated at these 
locations as the reservoir level rises is very limited but somewhat above the measured values, 
indicating a tenuous hydraulic connection with the reservoir.
Normal effective stresses along the flat intersection joint at the bottom of the rock wedge (Figure 
7.3b) remain relatively high throughout the entire filling of the reservoir and are not significantly 
affected by changes in water elevations. Computed effective normal stresses along the main 
rock fractures are shown in Figure 7.3b. A sustained reduction in normal stress proportional to 
the rise in reservoir level was estimated in the steeply inclined fractures at the heel of the dam, 
from the start of reservoir filling. The early “decompression" experienced by these joints as the 
reservoir rises is in large degree due to their permeability and the relatively low horizontal in-situ 
stresses resulting from the glacial carving downstream of the dam.
An initial horizontal to vertical total stress ratio, K<j, equal to approximately 0.50 was used in the 
model to simulate glacial carving. This stress decompression corresponds well with 
observations at other dams where steeply inclined cracks tend to develop along the heel of the 
dam, parallel to dam axis. According to Lauffer (1999), these vertical cracks were first 
acknowledged by Henny (1929) and are generally considered in dam engineering design 
(Jaeger, 1972).
Measured changes of joint aperture across the main rock fracture at the heel of the dam 
increase sharply at reservoir elevation of about 2140 m and are closely reproduced by the 
computed values at all reservoir levels as shown in Figure 7.3c. Estimated flow rates along the 
dam-rock interface are approximate nil for various reservoir levels (Figure 7.3c) and correspond 
well with observed behavior. Measured crest displacements are relatively nil at reservoir levels 
below elevation 2140 m, where displacements begin to increase rapidly to reach values of 8 mm 
at maximum operating reservoir levels. A close correspondence between measured and 
computed crest displacements at all reservoir levels can also be observed in Figure 7.3d.
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Stresses and hydraulic apertures along the base of the wedge
The combination of the main reck fractures parallel to the dam axis and the secondary joints 
parallel to the valley walls isolate rock wedges of various sizes below the dam, which are 
susceptible to sliding at high reservoir loads. The potential for sliding failure to develop along the 
base of a 60 m deep rock wedge at a reservoir elevation of 2161.7 m (maximum operating level) 
was evaluated by estimating the shear and effective normal stress along the potential sliding 
surface as shown in Figure 7.4a. The estimated shear and normal stress distributions along the 
base of the wedge in Figure 7.4a exhibit a parabolic shape with larger stresses near the center 
of the sliding surface, which decrease significantly towards both its upstream and downstream 
ends.
The estimated pore pressure distribution along the potential sliding plane, Figure 7.4b, indicates 
large hydraulic heads at the upstream back of the wedge (steeply inclined rock fractures), which 
decrease sharply in the downstream direction, along the base of the rock wedge. A close 
correspondence is noted between the estimated pore pressure distribution shown in Figure 7.4b 
and actual piezometric measurements shown as solid points at various locations along the 
potential sliding rock wedge. It is also important to note that the sharp reduction of hydraulic 
head along the sliding surface results in an uplift force at the bottom of the wedge much smaller 
than the uplift corresponding to a linear decrease of hydraulic head from upstream to 
downstream ends. Current regulations (FERC, 1991) require the assumption of a linear head 
distribution in the absence of evidence to support otherwise.
The aperture distribution along the base of the wedge at a reservoir elevation of 2161.7 m is 
shown by the solid line in Figure 7.4c, which indicates hydraulic apertures of 1500 urn at the 
back of the wedge (Fracture S) and hydraulic apertures in the range 95 -135 pm along the base 
of the wedge. Estimated hydraulic apertures at the back of the wedge for maximum operating 
level are approximately 500 mm larger than the hydraulic apertures before filling began and are 
rapidly increasing as the reservoir rises beyond maximum operating level. The normal effective 
stress estimated at the heel of the dam (Figure 7.4a) as the reservoir rises confirms this 
behavior.
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The estimated 2-D factors of safety against downstream sliding of the 60 m deep rock wedge 
below the dam are shown in Figure 7.4d for various reservoir elevations. These factors of safety 
were estimated assuming no cohesion and a friction angle of 40° along the base of the wedge. 
The factor of safety of the wedge decreases with reservoir levels but remains at relatively large 
values (in excess of 3.4) even for levels above the maximum operating uplift pressures. The 
factors of safety of the rock wedge are consistently larger than the factor of safety against 
sliding of about 1.45 estimated along the dam-rock interface. Further discussions on evaluation 
of factors of safety for Albigna Dam are provided in Chapter 9, where 2-D and 3-D analyses are 
compared.
7.4 Comparison of results in scenarios III and IV
Changes in key parameters during reservoir filling
Figures 7.5a and 7.6a show the relationship between measured and computed total head 
values versus reservoir levels at various locations along the base of the rock wedge during 
reservoir filling for scenarios III and IV, respectively. These results are presented in the same 
format (using the 45° line) used before. At the beginning of reservoir filling, computed total 
heads at all points differ very little because the rock mass was assumed to be impermeable 
beneath the rock wedge. Initial gradients between each of these points are low, in contrast with 
the high gradients observed in measured values. The reason for this difference is the vertical 
flow that takes place in the prototype but cannot be accommodated by the impermeable rock 
mass assumed in both scenarios below the wedge. Consequently, during reservoir filling 
computed total heads along the base of the wedge are above measured values.
At reservoir level 2135 m, effective normal stresses become nil for all points along the back of 
the wedge for both scenarios (Figures 7.5b and 7.6b). At the same reservoir level, computed 
joint hydraulic apertures increase considerably (Figures 7.9c and 7.10c), which is in good 
agreement with measured changes in joint aperture of fracture S at point B1. The computed 
flow rates also show a large increase at the 2140 m reservoir level. However, field observations 
do not support this occurrence, because in reality, a large portion of this flow percolated 
vertically below the rock wedge, which cannot be reproduced by the impermeable rock in the 
model.
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A comparison between measured and estimated crest displacements in scenarios is also shown 
in Figures 7.5d and 7.6d. As shown in these figures, there is a close correspondence between 
estimated and measured displacements of the concrete structure. Both curves show small 
displacements during the initial filling of the reservoir up to a level of approximately 2140 m, 
where displacements rapidly accelerate to reach values of 10 mm beyond the maximum 
operating level.
Therefore, scenarios III and IV simulate adequately the behavior of foundation fracture 
apertures and crest displacements but do not reproduce leakage rates or pore pressures 
closely.
Stresses and hydraulic apertures along the base of the wedge
Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show the distribution of effective normal and shear stresses, uplift 
pressures, hydraulic apertures and factors of safety along the base of the wedge for scenarios 
III and IV at the maximum operating level. For both scenarios, stresses are negligible at all 
points along the back of the wedge (Figures 7.7a and 7.8a) and computed hydraulic apertures 
of 7 mm are far above the corresponding values computed for Scenario II, which indicates a 
large opening of fracture S (Figures 7.7c and 7.8c). In addition, estimated pore pressure 
distributions along the base of the rock wedge) are visibly higher than the measured values as 
shown in Figures 7.7b and 7.8b.
7.5 Summary of Albigna Dam model results
As shown in the several scenarios chosen above, realistic simulations should result in a close 
approximation of all key parameters controlling structural behavior. As shown in Scenarios III 
and IV, model simulation that can closely reproduce only some of the key parameters can 
significantly impair the assessment of the structural behavior of the dam. Modeling of Scenarios 
III and IV also show the need to have a proper simulation of the hydraulic boundary conditions 
for the model. This also confirms that realistic models should simulate properly all critical 
parameters.
Crest displacements showed a close correspondence between estimated and measured 
displacements of the concrete structure plotted with reservoir levels in all modeling scenarios,
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independent of the presence or not of joints in the foundation. These are elastic, recoverable 
displacements of the concrete structure and actually do not reflect the small changes in joint 
apertures that control water flow and changes in effective normal stress at the rock foundations. 
These measurements alone, however, can only provide a limited view of dam behavior.
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ALBIGNA DAM ESTIMATED BEHAVIOR PRIOR TO REMEDIATION
8.1 Introduction
The behavior of Albigna Dam was estimated in the previous chapter taking into account the 
presence of the flexible membrane installed during the period 1977-1980, after flow rates in the 
void chambers increased tenfold and springs were observed in the left abutment, close to the 
downstream toe of the dam. Remediation works consisted of installing an impermeable coating 
and a flexible neoprene membrane to cover the rock fractures immediately upstream of the dam 
(Kovari and Amstad, 1983). This condition was evaluated first in the previous chapter, because 
most of the field data was collected after the membrane was installed.
For comparison purposes, this chapter presents the estimated behavior of the dam before the 
installation of the flexible membrane. The second basic scenario (Scenario II), with the most 
persistent joints in the dam foundations, was used without the presence of the membrane. 
Performance of the dam estimated with the numerical model before the remediation was 
compared with field measurements.
Rock wedges of different sizes below the dam are susceptible to displace at high reservoir 
levels. Several potential sliding rock wedges were considered to assess the location of the 
critical sliding surface. The geometries of potential sliding rock wedges were inferred from 
measured changes of joint apertures during reservoir filling made by Kovari and Amstad (1983) 
that showed larger apertures (200 jim) at depths of approximately 30 m and 60 m beneath the 
dam. Key parameters, including estimated stresses along the base of these two potential 
wedges as well as factors of safety against sliding are presented in this chapter.
8.2 Comparison of results for shallow and deep rock wedges
Changes in kev parameters during reservoir filling
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Figures 8.1a and 8.2a show the relationship between computed total heads versus reservoir 
levels at various locations along the base of the shallow (30 m) and deep (60 m) rock wedges, 
respectively.
At the beginning of reservoir filling, computed total heads along the steeply inclined rock 
fractures at the back of both wedges follow relatively flat curves below the 45° line, indicating 
positive normal effective stresses until a reservoir elevation of 2150 m is reached. At this point, 
the slope of the total head line changes sharply, indicating an enhanced hydraulic connection 
with the reservoir and thus an opening of the fracture. Eventually, at maximum operating 
reservoir level and beyond, total heads along the back of the rock wedges reach full reservoir 
head and follow the 45° line. Estimated total heads along the flat intersection joint at the bottom 
of the rock wedges also follow straight lines, but located farther below the 45° line, indicating 
larger effective stresses along this joint. At a reservoir elevation of 2150 m, a sharp change in 
the slope of the total head line also indicates an enhanced hydraulic connection along this joint.
Figures 8.1b and 8.2b show computed effective normal stresses at the same locations where 
total heads were estimated for the shallow and deep rock wedges, respectively. A sustained 
reduction in the effective normal stresses, proportional to the rise in reservoir level, was 
estimated in the steeply inclined fractures at the heel of the dam, from the start of reservoir 
filling. At reservoir elevation of 2150 m, effective normal stresses approach nil values at faster 
rates. This behavior is consistent with the rapid increase in total heads observed in Figures 8.1a 
and 8.2a.
Changes in effective stresses along the flat joint at the bottom of the wedge are also plotted at 
Figures 8.1b and 8.2b for the shallow and deep wedge, respectively. In both wedges the 
effective normal stresses along the bottom of the wedge is much larger than the effective 
stresses along the back of the wedge. At points located near the intersection with the back joint, 
effective stresses remain almost constant at a higher value up to reservoir levels of about 2150 
m. Beyond this reservoir elevation, effective normal stresses decrease rapidly and become 
almost nil at maximum operating reservoir elevation in the shallow wedge, but remain positive in 
the deep wedge. On the other hand, at points downstream, close to the toe of the dam, effective 
normal stresses remain almost constant or increase slightly as the reservoir elevation increases.
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Computed changes in hydraulic apertures at fractures L (shallow wedge) and S (deep wedge) 
are shown in Figures 8.1c and 8.2c, respectively. Estimated opening at fracture L, located at the 
heel of the dam occurs at reservoir elevation 2150 m and reach hydraulic apertures of 
approximately 18 mm at maximum operating reservoir level. The hydraulic aperture continues to 
increase above maximum operating reservoirs, as shown in Figure 8.1c. In contrast with this 
behavior, computed values of hydraulic apertures at fracture S, several meters upstream of the 
heel of the dam, do not increase more than 0.5 mm due to reservoir filling.
It is important to note that an opening of about 7 mm was estimated in Fracture S at maximum 
operating reservoir level after the impermeable membrane was installed. This indicates that the 
membrane contributed to a) displace the joint separation from Fracture L, located at the heel of 
the dam, to fracture S, located several meters upstream and b) to reduce the overall separation 
by more than one half at the back of the rock wedge, from 18 mm estimated prior to membrane 
to about 7 mm.
Flow rates estimated along both fractures, shown by dashed lines in the same figures, indicate 
a behavior consistent with estimated changes in hydraulic apertures. Computed flow rates along 
fracture L increase abruptly at reservoir elevation of 2150 m, reaching values in the range 1000 
to 5000 ml / sec per meter, while estimated flow rates at fracture S exhibit only modest increase, 
reaching values of approximately 750 ml / sec per meter. A close correspondence between 
measured and computed crest displacements at all reservoir levels can also be observed in 
Figures 8.1d and 8.2d. Therefore, a consistent overall behavior is observed for all key 
parameters, which is also in good agreement with the information that fracture opening reached 
16 mm at maximum operating level before the installation of the flexible membrane (ICOLD, 
1982).
Stresses, hydraulic apertures and factors of safety
Estimating the effective normal and shear stresses along the base of the potential sliding 
surfaces was earned out to evaluate the potential for sliding failure along the base of the shallow 
and deep rock wedges. Figures 8.3a and 8.4a show the distribution of effective normal and 
shear stresses for the two rock wedges. These distributions have similar parabolic shapes, with 
stresses that gradually decrease from the center of the sliding surface towards both upstream 
and downstream ends.
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The estimated pore pressure distributions along the potential sliding plane, Figures 8.3b and 
8.4b, indicate large values at the steeply inclined fractures, which decrease sharply, following a 
parabolic shape towards the downstream end. A comparison between estimated pore pressures 
prior to membrane installation and piezometric measurements after the installation of the flexible 
membrane (Figure 8.4b) indicates that estimated pore pressures before the membrane was 
installed are higher than the measured values, showing the efficiency of the membrane.
The distribution of the hydraulic apertures along the wedge boundaries at maximum operating 
reservoir level is shown in Figures 8.3c and 8.4c for the shallow and deep rock wedges, 
respectively. Estimated changes in hydraulic apertures due to reservoir filling are higher along 
the steeply inclined fractures at the back of the shallow wedge. Changes in hydraulic apertures 
along the bottom of both wedges are minimal.
The estimated factors of safety against downstream sliding for both wedges are shown in 
Figures 8.3d and 8.4d. These factors of safety were estimated assuming no cohesion and a 
friction angle of 40° along the potential sliding surfaces. Factors of safety decrease at similar 
rates for both rock wedges. However, at all reservoir elevations, the shallow rock wedge has 
lower factors of safety, reaching a value of 1.63 at maximum operating reservoir elevation (solid 
point in Figure 8.3d) while the factor of safety of the deep wedge is approximately 3.2 at a 
similar reservoir elevation.
8.3 Estimated behavior within rock foundations prior to remediation
Total vertical stresses and flow rates within rock foundations
Figures 8.5 and 8.6 show the development of computed total vertical stresses and flow rates 
along rock foundation joints at various reservoir elevations, before and after the installation of 
the flexible membrane respectively. At the beginning of reservoir filling, computed total vertical 
stresses near the heel of the dam are higher than near the toe of the dam. Stresses reach 
maximum values of approximately 2.0 MPa along the dam-rock interface near the heel of the 
dam and decrease gradually towards the downstream toe. The integral of the total vertical 
stress distribution along the dam-rock interface corresponds well to the weight of the dam 
before filling the reservoir.
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Computed total vertical stresses in the 10 m wide fractured zone between fractures S and L are 
lower than the stresses in the immediate surroundings. The drop in the stress contours between 
fractures is due to the higher deformability of the fractured zone. Because of the irregular 
topography of the dam-rock interface, stress contours are not uniformly distributed along this 
contact and show areas of high stress concentrations before reservoir filling (Figures 8.5a and 
8.6a). As reservoir levels rise, estimated total vertical stresses increase in the downstream zone 
beneath the toe of the dam and concurrently decrease at the heel of the dam.
As shown in Figures 8.5 and 8.6 flow rates along rock foundation joints are represented by 
straight and dashed lines. The thickness of the line represents magnitudes of flow rates. 
Dashed lines are used to represent higher flow rates through fractures S and L. As reservoir 
levels rise in the upstream zone beneath the dam the flow rates increase along the steeply 
inclined joints at the heel of the dam, which in turn feed the network of interconnected joints 
below and downstream of the dam foundation. Leakage rates estimated at the drain holes are 
also indicated in Figures 8.5 and 8.6 and reach values of approximately 3.3 I / s and 8.1 I / s per 
200 m of dam length at maximum operating level prior and after membrane installation.
A comparison between Figures 8.5d and 8.6d clearly shows that the main contribution of the 
flexible membrane is to shift the high flow rates from Fracture L at the heel of the dam to 
Fracture S, several meters upstream. A reduction of flow rates, pore pressures and hydraulic 
apertures takes place concurrently with the shift in the location of the main flow channels. It is 
also important to note that the interconnection of the persistent joints with the lower portion of 
the valley results in these fractures acting as natural drains, which relieve uplift pressures 
beneath the dam.
Changes of hydraulic apertures due to reservoir filling
Normalized changes of hydraulic apertures due to reservoir filling are shown in Figure 8.7 
before and after the installation of the membrane. The contour lines are determined by 
estimating percentual changes in joint apertures at maximum operating reservoir level with 
respect to those present before reservoir filling. Joint apertures for both cases prior and after 
membrane installation are plotted in Figure 8.7 in contour intervals of + 10 % [ (+) for joint 
closure ] and -1 0  % [ (-) for joint opening ].
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The boundary where there is no change in normalized hydraulic apertures (0% line) due to 
reservoir filling is shown in both figures as 0% line. A well-defined decompression zone where 
joint openings are at least 10%, was estimated at both sides of the steeply inclined features 
located immediately upstream of the dam. Therefore, at least 10% of changes in hydraulic 
apertures during reservoir filling develops along upstream and downstream sides of the 
Fractures S and L. However, the magnitudes of maximum opening along Fractures S and L 
before the installation of the membrane are tenfold higher than after the membrane was 
installed. In addition, after membrane installation significant changes in hydraulic apertures are 
limited to depths of approximately 25 to 30 % of the height of the dam, while prior to membrane 
installation large openings take place at depths equivalent to several times the height of the 
dam.
Comparison of flow behavior before and after the flexible membrane
Figures 8.8a and 8.8b show equipotential lines at maximum operating level before and after the 
installation of the flexible membrane. The comparison between these two figures clearly shows 
the beneficial effects of the flexible membrane:
1. The membrane shifts the line of full reservoir head upstream of the membrane and 
away from the heel of the dam. This shift reduces the uplift pressures along the dam- 
rock interface as well as at rock wedges located immediately beneath the dam.
2. The membrane also changes the direction of the flow vectors reducing the amount of 
seepage that goes to the area immediately downstream of the dam.
This estimated changes in flow direction corresponds well with actual field observations, which 
indicate total elimination of seepage downstream of the dam after membrane installation. These 
results strengthen the validity of the hydromechanical model implemented for Albigna Dam in 
this thesis research.
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This chapter presented the estimated behavior of Albigna Dam before the installation of the 
flexible membrane in the 1977-1980 period after flow rates in the void chambers increased 
tenfold and springs were observed close to the downstream toe of the dam. These analyses 
provided additional verification of the validity and calibration of model simulations for this dam. 
Results of the analyses confirmed observed field behavior, but also were helpful to quantify the 
efficiency of the membrane to minimize ieakage and uplift pressures beneath the dam.
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CHAPTER 9
ALBIGNA DAM SLIDING STABILITY ANALYSES
9.1 Introduction
Stability analyses were carried out for Albigna Dam in previous chapters using the Distinct 
Element Method (DEM). This chapter presents the results of stability analyses of Albigna Dam 
using analytical methods such as two-dimensional (2-D) force polygon and three-dimensional 
(3-D) stereographic method. Simplified procedures using 2-D analysis recommended by current 
design guidelines to estimate crack propagation and uplift pressures along the dam-rock 
interface are also presented in this chapter.
An additional objective of this chapter is to verify the validity of results obtained with the DEM as 
well as to examine the assumptions involved in design guidelines (FERC, USBR) by evaluating 
factors of safety obtained with the guidelines and comparing results with field observations 
made at the Albigna Dam site.
9.2 Stability analyses using the Distinct Element Method
The factors of safety at maximum operating reservoir level (El. 2162 m) computed prior and 
after the installation of the remedial membrane using the DEM are shown in Figure 9.1 and are 
plotted against maximum depth z of the potential sliding surface. The computed factors of safety 
along the dam-rock interface (z=0) exhibit the lowest values ranging from 1.23 to 1.45 prior and 
after the installation of the flexible membrane, respectively. Factors of safety remain practically 
constant for sliding surfaces up to a depth of approximately 30 m and increase more rapidly for 
deeper rock wedges, reaching values between 3.11 and 3.95, prior and after membrane 
installation, respectively. Thus the installation of the neoprene membrane represents an 
estimated increase of 18 to 27 % in factors of safety along potential sliding surfaces in the rock 
foundations of Albigna Dam.
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The sliding stability along the dam-rock interface was evaluated for the maximum operating 
reservoir level (El. 2162 m) using regulatory guidelines (FERC, USBR). The guidelines address 
the possibility of crack formation and propagation along the dam-rock interface. Cracking is 
assumed to occur when analyses indicate that total vertical stresses are less than the uplift 
pressure in the upstream portion of the interface. Once cracking is initiated, a cracked-base 
analysis is necessary to estimate the potential penetration of a horizontal crack from the 
upstream face and to compute the uplift force and the corresponding factor of safety against 
sliding.
A second requirement in a cracked-base analysis is to consider uplift pressures equal to full 
reservoir pressure throughout the entire length of the crack. If the crack length extends beyond 
the location of the drainage gallery, drains are assumed to be inoperative or ineffective after 
cracking occurs. Uplift is then assumed to vary linearly from the crack tip to the tailwater 
pressure at the toe of the dam.
Estimation of crack lengths along the dam-rock interface following design guidelines
Initial developments of the simplified procedure for the estimation of crack lengths and uplift 
pressures along the dam-rock interface without using a trial and error procedure, were carried 
out by Michael Hendron (1996) and were modified here for the analysis of Albigna dam. A 
similar simplified procedure is also presented in USBR design manuals (1987). Applied loads 
and distributions of stresses along the dam-rock interface used to estimate crack length at 
various reservoir level elevations are shown in Figure 9.2. This simplified procedure to calculate 
stress distributions and factors of safety along the uncracked portion of the interface are based 
on the following assumptions:
1. Stress distribution along a horizontal section, without uplift, varies linearly between 
upstream and downstream faces.
2. Once a crack occurs, uplift pressure equivalent to full reservoir pressure exists 
throughout the entire crack length. This is a conservative assumption, because if drains 
exist, they are considered inoperative after cracking occurs. Once the crack propagates
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beyond the drain holes, the uplift pressure is assumed to have a trapezoidal shape, as 
indicated in Figure 9.2a.
3. Crack penetrates to point of zero effective normal stress at the crack tip, beyond which, 
the uncracked base is under compression, as shown in Figure 9.2b.
The equilibrium equation is established by taking moments around the toe of the dam. These 
moments include the moments generated by the hydrostatic forces above the dam-rock 
interface and the moment generated by the weight of the dam, which are identified as ‘K’; as 
well as the moments generated by the uplift and effective normal force at the dam-rock 
interface. The forces involved in the equilibrium equation and their corresponding locations with 
respect to the toe of the dam are shown in Figure 9.2c.
The consideration of a maximum pseudo-uplift force, Umax, equivalent to a rectangular 
distribution of uplift pressures along the entire interface contact, with maximum reservoir head, 
is a convenient way to simplify the calculations. The effective normal force, N'umax corresponding 
to Umax. has a magnitude (W -  Umax), acting along the uncracked portion of the base, B’. 
However, both forces N' and N'Umax are located at a distance .t from the toe of the dam. For the 
purpose of finding the crack length, c, it is convenient to use the simplification of using Umax and 
N’umax to calculate the moments. Once the crack length is determined, then the distribution of 
stresses and uplift can be estimated and stability against sliding along the dam-rock interface is 
computed.
By taking moments of all forces around the toe of the dam, expression (9.1) is obtained:
where:
x = moment arm of the effective normal force (MN.m)
'K ' = moment of forces above the dam-rock interface at the toe, including the weight (MN.m) 
Umax -  maximum pseudo-uplift force (MN)
M/max = moment of Umax with respect to the dam toe (MN.m)
W = dam weight (MN)
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AT Umax -  pseudo effective normal force (MN)
Based on regulatory guidelines assumptions, the crack length, c, at a given reservoir elevation 
can be calculated by considering that the moment arm of the effective normal force, .r is equal to 
one third of the uncracked portion of the base as shown in Figure 9.2. Therefore, the crack 
length is given by expression (9.2):
where: 
c = crack length (mj 
B = width of the base of the dam (m)
Estimation of factors of safety
Factors of safety along the dam-rock interface were estimated at various reservoir elevations 
according to expressions (9.3) and (9.4):
where:
ij) = friction angle along the dam-rock interface (<j> = 45°)
9 = vector angle of the driving force
Fh = hydrostatic acting on the vertical upstream wall of the dam 
W -U =  effective normal force on the horizontal plane
The calculations carried out for Albigna dam to estimate crack lengths and factors of safety 
against sliding along the dam-rock interface are summarized in the following table. A triangular
c = B -  3.r (9.2)
(9.3)
t a n #
tan# = ——— 
W - U
(9.4)
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uplift distribution, ranging from full head at the heel of the dam to tailwater level at the toe was 
used in these calculations until the crack initiated:
Elevation Tml //». Tml H J H  r%i c fm] c/ b  m FS
2130 45 56 0 0 5.68
2140 55 69 0 0 3.72
2150 65 81 0 0 2.38
2158.5 73.5 92 0 0 1.26
2160 75 94 12.2 21.1 1.04
2162 77 96 32.3 55.5 0.70
2163 78 97 44.2 76.7 0.50
where //„■ is the height of water during reservoir filling, Hw IH  is the percentual of present 
reservoir water levels with respect to the height of the dam, c is the estimated crack length and 
c/B is the percentual crack length with respect to the width of the base of the dam.
Factors of safety were computed assuming no cohesion and a friction angle of 45°. As reservoir 
water levels reach Elevation 2158.5 m the crack initiates, at H» l //equal to 92 % of the height 
of the dam. It is important to note that once initiated, the estimated crack propagates quite 
rapidly. An increase of only 4% in reservoir levels is responsible for an estimated crack length 
of 32.3 m or 55.5 % of the base of the dam at maximum operating reservoir elevation (El. 2162 
m ).
Estimated factors of safety following design guidelines are plotted against reservoir levels in 
Figure 9.3a. Factors of safety obtained using the DEM are also plotted in the same figure, for 
comparison purposes. Factors of safety computed following the simplified cracked-base 
procedure decrease more rapidly for the same change in reservoir levels than factors of safety 
estimated using the DEM. Beyond reservoir elevation 2160 m (94% of dam height), the 
estimated factor of safety using the guidelines reach a factor of safety of unity, while at 
maximum operating reservoir level (El. 2162 m) the factor of safety decreases to 0.70.
Distributions of uplift pressures estimated at maximum operating reservoir level are shown in 
Figure 9.3b. The uplift pressure distribution computed using the simplified procedure for 
cracked-base analysis corresponds to a crack length of 32.3 m along the dam-rock interface
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that extends about 22 m beyond the drainage line. The computed uplift distribution estimated 
using the DEM is also presented in Figure 9.3b and exhibits much lower pressures than the 
uplift pressures computed with the simplified procedure.
Field observations show that very small leakage flows towards the void chambers and moderate 
structure displacements at Albigna dam do not indicate the existence of large uplift pressures 
and long crack extensions. Consequently, the use of cracked-base conditions assuming 
inoperative drains prescribed in the design guidelines seems to be a condition rather severe for 
this dam, even at normal operating reservoir level at Elevation 2162 m. The uplift pressure 
distribution obtained with the DEM seems to be closer to the conditions observed in the field.
9.4 3-D stereographic stability analyses
Stereographic projection, a type of spherical projection, provides a simple and relatively quick 
method of analyzing three dimensional rock wedge stability problems. A stereonet is a plotting 
tool in which planes dipping from zero to ninety degrees in any direction can be plotted as arcs 
of circles on a horizontal plane through the center of the sphere. Lines of intersection between 
planes can be plotted as points on the stereonet. A stereonet can best be described as a three- 
dimensional protractor because it is used to analyze the orientations of lines and planes in three 
directions.
Definition of stable zones
The stereographic technique (Hendron et al., 1980) was used to find the factor of safety for the 
shallow and deep rock wedges isolated below the dam by rock discontinuities in the foundations 
of Albigna dam. The problem was defined as the sliding of a dam block resting on a rock wedge 
isolated by two joints intersecting at the base of the wedge and a third steeply inclined fracture 
parallel to the dam axis, which forms the back of the rock wedge. The stereographs are shown 
in Figures 9.4a and 9.4b for the shallow and deep sliding rock wedges, respectively.
The line of intersection of the planes containing the two joints was found by plotting the arcs 
representing the two joint planes on the stereonet and establishing their point of intersection, S12 
shown at the top of Figure 9.4. The distance between S12 and the outside perimeter of the
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stereonet determines the angle of plunge of the line of intersection with respect to horizontal, 
which in this case is about 13°.
The stability analysis is divided into two distinct parts. In the first part the orientation of the 
maximum resisting reaction on the potential failure planes is plotted on the stereonet. The 
second part involves determination of the orientation of the resultant driving force acting on the 
wedge. The limiting resisting force on the rock wedge is determined by a friction angle c{> from 
the direction of the normal force on each plane. Therefore, the limiting resisting force in all 
directions is represented by a friction cone, which plots as a circle on the stereonet, where the 
center of the circle is the pole of the plane representing the joint. The poles of the planes 
corresponding to joint one and joint two, striking parallel to the glacier valley and dipping in 
opposite directions were plottted on the stereonet. The poles of the planes were labeled and 
N2 in Figure 9.4 because they represent the directions of the vectors of the normal forces on 
each plane.
Friction cones are shown in the stereograph for friction angles equal to 40° on each of the joint 
planes. If the resultant force on the rock wedge acts within any one of the friction cones, the 
wedge will be stable. If it plots outside of the cone there would be a tendency to slide along that 
particular plane or along the intersection between the two joints. To determine the direction of 
sliding, a plane is plotted that is normal to joint one and parallel to the line of intersection. This 
is done by constructing an arc through the point Si2 representing the line of intersection 
between the two joints and the point Nt, representing the pole of the plane of joint 1. The same 
procedure is repeated for joint two. Two planes are thus generated by the dashed lines, as 
shown in Figure 9.4, running through S12 and Nt and N2, respectively. The points at which the 
two planes intersect the friction cones are the directions of the limiting reaction forces and are 
labeled RL1 and R^. The direction of forces RLi and R^ determine a plane, which defines the 
boundary between stable and unstable zones on the stereograph, as shown in Figure 9.4. The 
boundary planes containing the limiting resisting forces are plotted with intermittent dashed- 
point lines in Figure 9.4. The direction of sliding is determined by the location of the resultant 
force on the rock wedge with respect to the areas defined by the cones of friction as well as by 
the Ru + R^ boundaries on the stereonet.
Estimation of factors of safety
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The boundary between the stable zones and the unstable zones is now defined by the 
perimeter of the two friction cones as well as the arcs representing the planes containing Ru + 
Rt2. If the resultant force on the wedge falls inside the cross-hatched area determined by within 
this boundary, the wedge is stable. However, and if the resultant force acts outside of this zone, 
the wedge is unstable. For stable wedges, the closest distance between the resultant force and 
the stable zone boundary determines the factor of safety. For the purpose of these analyses, 
the driving forces on the deep and shallow wedges were calculated by hand and included the 
weight of the rock wedge, the weight of the concrete on the rock wedge, the force of the water 
on the back of the dam, and the water pressure that acts on both joints.
For both the deep and the shallow wedges, two separate cases were considered for water 
pressures on the joints. For case one, the water pressure acting along the planes of joints is 
assumed to dissipate parabolically from full head at the back of the wedge to zero along the 
surface of the joint daylight surface. For the second case, the water pressure on the joints is 
assumed to dissipate linearly from full head at the back of the wedge to zero along the surface 
of the joint plane. The parabolic distribution results in lower uplift pressures and corresponds to 
the case where flow is dissipated by interconnecting joints within the rock wedge, as discussed 
in Chapter 7. The linear distribution results in higher uplift pressures than the parabolic 
distribution because flow is concentrated along the planes that isolate the rock wedges 
considered in these analyses.
For each case, the direction of the resultant force is found by vectorial summation of the various 
forces involved and its location is plotted on the stereograph. For both wedges the resultant 
force fell outside the perimeter of the friction cones but within the stable area established by the 
summation of RL1 and Rl2. This indicates that the rock wedge tends to slide along the line of 
intersection and factor of safety is larger than unity. The vectors representing the resultant 
forces on the stereonet are labeled Riinear and Rparaboiic for the two uplift pressure distributions 
considered.
Since the sliding would tend to be along the line of intersection, a plane can be plotted in the 
stereonet through points S12 and R|inear and Rparaoonc that contains line of intersection and the 
resultant driving force. Another plane can also be plotted in the stereonet through points Nt and 
N2 that contains the resultant of the two normal forces. The line at which the two aforementioned
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planes cross is the direction of the resultant of the normal forces on the line of line of 
intersection and is labeled as the point N, + N2 on the stereonet.
The factor of safety is defined as the maximum shear force available divided by the actual shear 
force mobilized, which is equal to the tangent of the angle fa  , between the vectors N, + N2 and 
Ru + Rl2 , divided by the tangent of the angle 0, between the vectors N, + N2 and the resultant 
driving force. On the stereograph, these angles are the distances between the points on the 
graph. This definition for the factor of safety in 3-D is analogous to the definition (9.3) for the 
factor of safety in two dimensions.
Factors of safety computed with the stereonet for the shallow and deep rock wedges are shown 
in Figure 9.5. Factors of safety ranging from 2.77 to 3.92 were computed for the shallow and 
deep wedges using the parabolic uplift pressure distribution, while values from 2.21 to 2.77 
were computed using the linear distribution of uplift pressures. The uplift pressures in the linear 
distribution are higher than in the parabolic distribution, which corresponds to the case of no 
fractures dissipating the flow within the rock wedge, and thus the factors of safety are lower for 
the linear case.
Comparison of 3-D and 2-D factors of safety
It is possible to define a factor of safety by computing the resisting and driving forces along a 
potential failure surface from the stress distributions obtained in the distinct element method. 
The factors of safety obtained with the 2-D numerical model were compared with the factors of 
safety obtained with the 3-D stereonet analyses and the parabolic uplift pressure distribution. 
The following table summarizes the results of calculations of factors of safety using the two 
approaches:
Rock Wedae fa £ ±  0 f }  3-D FS(stereonet) fa j? } 0 f±  2-D FS(DEM)
Shallow 59 31 2.77 40 27 1.63
Deep 59 23 3.92 40 15 3.11
In this table, the driving vector angle, 9 as well as the effective friction angle, fa  of the limiting 
reaction, are also shown to compare the differences in factors of safety. The 3-D driving vector
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angles are higher than the corresponding 2-D values, which would imply in lower factors of 
safety for the same effective friction angle. However, the 3-D factors of safety are actually 
higher because the effective friction angle is proportionally higher in three dimensions.
The 3-D sliding factors of safety are approximately 1.9 times higher for the shallow wedge than 
the factors of safety obtained using the two dimensional numerical model. The difference in 
factors of safety tends to decrease with the depth of the potential sliding rock wedge. For the 60 
m deep rock wedge, the difference decreases to 1.3 times and eventually, for deeper rock 
wedges, the factors of safety for 2-D and 3-D analyses would be the same.
This trend in the comparative factor of safety is explained by the differences in magnitudes of 
the driving forces, effective weights as well as normal forces involved in 2-D versus 3-D 
analyses. In the 2-D analyses, the magnitudes of all forces are computed for a unit thickness of 
rock wedge, which is extrapolated to the width of the concrete block. However, the actual width 
of the rock wedge decreases from the back to the tip of the rock wedge, as well as along the 
axis of the dam. Thus, the actual weight of the rock wedge in 3-D is smaller by a factor of one 
third with respect to the volume of the 2-D prism. By the same token, the hydraulic thrust on the 
back of the 3-D wedge is also smaller than the thrust on the back of the 2-D rock wedge, 
because the width of the rock wedge decreases from top to bottom, in three dimensions. On 
the other hand, the normal reaction forces acting on the side planes of the rock wedge increase 
the resisting forces in 3-D.
In summary, for 2-D rock wedges, the effective weight of the rock wedge is larger than the 
corresponding 3-D volume. However, this stabilizing effect is partially balanced by the reduction 
in the hydraulic load at the back of the three-dimensional wedge, as well as the increase in the 
normal stress on the sliding planes due to the 3-D geometry. The beneficial effect of the weight 
on the 2-D factor of safety tends to increase more rapidly with depth than 3-D effects on factors 
of safety and for deeper rock wedges, the factors of safety tend to be the same.
For the case of Albigna Dam, if the true three-dimensional nature of the problem is taken into 
account, the estimated factors of safety for shallow (30 m deep) rock wedges are higher than 
1.63, which is the nominal value obtained using the 2-D numerical model (DEM). However, 
shallower maximum depths provide the minimum (critical) factors of safety. At very shallow 
depths (3 to 5 m), the failure mode tends to be 2-Dimensional, due to the presence of horizontal
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planar relief joints in the foundation of Albigna dam, as well as the presence of the contact 
between the concrete dam and the rock foundation. Therefore, the use of 3-D or 2-D analyses 
to evaluate sliding stability of concrete gravity dams ought to be carefully evaluated, considering 
site-specific conditions of problem geometry, geology and rock joint characteristics.
9.5 Simplified 2-D analyses with rock wedges
Factors of safety computed by the 2-Dimensional force polygon method for both the shallow and 
deep rock wedges are shown in Figure 9.6. The factors of safety were computed for the
maximum operating reservoir level considering no membrane efficiency and full reservoir head
acting on the steeply inclined joints along the back of the rock wedges. Factors of safety 
obtained in the 2-D force polygon analyses using the linear and parabolic distributions of uplift 
pressures, as well as the 2-D DEM analyses are presented in the table below:
Rock Wedge 2-D FS U „nMf 2-D FS U narahnlu. 2-D FS using DEM
Shallow 1.04 1.51 1.63
Deep 1.30 3.05 3.11
Factors of safety values ranging from 1.04 to 1.30 were computed using the linear distribution of 
uplift pressures along the base of the shallow and deep rock wedges, respectively. Factors of 
safety ranging from 1.51 to 3.05 were computed using the parabolic uplift pressure distribution 
while the factors of safety obtained using the DEM were in the range 1.63 to 3.11, quite close to 
the values obtained with the parabolic uplift distribution.
In this case, sliding factors of safety obtained using the parabolic uplift pressure distribution 
were 1.45 to 2.35 times higher than the factors of safety obtained using the linear uplift pressure 
distribution. This beneficial effect is considerably more significant than the increase in factors of 
safety due to the 3-D effect.
The factors of safety using the 2-D force polygon method and the 2-D Distinct Element Method 
(DEM) are in good agreement, which once again verifies the validity of the numerical analyses 
carried out in previous chapters. This also corroborates the idea that factors of safety obtained
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in deformation analyses using numerical models are in good agreement with factors of safety 
obtained in limit equilibrium methods (Griffiths et al., 1999).
9.6 Friction angle effects on factors of safety
A limited sensitivity analysis was carried out to evaluate the effects of variations in the friction 
angle along rock joints on the estimated factors of safety against sliding of the shallow rock 
wedges. The friction angie aiong the joints at the base of the wedge was reduced from 40° to 
30°.
The corresponding factor of safety against sliding of the rock wedge obtained from the 3-D 
stereonet analysis reduced from 2.77 to 1.67, respectively. The drop in the magnitude of factor 
of safety resulting from the variation in the friction angle is similar to the reduction in factor of 
safety obtained when comparing 3-D to 2-D analyses. Furthermore, a reduction in the friction 
angle along the joints from 40° to 30° triggers a reduction from 1.51 to 1.04 in the factor of 
safety against sliding of the shallow rock wedge estimated using a 2-D analysis.
The magnitude of this reduction in the factor of safety of the shallow rock wedge is similar to the 
drop in corresponding factor of safety when a parabolic uplift distribution is replaced by a linear 
triangular distribution along the sliding surface.
9.7 Summary of Albigna Dam stability analyses
This chapter presented stability analyses of Albigna Dam using several stability methods, 
including analytical methods such as two-dimensional (2-D) force polygon and the three- 
dimensional (3-D) stereographic projection method. Simplified procedures using 2-D analysis 
recommended by current design guidelines to estimate crack propagation and uplift pressures 
along the dam-rock interface were also presented in this chapter. Analyses were earned out to 
compare factors of safety at maximum operating level (El. 2162 m) obtained using the DEM and 
analytical 2-D and 3-D methods.
Using the recommended procedure (FERC guidelines) for cracked-base analysis along the 
dam-rock interface, a crack length of 32 m that extends about 22 m beyond the drainage line 
was computed for the maximum operating reservoir elevation (El. 2162 m) for Albigna Dam.
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Based on estimated crack lengths and uplift pressures at several reservoir levels, factors of 
safety were computed following the design guidelines. These factors of safety decrease more 
rapidly for the same change in reservoir levels than factors of safety estimated using the Distinct 
Element Method.
Beyond reservoir elevation 2160 m, the estimated factor of safety, using the guidelines, reach a 
factor of safety of unity, while at maximum operating reservoir level (El. 2162 m) the factor of 
safety decreases to 0.70. Field observations show that small leakage rates and moderate 
structure displacements do not indicate the existence of such large uplift pressures or 
substantial crack extensions along the dam-rock interface in Albigna Dam. Consequently, the 
use of cracked-base conditions assuming inoperative drains prescribed in the guidelines seems 
to be a condition rather severe for this dam, even at normal operating reservoir levels.
Comparative analyses presented in this chapter to evaluate factors of safety against sliding for 
Albigna dam included sensitivity analyses of changes in modeling assumptions. These changes 
included: a) two dimensional versus three dimensional nature of foundation rock wedges b) 
parabolic versus linear uplift pressures along the base of the rock wedge to account for different 
degrees of rock joint permeability and interconnection and c) variations in friction angles of 
foundation rock joints.
The difference in factors of safety tends to decrease with the depth of the rock wedge because 
for 2-D rock wedges the weight of the rock wedge will be larger than the corresponding 3-D 
volume. However, this stabilizing effect is partially balanced by the reduction in the hydraulic 
load at the back of the three-dimensional wedge, as well as the increase in the normal stress on 
the sliding planes due to the 3-D geometry.
The friction angle along the joints at the base of the rock wedge was reduced from 40° to 30°. 
The corresponding factor of safety against sliding of the rock wedge obtained from the 3-D 
stereonet analysis reduced from 2.77 to 1.67. respectively. The drop in the magnitude of factor 
of safety resulting from the variation in the friction angle is similar to the reduction in factor of 
safety obtained when comparing 3-D to 2-D analyses. Furthermore, a reduction in the friction 
angle along the joints from 40° to 30° triggers a reduction from 1.51 to 1.04 in the factor of 
safety against sliding of the shallow rock wedge estimated using a 2-D analysis. The magnitude 
of this reduction in the factor of safety is similar to the drop in the corresponding factor of safety
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when a parabolic uplift distribution is replaced by a linear triangular distribution along the sliding 
surface.
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HUNGRY HORSE DAM HYDROMECHANICAL MODEL
10.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the different stages in the implementation of a hydromechanical model 
for the rock foundations of Hungry Horse Dam, which is owned and operated by the U.S. 
Bureau of Reclamation. The dam geometry, geologic conditions and instrumentation setup are 
briefly summarized in the first part of the chapter. Although this information has already been 
presented in Chapter 3, it is summarized here to correlate site conditions and the model setup. 
Modeling scenarios, including fracture geometry, hydraulic and mechanical boundary 
conditions, applied loads and material properties are described in the second part of the 
chapter. Finally, model results are presented and compared with measured field data in the next 
chapter.
10.2 Description of dam and geologic conditions
Hungry Horse Dam is an arch gravity structure with a maximum height of 160 m and an average 
downstream batter of 0.62 H : 1V. The crest extends over a distance of 645 m between the two 
abutments and exhibits a significant plan view curvature, with a radius of curvature of 
approximately 350 m. The dam is founded on the Siyeh Limestone, a dolomitic impure 
limestone with varying amounts of siliceous, argillaceous and dolomitic materials.
The dam site is cut by three well-developed joint sets. Joints in the first two sets are relatively 
steep, and strike N45°W semi-parallel to the valley and dip 53°SW, while the joints in the 
second set strike N63°E semi-perpendicular to the valley and dip 80°SE. The joints in both sets 
are relatively continuous and often open and filled with clay. Joints in the third set strike N38°E 
and dip 80°NW, are less continuous and open than those in the other two sets.
A fourth set of joints is associated with the bedding planes, which strike N38°W, semi-parallel to 
the valley, dipping gently 30°NE upstream. The thickness of the limestone beds ranges from a 
couple of centimeters to a few meters. The combination of the two main joint sets 1 and 2, 
together with the bedding plane, isolate rock wedges below the dam foundation, which can
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displace under reservoir loading. A geometrical representation of these rock joints is given in 
Figure 10.1.
10.3 Modeling of dam behavior
A numerical model was implemented to investigate seepage-induced changes in joint hydraulic 
apertures, changes in effective normal stresses and factors of safety along potential sliding 
surfaces during reservoir filling. The objective of the analyses is to simulate the behavior of the 
rock mass discontinuities, including the dam-rock interface during reservoir filling by 
incrementally rising the water thrust on the dam and rock surface upstream, while concurrently 
increasing pore pressures in the rock fractures upstream of the heel of the dam. This 
incremental approach allows an evaluation of the factor of safety against sliding at the end of 
each step and provides an estimate of the flood level at which failure is imminent (Fernandez et 
al„ 1999). The condition of imminent failure is defined by determining the reservoir elevation at 
which the factor of safety against sliding approaches unity.
Another characteristic of the modeling approach adopted here is that seepage forces along 
fractures are not given as an input as predetermined external forces acting on the face of the 
fracture. Instead, the distribution of pore pressures is estimated from the analyses and is 
controlled by the hydraulic and mechanical properties of the fractures, as well as drain efficiency 
and the relative stiffness of the dam with respect to its foundations.
The stress redistribution and corresponding changes in flow along rock joints within the 
foundations was simulated for Hungry Horse dam using the Distinct Element Method (UDEC- 
3.0. 1996). In choosing the computer code, three main capabilities were considered: a) the 
capability to incorporate fractures identified in the field, b) the capability to handle changes in 
fracture permeability due to changes in effective normal stresses as the reservoir elevation is 
incrementally raised and c) the capability to simulate the drainage system and the presence of 
interconnected rock foundation discontinuities.
The cross section analyzed in this study corresponds to one of the instrumented cross sections 
of the dam. The results obtained in the analyses are compared with corresponding 
measurements taken where instrumentation was installed (Figure 10.1). Internal block 
discretization of dam and rock foundation was done in more detail around the locations where
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instruments were installed to increase the number of contacts along nearby joints. The 
correspondence between measured values of key parameters and their estimated value 
obtained from the model was used to calibrate the validity of the simulation in the next chapter.
10.4 Modeling scenarios
Two basic model scenarios were considered in the analyses of reservoir filling (Figure 10.2). 
The first scenario consisted of a homogeneous and relatively impermeable rock foundation with 
a single discontinuity along the dam-rock interface, a condition frequently utilized in dam 
engineering. In this scenario, the water thrust loads were fully applied to the dam upstream wall 
and the rock surface upstream of the dam, without taking dam curvature effects into 
consideration. Scenario II was developed to simulate the significant curvature of the dam as well 
as to model the presence of the main fractures within the rock mass foundation. Only a partial 
thrust load applied to the dam cross section to account for the effect of dam curvature. In 
addition, the most persistent joints identified at the dam foundations were also included. Drain 
holes were always incorporated in the model. These two scenarios encompass upper and 
lower limits of estimated dam behavior to be compared with the behavior monitored at the 
Hungry Horse dam site.
10.5 Loading stages and boundary conditions
A two-dimensional distinct element model was developed to simulate the dam and rock 
foundations using elastic deformable blocks separated by bedding planes and the rock joints 
perpendicular to the bedding planes. Model geometry and boundary conditions are indicated in 
Figure 10.3. The bottom boundary of the model is fixed (no movement) and only vertical 
movement is allowed along lateral boundaries. Hydraulic boundary conditions include 
impermeable lateral and bottom boundaries. Hydrostatic hydraulic heads are applied at joints 
which daylight in the upstream and downstream zones. At each incremental loading stage, 
water loads are applied to the dam and rock surface upstream, Corresponding reservoir 
pressures are applied to joint sets daylighting within the reservoir area.
Drain holes were modeled as high stiffness open fractures to minimize aperture changes during 
reservoir loading. These fractures extended from the reported drain hole depths in the 
foundation to the position of the drainage gallery in the concrete structure. Atmospheric
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pressure was assumed at the outlet of drain holes in the drainage gallery. In the case of 0 % 
drain efficiency, no drains were introduced in the model.
The analyses were carried out in three stages (Figure 10.3). Stage one corresponds to 
application of gravity loads to the rock foundations; stage two includes dam construction, while 
stage three corresponds to the incremental raising of reservoir levels. At the second stage, 
stresses within the dam and foundations are generated by the weight of the concrete and rock. 
Resulting joint closures are controlled by the compressibility of the joints. During the third stage, 
additional stresses are generated by the incremental application of water loads on the dam and 
rock foundations. Coupled hydromechanical computations are concurrently carried out to 
estimate the corresponding uplift pressures and flow rates along the foundation joints.
10.6 Effect of uplift and drain efficiency
In the first scenario (no rock mass discontinuities), analyses were carried out considering three 
cases: (1) no uplift pressures; (2) 100% drain efficiency and (3) 0% drain efficiency. Case 1 
includes only the thrust forces applied to the upstream face of the dam and does not consider 
the uplift forces due to seepage through foundation joints, while the other cases represent the 
coupled effect of stress and seepage with and without drains. The range of effects of uplift and 
drain efficiency in changes of joint hydraulic apertures, effective normal stresses and factors of 
safety is encompassed by the three cases analyzed. Case 1 represents an idealized condition 
for scenario I, with no uplift pressures and high factors of safety; cases 2 and 3 represent more 
realistic conditions with increased changes in hydraulic apertures along the dam-rock interface 
and gradually increasing uplift pressure, which result in lower factors of safety.
10.7 Effect of dam curvature and foundation joints
In the second scenario, analyses were carried out considering the effect of dam curvature, as 
well as the presence of fractures within the rock mass foundations. The presence of drains was 
simulated in this scenario. Foundation joints were spaced 20 to 25 m apart and the distinct 
elements between these joints were discretized into a finite difference mesh (Figure 10.4). A 
higher degree of discretization was applied in blocks around the dam-rock interface to allow 
better estimates of changes in hydraulic apertures and effective normal stresses at points where 
instrumentation was installed.
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Water thrust loads acting at the cantilever element were reduced 40% to account for the load 
transferred to the abutments by the effect of dam curvature. The water thrust load reduction is 
proportional to the base width, following the same principle adopted in analyses at Malpasset 
dam cited by Lauffer, 1999 (1999). Malpasset dam, whose base width was approximately 0.25 
H, was analyzed considering that 75% of the water load was transferred to the abutments and 
25% of the loads were accommodated by the cantilever action of the dam. In the case of 
Hungry Horse Dam, the width of the base is 0.6 H and thus 40% of the load was assumed to be 
taken by the abutment.
10.8 Mechanical and hydraulic properties of joints and intact materials
The main joint systems present in the foundations of Hungry Horse dam are the sub-horizontal 
bedding planes and joints perpendicular to the bedding planes, which run parallel to the dam 
axis (USBR, 1958). Typical values of unit weight, Poisson’s ration and Young’s modulus were 
assumed for the concrete dam and the dolomitic Siyeh limestone. Mechanical and hydraulic 
properties of the concrete, rock mass and rock discontinuities are given in Table 10.1. Because 
internal stress levels are a fraction of their unconfined strength, rock and concrete were 
assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic, impervious materials characterized by elastic 
parameters.
Joint shear strength parameters assumed in the analyses are based on reported rock joint 
characteristics. Joints are rough, tight, with little signs of weathering and filling. Clay seams in 
the left abutment were pressure cleaned and grouted. A friction angle of 40° was assumed for 
the rock joints in the foundation. A higher value of shear strength was assigned for the contact 
between the concrete dam and foundation rock (<j)=45°), because the footprint of the dam was 
cleaned and filled out with dental concrete and grout before the construction of the dam.
No cohesion intercept values were assumed in the analyses because it is known from 
laboratory and in-situ tests in rock joints that cohesion intercepts are small at low effective 
normal stresses. Thus, the use of a cohesion intercept would be unconservative for the low 
stress levels generated close to the heel of the dam at higher reservoir levels. Actually, future 
studies should include a nonlinear strength envelope, in order to account more properly for
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changes in shear strength of foundation joints with normal effective stresses, as well as post­
peak reduction of shear strength due to dilation during shearing along the joints.
Joint compressibility is governed by the hyperbolic relationship between mechanical aperture 
and effective normal stress, as shown in Figure 10.5a. During loading, significant joint closure 
takes place at low values of effective normal stresses. However, the magnitude of the closure 
per unit of stress decreases rapidly as the stress level increases. Because field measurements 
of changes in joint aperture during reservoir filling were not available for this dam, a typical 
value of 200 urn for the maximum joint closure, was assumed for foundation rock joints as 
well as the dam-rock interface. Based on this value, the initial joint stiffness, K„, was determined 
following the correlations proposed by Alvarez et al. (1995). The effective normal stress vs. joint 
closure relationship was assumed to be linear for the unloading condition, until effective normal 
stresses become zero. Beyond this point, joint opening is controlled by the relative displacement 
between adjacent blocks.
A one to one correspondence between hydraulic apertures, ah< and joint closure AVn , was 
assumed prior to reaching the residual hydraulic opening, ahn.s, at which no significant change in 
permeability takes place under further mechanical closure. Beyond this critical point, the 
hydraulic aperture remains constant at the residual value. The slope coefficient / equal to unity 
and a residual hydraulic aperture corresponding to full joint closure were assumed to determine 
the rock joint ah - AVn relationship, as shown in Figure 10.5b.
A maximum joint closure, Vmc of 200 jam was used for both scenarios. However, different values 
of initial hydraulic apertures, ah0, were used in scenarios I and II. Because no joints were 
assumed within the rock foundations in the first scenario, a large initial hydraulic aperture along 
the dam-rock interface equal to 1800 jam needed to be used to reproduce uplift measurements. 
For scenario II, which accounts for the rock fractures in the foundations, more realistic hydraulic 
apertures approximately one order of magnitude lower than in scenario I (200 pm) were used to 
simulate uplift pressure distributions that resembled those measured in the field. This parameter 
adjustment is significant because models that consider the rock mass to be impermeable with 
only one fracture along the dam-rock interface result in unrealistic uplift pressures unless the 
hydraulic aperture of the joint is calibrated with field measurements.
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This chapter has presented the necessary steps required in the pre-processing stage to adjust 
the hydromechanical numerical model to specific conditions at the Hungry Horse dam site. In 
this chapter, site and geologic conditions were briefly summarized and modeling scenarios, 
loading and boundary conditions as well as material properties were described.
The two modeling scenarios considered include:
1. The first scenario with a homogeneous and relatively impermeable rock foundation and 
a single discontinuity along the dam-rock interface.
2. The second scenario with observed rock joints within the dam foundations and a water 
thrust partially reduced to account for load transfer to the abutments due to dam 
curvature.
Model results are presented and compared with measured field data in the next chapter.
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INTACT ELASTIC 
BLOCKS
ROCK CONCRETE UNITS
Unit Weight 27 24 KN/m3
Shear Modulus 8000 8300 MPa
Bulk Modulus 13300 11100 MPa
Young’s Modulus 20000 20000 MPa
Poisson’s Ratio 0.25 0.20
JOINT MECHANICAL 
PROPERTIES
FOUNDATION
JOINTS
DRAINS UNITS
Tensile Strength 0 0 MPa
Cohesion Intercept 0 0 MPa
Friction Angle * 4 5 /4 0 85
0
Dilation Angle 0 0 0
Initial Normal Stiffness 9000 100000 MPa/m
Maximum Joint Closure 200 50 pm
Shear Stiffness 2000 100000 MPa/m
JOINT HYDRAULIC 
PROPERTIES
FOUNDATION
JOINTS
DRAINS UNITS
Initial Hydraulic Aperture * 1800/200 1800 pm
Residual Hydraulic Aperture 1 0 /4 10 pm
Coefficient f 1.0 1.0
* Friction angle values for dam-rock interface (45°) and foundation joints (40°)
* Hydraulic apertures for scenario I (1800 pm) and scenario II (200 pm)
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Figure 10.1. Hungry Horse Dam plan view, location of instrumentation and joint set geometry
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Figure 10.2. HUNGRY HORSE DAM. Model scenarios, 
distinct elements and finite difference mesh
a) scenario I (single joint)
b) scenario II (foundation joints).
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Figure 10.3 HUNGRY HORSE DAM. Model boundary conditions and loading stages. 
1) foundation weight 2) dam construction 3) reservoir filling
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Figure 10.4. Hungry Horse Dam distinct elements, internal block discretization 
and partial water thrust load (scenario II).
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Figure 10.5. Hungry Horse Dam. Mechanical and hydraulic joint properties
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HUNGRY HORSE DAM MODEL RESULTS
11.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the results obtained for the hydromechanical analyses of Hungry Horse 
Dam rock foundations. The main objective of this chapter is to discuss the comparison of the 
estimated behavior of Hungry Horse Dam with the dam behavior inferred from field 
measurements obtained at Block 19. Model results are presented and compared with measured 
field data to validate model simulations. The effects of reservoir filling and the subsequent 
changes in hydraulic apertures, pore pressures, leakage rates at the drainage gallery and 
structure displacements are discussed in this chapter. The evaluation of these key parameters 
was used for an assessment of the safety of this dam.
Basically, two different modeling scenarios are analyzed in this chapter. The first modeling 
scenario includes a dam resting on a homogeneous and relatively impermeable rock foundation 
and a single discontinuity along the dam-rock interface. This scenario was chosen because it is 
commonly used in concrete dam analysis. Thus, the objective of modeling this idealized 
scenario was to develop a benchmark for comparison with measured data as well as more 
realistic scenarios, which include the actual geology of the rock foundations.
The second modeling scenario described in the previous chapter includes rock joints observed 
within the dam foundations as well as the water thrust which is partially reduced to account for 
loads transferred to the abutments due to dam curvature.
11.2 Scenario I - Uplift pressures and drain efficiency
Three cases were evaluated for the benchmark scenario I. In the first case, reservoir loads are 
applied as a mechanical load in the upstream face of the dam but the uplift pressure along the 
dam-rock interface is insignificant. The purpose of this case is to be used as a reference to 
assess the significance of uplift pressures in the stability of the dam structure. In the second 
case, the water pressures in the upstream side of the dam determine the reservoir load and 
seepage is allowed to develop, allowing uplift pressures to be generated along the interface.
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Drain holes are included in this second case, through the dam-rock interface, at the location of 
the drainage gallery. The third case is similar to the second case but without drain holes. 
Therefore, the objective of analyzing these three cases is to investigate the influence of uplift 
pressures on dam behavior.
11.2.1 Scenario I - Changes in key parameters during reservoir filling
The effect of uplift pressures and drain efficiency in the first modeling scenario was evaluated by 
investigating the changes in key parameters, i.e. uplift pressures, effective normal stresses, 
hydraulic apertures and leakage rates along the dam-rock interface. The variations of the key 
parameters for different reservoir levels in the three cases considered are presented below 
(Figures 11.1 through 11.3).
Uplift Pressures
Uplift pressures estimated in cases 2 and 3 along the dam-rock interface are plotted against 
reservoir levels in Figures 11.1a through 11.3a (points B, E and I). A 45° inclined line through 
the origin is shown in the plot as an upper boundary at which uplift pressures at the dam-rock 
interface are equal to the full reservoir level.
Corresponding uplift pressure measurements taken at various points along the interface (B, E 
and I) are also shown for comparison purposes. In the second case (drains; Figure 11.2a) the 
rate of increase of computed uplift pressures at any given point along the dam-rock interface is 
practically constant as reservoir levels increase (straight lines). A significant difference can be 
observed between computed uplift pressures at all points points B, E and I and the 
corresponding piezometric measurements at these points. Thus, the computed magnitude of the 
uplift pressure is above the measured values along the dam-rock interface. Estimates of uplift 
pressures if the dam-rock interface is considered to be the only discontinuity in the foundations 
are unrealistically large. Two measurement points B and E located in the immediate vicinity of 
the drainage gallery, while the third point l is located near the downstream toe of the dam.
Figure 11.3a shows the results in case 3, with inoperative drains. Computed uplift pressures 
near the upstream toe of the dam (points B and E) follow a path near and almost parallel to the 
45° line, indicating low head losses in this portion of the interface. The corresponding uplift
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pressures computed near the downstream toe (point I) are significantly lower and indicate 
significant head losses take place along the interface. The computed uplift pressures are much 
higher than the measured values in this case because drainage was not included in the model. 
These results are consistent with results obtained in case 2, with the presence of drains.
Effective Normal Stresses
Effective normal stresses computed at points B, E and I along the dam-rock interface are plotted 
in Figures 11.1b through 11.3b. In the first case, with no uplift pressures (Figure 11.1b), 
computed effective normal stresses, cr’n at points B and E, located in the upstream portion of the 
interface, exhibit a different behavior than points close to the toe of the dam (point I). The 
upstream portion of the dam-rock interface undergoes a “decompression”, while an increase in 
effective normal stresses, a’n takes place close to the dam toe. In this case, the only effect is the 
mechanical load in the upstream face of the dam because the uplift pressure is nil.
In the second and third cases the distribution of effective normal stresses along the interface is 
also affected by the moment generated by the uplift pressures along the interface as well as by 
the by the seepage. A sustained reduction in effective normal stresses as the reservoir level 
rises was estimated and to the increase in uplift pressures is observed at points B and E. 
Eventually, computed normal effective stresses at these points reach negligible values at 
reservoir levels between El. 1070 and 1080 m, corresponding to 88 to 95% of the height of the 
dam. On the other hand, effective normal stresses at point I, located at the downstream toe of 
the dam increases at an accelerated pace as the reservoir level rises.
Changes in hydraulic apertures and stresses
Figures 11.1c through 11.3c show the computed changes in hydraulic apertures and flow rates 
along the dam-rock interface. As indicated in these figures, the variation of joint apertures with 
reservoir levels is similar to the changes in effective stresses with reservoir levels. At points 
close to the heel of the dam, joint apertures increase at a slow pace as the reservoir level rises 
up to an elevation of 1070 m. For higher reservoir levels, the joint aperture at this location 
increases at an accelerated rate. On the other hand, at point I at the downstream toe, joint 
apertures show the opposite behavior. Joint aperture decreases steadily up to a reservoir level
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of 1070 m. Joint aperture reduces at an accelerated rate beyond this point. A total joint closure 
of 100 pm was estimated at El. 1089 m during reservoir filling.
The trend of the relationship cr’n -  AVn for the dam-rock interface is shown in Figures 11.1f 
through 11.3f, which shows points B and I plotted for each reservoir level. During reservoir 
filling, the magnitude of effective normal stresses across the interface at points close to the heel 
of the dam (point B) rapidly reach nil values following the unloading portion of the curve. From 
that point on, additional tilting of the concrete structure at higher reservoir levels will be 
responsible for rapid increase in joint apertures. The increase in hydraulic apertures is 
proportional to the increase in the mechanical opening of the joint (Figures 11.1g through 
11.3g). This mechanism of sustained reduction of effective normal stresses and increase in 
hydraulic apertures is responsible for sharp increases in flow rates and uplift pressures. 
Therefore, the higher the values of uplift pressures, the more rapid is the decrease of cr’n and 
increase in mechanical apertures.
Stress paths in a Mohr-Coulomb diagram followed at points B, E and I along the dam-rock 
interface during reservoir filling are shown in Figures 11.1e through 11.3e to investigate 
progressive sliding mechanism that takes place during reservoir filling for cases 1, 2 and 3. As 
the reservoir level increases, effective normal stresses at points B and E in the upstream zone 
undergo a steady reduction. With the increase of the reservoir load in the upstream face of the 
dam, all points along the interface also experience an increase in shear stresses. The stress 
conditions at points B and E, in the upstream portion of the interface, reach the failure envelope 
below maximum reservoir elevation.
Further increases in the reservoir levels generate stress changes at those points, inducing a 
displacement along the failure envelope towards the origin. On the other hand, effective normal 
and shear stresses at the dam toe (point I) increase concurrently during reservoir filling. The 
increase is almost linear for case 1. However, shear stresses at point I increase nonlinearly in 
cases 2 and 3 and gradually accelerate towards the failure envelope.
Computed leakage rates and structure crest displacements
Computed flow rates exhibit an almost linear relationship in cases 2 and 3 during reservoir filling 
(Figures 11,2c and 11,3c). The total flow along the dam-rock interface in case 2 (Figure 11.2c)
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is divided between the drain holes and the interface flow that bypasses the drains. It is important 
to note that the estimated magnitude of leakage along the interface with and without drains 
(cases 2 and 3, respectively) is very similar. This behavior is to be expected since the effective 
normal stresses along the interface remains positive during most of the reservoir filling. Only in 
the last stage of reservoir filling the effective normal stresses became negligible. It is anticipated 
at higher reservoir elevations beyond those considered in this study that a difference in leakage 
rates between cases 2 and 3 might occur. This behavior should be investigated as a 
continuation of this research.
Estimated crest displacements for the three cases are shown in Figures 11,1d, 11.2d and 11.2d. 
As shown in these figures, crest displacements increase very slowly at first stages of reservoir 
filling. However, as the reservoir level exceeds El. 1050 m, crest displacements begin to 
increase at an accelerated pace and reach values of 60 to 70 mm. As indicated in the figures, 
estimated structure displacements exceed measured values at corresponding reservoir levels. 
Thermal effects could explain the difference between the trend of measured and computed crest 
displacements with respect to reservoir levels.
Factors of safety during reservoir filling
Computed factors of safety along the dam-rock interface are shown in Figures 11.1h through 
11.3h. In all cases considered, a progressive reduction in factors of safety against sliding along 
the dam-rock interface was computed during reservoir filling. For case 3, where no drains were 
included in the model, a marginal factor of safety was reached slightly above the maximum 
operating level. The analyses were carried out assuming no cohesion and a friction angle of 
45° along the dam-rock interface.
At maximum operating level (El. 1082 m) estimated factors of safety for cases 1, 2 and 3 ranges 
from 1.28 to 2.38. A factor of safety of 1.61 was estimated in case 2 (drains included. If severe 
floods overtop the dam, the imminent flood level (FS = 1.0) was estimated at approximately 2 m 
above the crest elevation (El. 1089 m) for case 3 (inoperative drains). The presence of drains 
would increase factors of safety to 1.24 at the same reservoir elevation (El. 1089 m).
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Computed distributions of stresses, uplift pressures and relative joint openings along the 
interface are shown in Figure 11.4 for maximum operating level (El. 1082 m). The effective 
normal stress and shear stress distributions along the interface are shown in Figure 11.4a and 
indicate a continuous concurrent increase in both normal and shear stresses from the heel to 
the toe of the dam. Stress concentrations were estimated around geometrical irregularities 
(point D) along the interface. Relatively high stress values of about 5.0 to 5.0 MPa were 
estimated at the downstream toe (point I) and are induced by the reservoir loads. Zero effective 
normal and shear stresses were estimated at points close to the heel of the dam upstream of 
the drainage gallery. The presence of drains (solid line, Figure 11.4a) lead to a more uniform 
stress distribution along the interface thus minimizing the potential for progressive failure at 
highly stressed points and enhancing the stability against sliding.
Computed uplift pressures decrease linearly across the interface for case 3 (no drains) as 
shown by dashed lines in Figure 11.4b. Uplift pressures decrease more rapidly along the 
interface in case 2, with a sharp drop at the drain location. The uplift force, which is equal to the 
area under the pore pressure distribution, is reduced by approximately one third due to the 
presence of drains. Measured pore pressures are shown by the dotted line in Figure 11.4b. 
Computed and measured uplift pressure distributions along the interface show a similar trend in 
the reduction of pore pressures away from the reservoir. Measured values of pore pressures are 
significantly lower than the values computed with the model. However, even in case 3 (no 
drains), the magnitude of uplift pressures along the dam-rock interface does not reach full 
reservoir heads, in contrast to the prescribed design guidelines in current engineering practice 
(FERC, 1991) or the benchmark input of uplift pressure distributions shown by the dash-point 
line in Figure 11,4b 2.
Computed relative joint openings due to reservoir filling along the dam-rock interface are shown 
in Figure 11.4c. Relative joint openings refer to a benchmark aperture corresponding to zero 
effective normal stresses across the joint. Thus “closed" joints do have positive hydraulic 
apertures and are capable of conducting water and sustain pore pressures along their surface. 
As indicated in Figure 11.4c, large joint openings were estimated in the vicinity of the drains but 
openings decrease drastically downstream along the interface and become almost nil at the
1 Proposed uplift pressure distribution, Question A.2, ICOLD (1999)
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drainage gallery. In the upstream zone, relative joint openings decrease from 5 mm to 2 mm
with the presence of drains. The portion of the interface where positive joint openings were
computed (“cracked” zones) extends only within the first 15 - 20% of the dam-rock interface.
11.3 Scenario II -  Discontinuities within rock foundations
The second model scenario was described in the previous chapter and includes rock joints 
observed at the dam site as well as the partially reduced mechanical load applied to the dam 
wall to account for loads transferred to the abutments. Model results are plotted in the same 
format as measured field data to validate the simulations. The evaluation of the key parameters 
during reservoir filling is presented in this section.
Changes in key parameters during reservoir filling
Figure 11.5a shows uplift pressures estimated along the dam-rock interface plotted against 
reservoir levels. Corresponding uplift pressure measurements are also shown in the figure for 
comparison. Computed and measured uplift pressures are in good agreement at monitoring 
points located downstream of the drainage gallery. However, at point B, located upstream of the 
drain holes, computed magnitudes of uplift pressures are slightly lower than measured values 
and do not exhibit the sharp increase in hydraulic heads observed at high reservoir levels.
Normal effective stresses computed at points B, E and I along the dam-rock interface are 
plotted in Figure 11.5b. The “decompression” experienced by the upstream portion of the 
interface is not as pronounced as in Scenario I and the effective normal stress remains positive 
at all reservoir levels. In addition, the increase in effective normal stress at the downstream toe 
of the dam is very modest and do not exceed a value of about 3.0 MPa. This is in contrast with 
the 6.0 MPa value estimated in Scenario I.
Changes in hydraulic apertures at heel and toe of the dam at points B and I are shown in Figure 
11.5c. These changes are also moderate, ranging from 10 to 20 pm. These values are 
substantially lower than the corresponding apertures of 100 pm estimated in Scenario I. 
Computed flow rates at the drainage gallery are shown in the same figure, reaching maximum 
values of approximately 10 1/ min per 20 m of dam length. These flow values are in the same 
range of measured values, which are shown by the dashed line in the same figure. However,
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the trend of the estimated and measured flow rates exhibit slightly distinct shapes with the 
measured values increasing at a larger pace indicating that the computed leakage rates at the 
drainage gallery exhibit an almost constant rate of increase with reservoir filling. Measured 
leakage rates, on the other hand, actually increase sharply between reservoir elevations 1070 m 
and 1080 m, indicating a rapid increase in joint permeability and hydraulic apertures.
Computed structure displacements are plotted against reservoir levels and are shown in Figure 
11.5d. The same pattern observed in scenario I is also shown here. At lower reservoir levels the 
dam initially moves upstream. Beyond reservoir elevation 980 m, the dam begins to move 
rapidly downstream, reaching maximum computed displacements of 30 mm for maximum 
operating levels. The estimated structural displacements are in the same range of measured 
displacements.
The estimated dam behavior in Scenario II, including rock mass discontinuities and reduced 
reservoir loads, are in very good agreement with all field measurements of the key parameters 
(uplift pressures, leakage rates and structure displacements). Therefore, it can be concluded 
that it provides a more realistic prediction of dam behavior than the first scenario.
11.4 Scenario II -  Estimated behavior at maximum operating level
11.4.1 Estimated behavior along the dam-rock interface
The potential for a sliding failure to develop along the dam-rock interface at maximum 
operational level was evaluated by estimating shear and effective normal stresses along the 
interface, as shown in Figure 11,6a. Shear stresses increase linearly from heel to toe, while 
normal effective stresses are almost constant along the interface with a slight increase near the 
toe of the dam. Estimated uplift pressures decrease sharply upstream of the drainage gallery 
where they reach a nominal value. Uplift pressures remain at this nominal value downstream of 
the gallery. A close correspondence is noted between computed and measured uplift pressure 
distributions at the downstream zone (Figure 11.6b). Upstream of the drainage gallery, 
measured uplift pressures are slightly above computed values. However, there is a good overall 
agreement between measured and computed uplift pressure distributions.
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The joint hydraulic aperture distribution along the interface at maximum operational level is 
shown in Figure 11.6c, with hydraulic apertures of approximately 80 pm at the heel and toe of 
the dam and 120 jam in the middle portion of the dam-rock interface. Hydraulic apertures are 
smaller than the hydraulic aperture corresponding to zero effective stress (ah0 = 200 pm) and 
thus the dam-rock interface is still closed, as opposed to the 2 mm crack opening computed 
upstream of the drainage gallery in the first scenario.
Changes in factors of safety during reservoir fiiiinq
Estimated factors of safety against sliding at various reservoir elevations are shown in Figure 
11,6d. The factor of safety decreases with reservoir levels but remains at a relatively large value 
(in excess of 3.0) even for levels above the maximum operating pressures. Factors of safety are 
consistently larger than the ones estimated in the first scenario for correspondent reservoir 
levels (solid square in Figure 11.6d).
The vast difference between the estimated behavior in Scenario I (no rock mass discontinuities) 
where a factor of safety of 1.61 was estimated against sliding along the interface at maximum 
reservoir level and the corresponding factor of safety of 3.8 for Scenario II indicates the 
prominent significance of incorporating pertinent geological features and applied loads in 
numerical models.
11.4.2 Scenario II -  Estimated behavior within the rock foundations
Total vertical stresses and flow rates along foundation discontinuities
Fig. 11.7 shows the development of computed total vertical stresses and flow rates along rock 
foundation joints at various reservoir elevations. At the beginning of reservoir filling, computed 
total vertical stresses are higher near the heel of the dam (3.0 to 4.0 MPa) and decrease 
gradually towards the toe, which corresponds well with the dam weight distribution before 
reservoir filling (Figure 11.7a). Also shown in Figure 11.7 are the flow rates along rock 
foundation joints. Flow rates are represented by line thickness. Flow rates smaller than 1.2 I / 
min per 20 m of dam length do not appear in the figure.
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Estimated total vertical stresses increase in the downstream zone beneath the toe of the dam, 
as reservoir levels rise as shown in Figure 11.7a through 11.7d. As indicated in these figures, 
the distribution of total vertical stresses along the base of the dam becomes more uniform as 
the reservoir level rises. Simultaneously, joint hydraulic aperture in the rock mass increases and 
seepage gradually starts to take place towards the downstream zone. Leakage rates captured 
by the drain holes are also indicated in Figure 11.7, reaching maximum values of approximately 
101/ min per 20 m of dam length, which correspond well with measured values.
Changes in hydraulic apertures at maximum operating level (El. 1082 m)
Normalized changes of hydraulic apertures due to reservoir filling are shown in Figure 11.8. The 
contour lines are determined by estimating percentual changes in joint apertures with respect to 
a benchmark value corresponding to the joint aperture before reservoir filling. Contour lines for 
joint aperture change are given in intervals of + 200 %, (+) for joint closure and -  200 %, (-) for 
joint opening. The reason for such large contour interval scale is that maximum openings of -  
3000 % were estimated at vertical joints located at the heel of the dam. As indicated in Figure
11.8 the joint opening triggered by reservoir filling gradually decreases from the heel of the dam 
in the downstream direction until a midpoint along the dam-rock interface, where no changes in 
normalized hydraulic aperture were estimated. It is also important to note that significant 
changes in hydraulic apertures are limited to a depth of approximately 25 to 30 % of the height 
of the dam beneath the foundations.
Seepage behavior at the rock foundations
Figure 11.9 shows equipotential lines at maximum operating level El. 1082 m plotted in contour 
intervals of 10 m. The uplift pressure diagram along the dam-rock interface is also plotted in the 
figure. Most of the head losses take place upstream of the drainage gallery, which corresponds 
well with the behavior observed in piezometric measurements.
11.5 Summary and conclusions
This chapter described the coupled hydromechanical analyses of Hungry Horse dam to 
investigate the changes in joint hydraulic apertures, effective normal stresses and factors of 
safety along the dam-rock interface due to reservoir filling.
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Two different modeling scenarios were considered in the hydromechanical analyses of Hungry 
Horse Dam. The first scenario consisted of a homogeneous and relatively impermeable rock 
mass foundation with the dam-rock interface as the only relatively permeable joint in the model 
(scenario I). Computed uplift pressures were much higher than measured uplift pressures 
indicated that considering only the dam-rock interface as the single discontinuity in the model 
can seriously limit prediction capabilities. This scenario also results in an estimated factor of 
safety against interface sliding which is lower than the actual value. Furthermore, estimated 
leakage rates along the interface in Scenario I are much higher than the ones actually 
measured in the field.
A more realistic modeling scenario (scenario II) was achieved by considering the effect of dam 
curvature and the presence of the most persistent joints and drains in the foundation. In the 
second modeling scenario, computed and measured uplift pressures were in good agreement at 
all interface points located downstream of the drainage gallery. At points located upstream of 
the drainage gallery, computed total heads and flow rates are within the range of measured 
values. Estimated factors of safety considering the arch effect reached values above 3.0 (FS = 
3.89) at maximum operating level El. 1082 m.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
12.1 Summary
This thesis presents a methodology to evaluate the hydromechanical behavior of concrete 
gravity dams founded on jointed rock. The purpose of the study was to examine the 
assumptions on current design guidelines (FERC, USBR) and to propose a methodology to 
extrapolate dam behavior to unusual loading (PMF) conditions. The research methodology 
consisted in creating a database of observed dam behavior throughout typical cycles of 
reservoir filling and simulating this behavior with a coupled hydromechanical numerical model. 
Once the model was calibrated under various conditions and modeling scenarios, dam behavior 
was extrapolated to reservoir levels higher than the normal operation level.
The structural behavior of three dams (Albigna, Hungry Horse and Upper Stillwater dams) 
representative of different geologies, dam shapes and sizes was investigated based on selected 
monitored data of key parameters, including foundation pore pressures, gallery leakage rates, 
structure displacements and changes in foundation joint apertures during reservoir operation.
For each dam, typical cycles of reservoir operation were chosen and field data was plotted with 
reservoir levels as an effective way to evaluate dam behavior. A critical reservoir level was 
observed in the total head vs. reservoir level plots in Albigna and Hungry Horse dams, above 
which, the rate of change in pore pressures increased at an accelerated pace, characterizing a 
considerable change in the hydromechanical interaction within the rock mass foundations.
A hydromechanical model using UDEC 3.0, a computer code based on the Distinct Element 
Method (DEM), was implemented to fit site specific conditions for Albigna and Hungry Horse 
dams. However, in Upper Stillwater dam, high effective normal stresses at the foundation 
precluded any significant hydromechanical interaction. Therefore, the Upper Stillwater case 
history was not further evaluated with the DEM hydromechanical model; instead, its monitored 
performance was interpreted on a qualitative basis.
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The numerical models for each dam were set up based on geological mapping of rock mass 
discontinuities at each dam site as well as mechanical and hydraulic rock joint parameters 
inferred from joint characteristics and field measurements. Dam performance estimated with the 
numerical model was compared with field measurements of pore pressures, leakage rates, 
changes in joint apertures and structure displacements.
Research findings and contributions based on studies carried out in this thesis are summarized 
in this chapter. Design recommendations and points that deserve future investigations are also 
included in this summary. The main concluding points of the study can be summarized as 
follows:
1. Present design uses a constant cohesion intercept along potential sliding surfaces, 
regardless of the magnitude of the effective normal stresses, to explain satisfactory 
structural behavior observed in concrete dams. This assumption does not correspond 
well with the nonlinear strength envelopes measured along natural rock joints in the 
laboratory and in-situ tests. These measurements indicate drastic reductions of the 
cohesion component at low stress levels. The results obtained in this study indicate that 
adequate dam behavior might actually be the result of factors other than cohesion, such 
as the presence of 3-D rock wedges at the dam foundations, the arching of reservoir 
water loads into the abutments, the hydromechanical interaction along foundation joints 
and enhanced natural drainage. Large cohesion components are also used in design, to 
satisfy artificially high factors of safety required by the regulations. FERC guidelines 
require a factor of safety of 3.0 for normal operating conditions and a factor of safety of 
2.0 for unusual loading (PMF). A more realistic specification could be to drop both the 
cohesion component as well as the required factor of safety, which for normal loading 
conditions can be set at 1.5 and for unusual loading can be 1.2.
2. For the dams analyzed in this study, estimated changes in rock joint permeability within 
dam foundations during reservoir filling are in the range of one to two orders of 
magnitude along the dam rock interface instead of the extreme permeability contrast 
assumed in current design guidelines (FERC, USBR), which assume open crack at full 
reservoir and closed at the tip of the crack. However, to estimate this behavior, it is 
necessary to include the presence of the foundation joints, which also control water flow 
in concrete gravity dam foundations.
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3. The hydromechanical analyses carried out in this research indicate a gradual reduction 
in factors of safety during reservoir filling assuming that drains work beyond maximum 
operating elevations, instead of the rapid reduction obtained with design guidelines. 
Factors of safety obtained with design guidelines for Albigna dam are marginal, even at 
normal operation levels. Therefore, if drains are performing well during reservoir 
operation and factors of safety are acceptable, it is most likely that they will also perform 
in the case of dam overtopping, at a lower value of factor of safety.
12.2 Conclusions on hydromechanical behavior of monitored rock mass foundations
Based on the evaluation of field data collected and interpreted in this thesis, the following 
general conclusions were drawn concerning hydromechanical behavior of concrete gravity 
dams and the rock mass foundations:
1. It is possible to assess the structural behavior of a dam from a judicious evaluation of 
data collected from well-planned monitoring programs. Interpretation of dam behavior 
can be based on an integrated evaluation of the data collected concurrently from all 
monitoring systems available, preferably at the same dam cross section. Behavioral 
patterns shown by individual monitoring systems should be consistent with 
measurement trends detected in the remaining systems.
2. Monitoring of rock mass dam foundations during reservoir filling can be construed as a 
full scale coupled hydromechanical test of pertinent discontinuities. Changes on 
foundation rock joint pore pressures, hydraulic apertures, leakage rates and 
displacements should be evaluated as a whole, in the same way as laboratory test data 
is analyzed.
3. Monitoring data is usually plotted versus time during the lifetime of a project. Presenting 
the same data as a function of reservoir water elevation during a typical reservoir cycle 
is a more effective way to detect behavioral patterns that cannot be fully perceived in 
regular time plots. It might be prudent to establish the frequency of instrumentation 
readings based on changes in reservoir levels rather than on regular time intervals.
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Increased reading frequency (e.g. once a week) may be required during time periods 
when reservoir levels are changing rapidly.
4. Because, frequently, sliding stability is controlled by weak foundation discontinuities, 
monitoring of the rock foundations is perhaps more critical than monitoring of the 
structure and / or the dam-rock interface. Thus, it may be necessary to expand typical 
instrumentation programs, which usually concentrate on the concrete structure and dam- 
rock interface to incorporate the dam foundation discontinuities.
5. Relying solely on seepage measurements and/or concrete structure displacements to 
assess critical reservoir levels triggering sliding can be misleading if the location of the 
sliding surface is not identified. Measurements of crest displacements at the concrete 
structure may not reflect in a timely manner the hydraulic apertures changes of 
foundation rock discontinuities that trigger considerable increases in pore pressures 
along potential sliding surfaces.
6. Measuring uplift pressures along the dam-rock interface alone can also be misleading if 
less competent foundation rock discontinuities are present within the foundations. 
Multilevel piezometers and continuous joint aperture meters of high precision may have 
to be installed in several foundation boreholes to detect changes in joint apertures due to 
reservoir filling and to identify most active joints and potential sliding surfaces. Although 
this is not a new concept (Kovari and Amstad, 1983; Patton, 1983) it was reinforced in 
this thesis, by comparing different types of instrumentation in the monitored dams. 
Measurements taken at closely spaced locations within the dam foundations provided a 
better means of identifying the most active discontinuities than conventional subsurface 
instrumentation installed at specific locations in the rock mass foundations. The 
identification and the evaluation of the more active joints during operation of the dam is 
important to understand potential failure mechanisms at specific dam sites and 
implement more realistic modeling scenarios and remedial measures if required.
7. Within all three dam cases investigated in this study, piezometric pressure 
measurements taken at various discontinuities within the foundation, exhibit a similar 
pattern during reservoir filling; which indicates similar joint aperture triggering 
mechanisms. Sharp changes in the slope of the relationships between piezometric
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heads and reservoir level define critical uplift pressures at which considerable joint 
opening takes place and significant hydromechanical interaction starts. These critical 
reservoir levels are also reflected in corresponding plots of joint apertures, leakage rates 
and concrete structure displacements versus the water elevations in the reservoir. Joint 
apertures increase slowly at low reservoir levels, until the reservoir level reaches a 
critical level. For reservoir levels beyond the critical elevation, joint apertures increase at 
an accelerated rate and effective normal stresses approximate zero. Beyond this 
reservoir elevation, joint aperture is controlled by the relative displacement between 
adjacent blocks, which corresponds to the hydraulic jacking or hydraulic fracturing 
phenomena observed in pressure tunnels (Alvarez, 1997) and water pressure tests 
(Ewert, 1985; Hendron et al., 1987).
8. Total heads measured at various rock joints within the dam foundations were plotted 
versus corresponding reservoir elevations. As indicated above, the rate of increase of 
total head as the reservoir level rises accelerates rapidly beyond a critical reservoir 
elevation at which joint opening begins to take place. It was also observed that the 
critical reservoir elevation changes for successive locations from upstream to 
downstream along a given joint. This progression of “decompressed" zones during 
reservoir filling is an indication of the opening of the existing joint and can be assessed 
from the nonlinear shape of total head curves at various locations from heel to toe of the 
dam. For modeling purposes, typical shapes of total head curves and changes of joint 
aperture versus reservoir elevations measured in the field should be used to calibrate 
compressibility parameters of pertinent discontinuities.
9. Joint attitude and orientation are important factors in hydromechanical behavior of 
foundations of concrete gravity dams. For subvertical joints, joint aperture is mainly 
controlled by reduction in effective normal stresses while for subhorizontal joints, 
opening is also affected by shear dilation. Other important factors that control joint 
behavior are drainage and foundation treatment. For example, in the case of Upper 
Stillwater Dam, total head curves for piezometers located at a subhorizontal, 0.60 m 
thick, argillite zone at a depth of 30 meters below the dam foundations show almost no 
change in slopes and follow flat lines below the 45° inclination for the piezometric head 
versus reservoir level plot. This behavior indicates that a positive effective normal stress 
is always present along the argillite zone even for maximum operational reservoir levels.
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The depth of the layer of approximately 20 to 30 m below the bottom of the dam 
foundations, results in relatively high effective stresses throughout reservoir filling, 
precluding any significant hydromechanical interaction.
12.3 Conclusions on numerical analyses using the Distinct Element Method (DEM)
Numerical methods to analyze the behavior of concrete gravity dams should include key factors 
that significantly affect rock mass foundation behavior. These factors are:
a) in-situ stress condition of the rock mass
b) intact properties of the rock
c) geological environment of the dam site including information on stratification, orientation, 
spacing, persistence of rock mass discontinuities (i.e. joints, shear zones, foliation 
surfaces and bedding planes
d) mechanical and hydraulic properties of rock mass discontinuities; the model should be 
capable to simulate changes in joint permeability with pore pressure changes within the 
joint
e) shape and size of the dam
f) simulation of construction methods and foundation treatment such as drainage, grouting, 
upstream blankets.
The Distinct Element Method (DEM) includes all the relevant factors listed above and was used 
in this investigation.
A frequent practice in dam engineering is to analyze the dam-rock interface as the most critical 
sliding surface. Generally, the foundation is considered a homogeneous and relatively 
impermeable rock mass with a single Discontinuity that conducts all flow along the dam-rock 
interface. Although this can be considered a realistic assumption for some rock foundations, e.g. 
horizontally bedded shales and sandstones, modeling of this condition resulted in computed 
uplift pressures and flow rates along the interface much higher than measured values if only one 
single discontinuity is considered along the interface. Therefore, it was concluded that this 
approach although simple, could seriously limit prediction capabilities in geotechnical analyses 
of most concrete gravity dams. Natural discontinuities are invariably present in rock mass 
foundations and thus modeling scenarios including the presence of foundation joints and
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foundation treatment provide for a better agreement between measured and computed values 
of key parameters controlling structural behavior. More realistic distribution of stresses, uplift 
pressures and factors of safety can be obtained at multiple reservoir levels with representative 
numerical models.
Basic trends of key parameters as reservoir levels increases, obtained from DEM analyses can 
be summarized as follows:
1. During reservoir filling, the effective normal stress distribution along the dam-rock 
interface changes, exhibiting a “decompression’’ at the upstream portion, while an 
increase in effective normal stresses and stress-induced joint closure takes place at the 
toe of the dam.
2. Factors of safety computed following simplified cracked-base procedures decrease more 
rapidly for similar change in reservoir levels than factors of safety estimated using the 
DEM. Consequently, computations of uplift pressures and crack lengths using design 
guidelines are conservative and usually lead to remedial measures, which might not be 
necessary.
3. Factors of safety against sliding or rock wedges isolated by adversely oriented 
discontinuities within the Albigna dam foundations were estimated in this study using the 
2-D DEM numerical model and 3-D stereonet analyses. The difference in factors of 
safety obtained following these two different approaches tends to decrease with the 
maximum depth of the rock wedge, because for 2-D rock wedges, the weight of the 
wedge is larger than the corresponding 3-D volume. However, this stabilizing effect is 
partially balanced by the reduction in the hydraulic load at the back of the three- 
dimensional wedge, as well as the increase in the normal stress on the sliding planes 
due to the 3-D geometry.
4. The friction angle along the joints at the base of the rock wedge in Albigna dam was 
reduced from 40° to 30°. The corresponding factor of safety against sliding of the rock 
wedge obtained from the 3-D stereonet analysis reduced from 2.77 to 1.67, respectively. 
The drop in the magnitude of factor of safety resulting from the variation in the friction 
angle is similar to the reduction in factor of safety obtained when comparing 3-D to 2-D
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analyses. Furthermore, a reduction in the friction angle along the joints from 40° to 30° 
triggers a reduction from 1.51 to 1.04 in the factor of safety against sliding of the shallow 
(30 m deep) rock wedge estimated using a 2-D analysis. The magnitude of this reduction 
in the factor of safety is similar to the drop in the corresponding factor of safety when a 
parabolic uplift distribution is replaced by a linear triangular distribution along the sliding 
surface.
5. Subvertical joints parallel to the dam axis and located at the upstream zone are most 
likely to open during reservoir filling confirming predictions by Casagrande (1961); 
Henny (1929) and Zienkiewicz (1968). Practical experience in dam engineering design 
considers open vertical joints at the heel (Jaeger, 1972). This tendency is exacerbated at 
sites where horizontal in-situ stresses parallel to river flow are relatively low, a most 
likely scenario where the dam is above a topographic step, as may occur in glaciated 
terrain or escarpments.
6. Natural drainage through rock mass discontinuities has a significant impact on dam 
behavior and is reflected in reduction of pore pressures within the dam foundations. It 
also results in more realistic estimates of flow rates and factors of safety along potential 
sliding surfaces.
7. For the dams analyzed, there is zone within the rock mass foundations with a depth Dj 
of approximately 25 to 30% of the height of the dam in the upstream and downstream 
zones where significant changes in joint hydraulic apertures and joint permeabilities take 
place as the reservoir level increases. This behavior confirms the prediction of 
Casagrande (1961) of more fractured rock or more open joints in the upper portion of the 
dam foundations. However, Casagrande’s assumption was to treat this zone as an 
equivalent porous media with no change in permeability during reservoir filling. Actually, 
significant changes in permeability can take place within this zone. Furthermore, 
depending on site geology, fracture orientation and inclination, this zone can be much 
deeper than 25 % of the height of the dam, as shown in Albigna dam.
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For the Hungry Horse and Albigna case histories modeled with the coupled hydromechanical 
numerical model in this thesis research, piezometric measurements taken at various locations 
along the dam-rock interface and foundation joints indicate that:
a) Considerable joint opening above critical reservoir levels did not extend beyond the 
drainage gallery:
b) Joint opening at the dam-rock interface, upstream of the drainage gallery, does not 
occur as rapidly as indicated by current design guidelines.
These two phenomena tend to indicate that the assumptions made on current design guidelines 
to estimate crack lengths along the dam-rock interface are conservative. These assumptions 
estimate a very large permeability on the “cracked" section while the “uncracked" section is 
assumed to be practically impermeable. Field measurements at Hungry Horse and Albigna 
dams do not support this joint behavior; instead, it indicates a gradual change in permeability 
along the joint from the heel to the toe of the dam.
Another conservative assumption included in design guidelines is the consideration of 
inoperative drains if the estimated crack length along the dam-rock interface goes beyond the 
location of the drainage gallery. Actually the DEM model indicates that drains can divert 
considerable flow to the drainage gallery, which was confirmed by measurements of leakage 
rates at the drainage gallery and therefore, decreased uplift pressures are observed at the 
downstream portion of the dam-rock interface. This behavior is observed even in dams that 
might have crack opening upstream of the drainage gallery (Hungry Horse Dam). Drains should 
be maintained or re-drilled whenever necessary during the operation of the dam, a 
recommendation made almost forty years ago by Terzaghi (1962). In the case of a dam being 
overtopped by a PMF (Probable Maximum Flood), it is most likely that the drainage system will 
perform, if drains have been well maintained and frequently inspected during operation. Dam 
owners should be advised to perform preventive inspections and cleanup of drains before 
deadlines for re-licensing dam operations.
Present design uses a constant cohesion component along potential sliding surfaces, 
regardless of the magnitude of the effective normal stresses, to explain satisfactory structural
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behavior observed in concrete dams. This assumption does not correspond well with the 
nonlinear strength envelopes measured along natural rock joints in the laboratory and in-situ 
tests. These measurements indicate drastic reductions of the cohesion component at low stress 
levels. The results obtained in this study indicate that adequate dam behavior might actually be 
the result of factors other than cohesion, such as the presence of 3-D rock wedges at the dam 
foundations, the arching of reservoir water loads into the abutments, the hydromechanical 
interaction along foundation joints and enhanced natural drainage. Large cohesion components 
are also used in design, to satisfy artificially high factors of safety required by the regulations. 
FERC guidelines require a factor of safety of 3.0 for normal operating conditions and a factor of 
safety of 2.0 for unusual loading (PMF). A more realistic specification could be to drop both the 
cohesion component as well as the required factor of safety, which for normal loading conditions 
can be set at 1.5 and for unusual loading can be 1.2.
In summary, it might be the case in current design guidelines, that the conservative assumption 
of inoperative drains for PMF conditions may be balanced by an unconservative practice of 
recommending a cohesion intercept at low effective normal stress levels to estimate sliding 
stability. The high factors of safety obtained using design guidelines may explain the satisfactory 
behavior observed in concrete dams in operation. However, the results obtained in this study 
indicate that such satisfactory behavior might actually be the result of other factors such as the 
presence of 3D rock wedges at the dam foundations, the arching of reservoir loads into the 
abutments and the hydromechanical interaction along foundation joints and enhanced natural 
drainage.
12.5 Design Recommendations
For existing dams, extrapolation of operating conditions must be made to assess behavior 
under the probable maximum flood level. The following design recommendations are proposed 
to evaluate this condition:
1. Existing monitoring data collected for a typical operation cycle during reservoir filling is to 
be compared with results obtained from a hydromechanical model. The calibrated model 
can be used to extrapolate the behavior for reservoir levels that have not been 
experienced yet. If field data is not available for comparison with model results and the 
project is important, installation of special instrumentation may be needed to confirm
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assumptions made on the numerical model on joint apertures and pore pressures in the 
rock foundations. As an intermediate approach, data collected from similar dams in 
similar geological environments might be used to calibrate the numerical models. 
Prudence requires factors of safety under these conditions until field instrumentation 
data is collected and digested.
2. Simplified analytical procedures suggested in regulatory guidelines can be used as a 
preliminary screening tool. If the calculated factor of safety estimated by a cracked -base 
analysis is marginal even for normal operating levels, below the PMF, DEM methods of 
analysis should be used before deciding on dam rehabilitation strategies. Simplified 
analyses should included potential sliding along persistent rock mass discontinuities 
within the dam foundations. Potential rock wedges below the dam need to be identified 
as a first step in dam stability analyses.
3. In those locations where persistent, interconnected discontinuities are present within the 
rock foundations, effective, natural drainage develops and thus parabolic uplift pressure 
distributions can be used for design purposes. However, in geological environments 
where widely spaced and poorly interconnected discontinuities are present, flows tend to 
concentrate on specific joints and triangular (linear) uplift pressure distributions are more 
likely to occur. Reservoir induced breakage of rock bridges between non-persistent joints 
can also result in concentrated path of leakage and linear triangular pore pressure 
distributions. In addition, simplified three dimensional rock wedge effects should be 
included in the analyses. These analyses need to be carried out to assess the sensitivity 
of the factor of safety as the reservoir level increases. Establishing a realistic 
geomechanical behavioral model can be helpful in planning an effective instrumentation 
program, to take full advantage of monitored behavior during dam operation.
4. Geological environments where steep, closely spaced, compressible joints perpendicular 
to the river are present within the foundations, are likely to result in significant changes in 
joint apertures during reservoir filling. Joint opening can take place upstream, generating 
enhanced hydraulic connections, while joint closure can take place on the downstream 
zone, generating shearing of the grout curtain and lowering the factor of safety (e.g. 
Upper Stillwater Dam). Simplified hand calculations or continuum numerical model 
analyses will not properly simulate these conditions; DEM analyses are recommended.
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12.6 Future Research
Based on results of the studies that were carried out in this thesis, the following topics would 
deserve attention to continue the investigations on hydromechanical behavior of concrete 
gravity dams:
1. Joint dilatancy due to small scale irregularities was not taken into account in this 
research thesis; only the large scale effect due to irregular topography or arrangement of 
rock blocks at the field scale. With increasing shear displacement along the joint, an 
increase in joint hydraulic apertures can take place during shear, increasing joint 
permeability as observed in laboratory tests by Esaki et al (1995). The development of 
joint dilatancy is also dependent on the geometrical shape of the valley canyon. Joint 
dilatancy is more likely to develop in wide valleys, where shear forces along the 
abutments may not be significant. However, in narrow valleys, friction along the 
abutments can preclude joint dilatancy. Similar phenomena will occur in deep sliding 
surfaces beneath the dam.
2. It is recommended to incorporate a nonlinear strength envelope within the constitutive 
model to obtain a more realistic representation of the actual sliding resistance along 
natural discontinuities and dam-rock interface.
3. It is also important to evaluate the behavior of non-persistent joints within the rock mass 
as well as along the dam-rock interface. These types of joints occur in specific geological 
environments but their combined shear and flow behavior are not well understood. As a 
first step, it is suggested to carry out model simulations where the crack portions as well 
as the rock bridges between cracks are modeled with joints of different strengths and 
permeabilities. This simulation corresponds well with the dam-rock interface where the 
geometry of the sliding surface can be initially discontinuous but always remain within a 
single plane as the shearing load increases. Laboratory tests carried out by Cording and 
co-workers (Cording and Jamil, 1994; Jamil, 1992) can be used to obtain an initial 
assessment of the mechanical properties of these joints.
4. Depending on the amount of shear displacement and joint opening, a loss of strength 
along the rock joint can be observed. Thus, the effect of joint dilatancy on changes in
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joint aperture, stresses, uplift pressures and factors of safety should be evaluated in 
future studies with a constitutive model preferably tested in laboratory tests.
5. Roughness and tortuosity were not considered in estimating flow and pore pressures 
along rock joints in the hydromechanical model setups for Albigna and Hungry Horse 
dams. Instead, joint walls were considered smooth and flow rates were computed 
assuming the hydraulic aperture and mechanical aperture to be equal. Current state of 
the art on hydromechanical behavior of rock joints at the laboratory scale does provide 
evidence that this relationship depends on the nature of the joint. A model that can be 
used will include a linear relationship between hydraulic and mechanical apertures with a 
constant slope / within a given range of mechanical apertures. However, the value of/  
can be drastically changed once the mechanical aperture reaches a limiting value. This 
model will allow the introduction of a residual hydraulic aperture, which does not change 
regardless of the mechanical apertures. Nevertheless, constitutive relationships for 
different joints in different rock types, fracture roughness, tortuosity and maximum 
closure to different values of /  is not yet available. Thus, future studies involving flow 
behavior of fractured rock in dam engineering or other civil and environmental 
engineering projects should also incorporate appropriate relationship coefficients based 
on more refined knowledge of hydromechanical rock joint behavior than the current 
state-of-the-art.
6. In this thesis research, the DEM hydromechanical analyses assumed a 2-D (two- 
dimensional) condition. This approach has two limitations; first, if the concrete dam has a 
considerable arch curvature, it may be difficult to estimate the proportion of the reservoir 
water load that is transferred to the abutments. Second, persistent joints can isolate 3-D 
(three dimensional) rock wedges below the dam. Third, using a 3-D model with actual 
spacing, depth of drain holes and the presence of natural hydraulic boundary conditions, 
such as steep valleys and impermeable fault zones, would result in more realistic flow 
nets and hydromechanical interaction between joints. Three-dimensional models of flow 
in fractured media are already available in the literature (Damjanac, 1996; Therrien, 
1992). However, comparing results from 3-D stereographic analysis with results from 
corresponding 3-D numerical models is also important in assessing if the analytical 
calculations are realistic.
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